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Abstract

Light and atoms couple together via the electromagnetic interaction. The simplest
form of this interaction is the electric dipole interaction, and in its quantised form it
provides a useful starting point for the investigation of quantum effects in optics. Two
examples of quantum noise manipulation of the light field due to interaction with atoms
will be presented, as well as an analysis of a simple model for laser cooling of trapped
atoms.

The first example of quantum noise manipulation is the investigation of a quantum
non-demolition measurement scheme based on a three-level atomic system in the ladder
configuration. An effective two-level model of the atomic system is used, which enables
the inclusion of spontaneous emission noise from the upper atomic level. The system is
found to perform well, when detuned far from resonance.

The second example is the treatment of squeezing in the intensity difference between
two modes coupled by a three-level atomic system in the ladder configuration. The noise
correlations are similar to those occurring in the optical parametric oscillator, and give
rise to good squeezing when the system is well detuned from the intermediate level.

The simple model of laser cooling consists of a single two-level atom with quantised
centre-of-mass motion constrained to move in a one-dimensional harmonic potential while
interacting with a single-mode classical travelling light field. It is shown that there is an
analogy between this model and the Jaynes-Cummings model. This gives rise to interest-
ing coherent effects including quantum collapses and revivals in the atomic inversion.

Sideband cooling occurs for this model when the light field is tuned to the atom's first
lower vibrational sideband. The strong sideband and Lamb-Dicke perturbation regimes
are defined. Analytic results have previously been obtained for the latter regime, but we
carry out a numerical investigation of the steady state and time evolution behaviour in
the former regime. Differences in the behaviour in the two regimes are discussed. Finally
the possibility of observing quantum jumps between trap levels is discussed.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

In physics the notion of interaction is of fundamental importance. The planets interact
with the sun via the gravitational field, and so remain in orbit. Two objects of opposite
electrical charge interact via the electromagnetic field, and so attract each other. There
are four basic interactions in physics: gravitational, electromagnetic, and the weak and
strong nuclear. In general, interactions occur between particular constituents of matter
and are said to be mediated by a field. The gravitational interaction occurs between any
constituents of matter which have mass, and is mediated by the gravitational field. The
electromagnetic interaction occurs between any constituents of matter which have electric
charge, and is mediated by the electromagnetic field. In this thesis we are interested
primarily in electromagnetic interactions which occur between light and atoms, that is,
between the electromagnetic field at optical wavelengths and atomic electrons.

None of the fundamental interactious listed above can be understood fully without
the use of quantum mechanics. Physicists believe that the theory of quantum mechanics
is currently the best theory for explaining the physical behaviour of microscopic entities
such as atoms, electrons, quarks and photons. The quantum nature of the electromagnetic
interaction gives rise to interesting effects that would not have been present had the
interaction been treated classically. In the area of optics, the application of quantum
mechanics has resulted in a new subject area known as quantum optics, this being the
subject area of this thesis.

The interaction between atoms and the electromagnetic field can be used to manipulate
properties of the field itself, or to rnanipulate the state of the atorns. This thesis deals
with both of these applications of the interaction between light and matter.
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1.1

Chapter 1. Introduction

Quantum mechanics

It was Planck and Einstein who first made use of a quantum hypothesis in physics, Planck

in his treatment of blackbody radiation and Binstein in the photoelectric effect. They
argued that light consists of bundles of energg each of which is exchanged as a whole

when the light is absorbed or emitt"d by matter. The next step in the development of
quantum theory carne in 1913 when Bohr used the quantum hypothesis to explain the
spectroscopic features of the hydrogen atom. He proposed a model, which assumed that
the electrons are only found in certain torbits' about the atomic nucleus.

One of the central themes in the developing quantum theory was the dual wave-particle

nature of Iight and matter. It was de Broglie who pointed out that this dual property of
light could be extended, at least theoretically, to matter. This has indeed been borne out
by experiments which show the diffraction and interference properties of electrons and

neutrons.

It was Schrodinger in 1925 who developed a l\'ave equation to describe the propagation

of matter waves. This led to the probability interpretation of quantum mechanics, in
which the modulus squared of the wavefunction solution to Schrodinger's equation is to
be interpreted as a probability distribution for some physical quantity. Some of the basics

of quantum mechanics are introduced in Chapter 2.

The interaction between atoms and the electromagnetic field can be understood by

the following simple analogy. Consider two pendula, one representing an atom and the

other a single mode of the electromagnetic field, coupled together by a spring. If the

'atom'pendulum is initially at rest and the 'field'pendulum is oscillating, energy will be

transferred to the 'atomt pendulum. This transfer of energy will be complete if the two

pendula have equal natural frequencies. This process represents absorption of light by the

atom. If the 'field' pendulum is initially at rest and the 'atom' pendulum is oscillating,

energy will be transferred to the 'field' pendulum. This process represents emission of

radiation by the atom. In reality, the interaction between light and matter is a quantum

interaction, and the formalism of quantum mechanics must be used to describe it. In
particular, the mathematical quantities which describe the light field and the atom will
not be simple functions over the complex numbers, but rather operators. The simplest

form of this quantum interaction, the electric dipole coupling, is introduced in Chapter 3.

It would malie life simpler if a system comprising atoms and several modes of the radi-

ation field could be treated in isolation, without considering the interaction with its envi-

ronment. Usually the behaviour of the environment is of no interest, and a common way
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of proceeding is to average over the properties
pative effects into the behaviour of the sysrem.

interaction will be presented in Chapter 4.

3

of the environment. This introduces dissi-
The treatment of the system-environment

L.2 Squeezirg

As the title of this thesis states, the interaction between light and matter can be used
to manipulate the state of the light. In quantum optics there is especial interest in
manipulating the quantum noise properties of the light field. What do we mean by
quantum noise? Quantum mechanics says that light must be accompanied by a certain
minimum amount of fluctuation, which limits the accuracy of measurements made on and
with the light. A beam of light consists of an oscillating electromagnetic field. In classical
physics the oscillations of the field can be pictured as a smooth wave, whose shape can, in
principle, be described with absolute certainty. In quantum mechanics the wave,s shape is
uncertain in principle and this uncertainty is manifest as noise: small, random fluctuations
in the electromagnetic field. These small fluctuations are even present in a vacuum, with
no external light sources. This quantum noise limits the accuracy of interferometers and
of atomic spectroscopy, and may in the future limit developing technologies such as optical
communications and computing. The manipulation of quantum noise in a light field is
often referred to as squeezing,, and signifies that the noise is redistributed so that parts of
the light wave are less noisy than before, while other parts are noisier.

Quantum mechanics is inextricably linked with ihe notion that, on a microscopic level,
measurement disturbs the system to be measured. This is another way of understanding
quantum noise: it arises because measurement introduces noise into systems. This intro-
duction of noise can create difficulties for precision measurements, because in repeated
measurements on a quantity the noise can feed back and contaminate the quantity to
be measured. What is needed is a measurement scheme whereby measurement noise is
directed away from the quantity of interest. Such schemes are known as quantum non-
d,emolition (QND) measurement schemes, and an example of such a scheme provides
the subject matter of Part II of this thesis. The system comprises an atomic three-level
medium interacting with two modes of the electromagnetic field in an optical cavity. Some
background to QND measurements is given in Chapter 5, including definitions, history
and mathematical formalism.

This atomic three-level system has previously been

where the two atomic transitions are driven far from

investigated in the dispersive limit,
resonance, and no atomic noise is
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included. In Chapter 6 an effective two'level model will be used to describe the system

and this will enable us to include the effect of spontaneous emission noise from the upper

atomic level.

A scheme which generates squeezing is considered in Part III. The system comprises an

atomic beam which passes through an optical cavity. The beam is made up of three-level

atoms, driven by a classical light source and interacting with two cavity modes. Observa-

tion of squeezing is predicted for the fluctuations in the intensity diference between the
output of the two cavity modes. This is due to correlations in the photon pairs created

in the interaction, a process which is similar to that occurring in the optical parametric

oscillator. An introduction to squeezing in various nonlinear optical systems, including
the optical parametric oscillator, is given in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 the analysis of the

intensity squeezing is carried out and the results presented.

1.3 Cooling

The interaction between light and matter can be used to provide information on the
atomic or molecular structure of matter. This information is carried by the emitted or
absorbed light and forms the basis of spectroscopy. The interaction between matter and

radiation can also be used to manipulate matter. For example, the internal (electronic)

degrees of freedom of an atom can be manipulated by optical pumpitrg. This occurs

when the light field is used to 'pu*p' the atom into a preferred state, usually achieved by

the exchange of angular momentum between the atom and polarised photons, a process

which modifies the probability distribution over angular momentum sublevels. The atomic

external degrees of freedom can be manipulated in a analogous fashion. The exchange of

linear momentum between atoms and photons can result in the pumping of an atom into

a certain linear momentum state, and in particular, states with lower kinetic energy. This

is what typically occurs in laser cooling.

A simple trapping and cooling model is considered in Part IV. A single two-level

atom is constrained to move in a one-dimensional harmonic potential while interacting

with a classical single mode travelling light field. A general introduction to laser cooling

is given in Chapter 9, as well as an introduction to the particular model of interest. In

Chapter 10 an analog;r is drawn between the trapping model under consideration and

the Jaynes-Cummings model. This analogy leads to the discussion of coherent effects in

the trapping model, especially of quantum collapses and revivals in the atomic inversion.

The Q-function quasi-probability distribution for the atomic external degrees of freedom
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is also investigated.

In Chapter 10 no spontaneous emission is included in the model, but for the treat-
rnent of cooling dissipative processes must be included. The inclusion of spontaneous
emission in Chapter 11 leads to the derivation of a master equation for the s5rstem. Ana-
lytic solutions to the master equation in the Lamb-Dicke perturbation regime have been
obtained previously. We carry out a numerical investigation of the system in the strong
sideband regime in Chapter 12, and compare the behaviour with that of the system in
the Lamb-Dicke perturbation regime.

One of the applications of the cooling and trapping of single atoms has been to the
observation of quantum iurnps of electrons between atomic states. In Chapter 18 quantum
jumps between trap states are investigated.

The three systems to be discussed in this thesis have been introduced only briefly
here. More background details can be found at the beginning of Parts II, ilI and IV. The
major conclusions of the thesis are to be found at the ends of the relevant chapters. The
results are presented again in summarised form in chapter 14.
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Part I

concepts and methods in quantum
optics



Chapter 2

Quantum mechanics and the
electromagnetic field

Quantum optics is the application of quantum mechanics to optical phenomena, and the
elucidation of the resultant quantum characteristics of the light field. This chapter will
begin with an introduction to the basic concepts of quantum mechanics, followed by an
application of these to the quantisation of the electromagnetic field. Finally u,e shall
introduce the concepts of sgueezed, states and quadrature phase operators.

2.L A brief introduction to quantum mechanics

Quantum mechanics can be described in abstract terms by vectors and operators in a
complex-valued linear vector space. The state of any system is described by a vector in
the space and physical observabres co*espond to operators.

One of the most fundamental connections in quantum theory is between measurement-
induced disturbance of the system and the non-commutativity of the operators corre-
sponding to the measured observables. This relationship is summarised in the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle and underlies discussions of measurement-induced or quantum noise
in quantum optics.

More details on the formulation of quantum
such as that by Merzbacher [1] (see also the
overview).

mechanics can be found in general works
first chapter in Louisell [4] for a useful
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2.L.L

Chapter 2. Quantwn mechanics and, the electrvmagnetic fielil

The state vector

In quantum mechanics one of the basic assumptions is that information on the outcome
of physical measurements on a system is contained in a function r/, which can depend on
continuous or discrete variables, such as position, momentum or electron spin. The Dirac
formulation of quantum mechanics involves viewing d as a vector in a complex-valued
linear vector space which may have either a finite or infinite number of dimensions. The
values taken on by the function ry' are taken to be the components of a vector lrl), known
as the state aector, in a space whose (coordinate axes'are labelled by the values which the
independent variables can take on. The state vector for a simple atomic system with two
energy levels is represented by a vector in a two dimensional space as in Fig. 2.1(a). The
modulus squared of the projection of the state vector onto the axes gives the probability
for the system to be in the ground or excited state. For a particle moving in one dimension
along the s-axis, the sy-stem is represented by a state vector in an infinite dimensional
space' where the coordinate axes are each labelled by one of the values firtr2tca,... of
the coordinate s (see Fig. 2.1(b)). The projection of the state vector onto the axes gives

a set of numbers ,h@r),rh(rr),rh@")r.. . which are equivalent to the wavefunction $(x) of.

(a)
E
c)

ox
a)

Ve

Vs ground

Figure 2.1: (a) The state vector, ld), for a two-level atom. lgol2 and ltl,f2 are the
probability amplitudes for finding the atom in the ground or excited state respectively.

(b) The state vector for a particle moving in one dimension along the e-axis, where only

three of the infinite number of axes are shown.
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the Schr6dinger formulation of quantum mechanics.

For ordinary vectors it is usual to define the scalar product of two vectors to be a
function of the two vectors which gives a number as the result. In an analogous way a
scalar product can be defined for two vectors representing quantum states, and is written
ffi (4rllz), where the pre and post-factors are often refened to as Dras and &efs respec-
tively' It should be noted that the bras are not vectors in the same space as the kets, but
because of their different transfiormation properties (antilinear) constitute a dual space.

2.L.2 Observables

It is assumed that, for every measurable quantity or obser-uable ofa physical system, there
is a linear operator, A, acting on vectors in the space

lrh') : Alrbl. (2.1)

For every operator ,4 there is a hermitian adjoint operator At acting on the dual space
vectors

$l"l : $hlAr.

In order to ensure that the measured values of the observables are
associated with the observable must be hermitian

(2.2)

real, the operator

A: At (2.3)

2.t.3 Eigenvectors and eigenstates of hermitian operators
The measurement of an observable is represented in quantum mechanics by the action of
a hermitian operator on a state vector. The possible outcomes of the measurement are
the eigenvalues of the operator. For the operator A the eigenvalue equation is

Ala) - ala1, (2.4)

where a is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector lc). It can be shown that
eigenvectols can be constructed to form a orthogonal set of vectors which span the space.
This is very useful as it enables the eigenvectors to be used as a basisfor the space. The
orthogonality condition is written as

(olo') : 6oa, (2.5)
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and the completeness or closure condition as

t lo)(al - 1. (2.6)

can be decomposed over theThis second condition ensures that any vector in the space

set of eigenvectors

lrl,) : D l")("1,h,

and also that any operator may be ri*ilari decomposed

(2.7)

t :DAla)(al: 
T alal(al,

a process which is known as the spectral decomposition of the hermitian operat or A.
The decomposition over a particular set of eigenvectors corresponding to one or more

hermitian operators is referred to as a representation. Changes of representation are
equivalent to changes of basis and can be achieved by a unitary transformation of the
basis eigenvectors.

If the observable of interest is a continuous variable the orthogonality and completeness
conditions must be modified and we write

(2.8)

(2.e)

(2.10)

("1"'l:6(a-a')
I

J dala)(ol : 1,

where 6(" - a') is the Dirac delta function.

2.L.4 Measurement

In quantum mechanics there is a limit to the accuracy with which a measurement on

a physical system can be made, because the very process of measurement disturbs the
system. In quantum mechanics this limit to the accuracy of measurements means that
the theory is probabilistic. It is no longer possible to say, as in classical mechanics, that
the system has an exact value for some observable, rather it only has a certain probability
of taking on some value.

It has already been seen that the projection of the state vector onto some basis gives

the probabilities that the system will be in the states corresponding to the basis vectors.

This abstract notion can be connected with actual experimental procedure in the following

way. We measure the observable corresponding to some operator A a large number of
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times, each time with the system in the state lrl), and average the measurements. This
average is known as an ensemble aaeraget and is assumed to be equal to

(A) = (,blAl,h, (2.11)

where lrl) has been normalised to unity. This gives the required connection between
experimental measurements and vectors and operators in an abstract vector space. If, for
instance,

A: la)(al, (2.12)

then the probability that the value o is obtained in the measurement process is given by

P": (l:la)("lrl,) : l("l,hl', (2.13)

where the wavefunction ("lrlr) : t!(a) in the A-representation is known as the probability
amplitude.

The fact that measurement disturbs the state of the system implies that the order
in which measurements are made on a system is important, with the result that opera-
tors describing observables in a system may not necessarily commute. An integral part
of defining some quantum system is, therefore, the stipulation of some algebra for the
operators appearing in the system.

If measurements are made on an ensemble of identical systems the variance of the
measurements about the mean can also be calculated. For an observable described bv the
operator -4 the variance is

(LA)' : Var(,A) - (Arl - (A)r, (2.14)

where AA is referred to as the uncertainty in A. The limit on the accuracy with which
measurements can be made on two non-commuting variables A and B canbe formalised in
an inequality for the variances, (A.4)2 and (A^B)2. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle
states that for two observables described by the operators A and B, the variances for
simultaneous measurements on an ensemble of identical systems satisfy the inequality

(AA)'?(aBl, > |ttta ,Bl)1, (2.15)

We say that the act of measurement on an observable introduces random uncertaintv or
noise into its conjugate observable.
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2.L.5 Time evolution

The time evolution of a quantum system is given by the Schrdd,inger equation for the
state vector

ih;l't$)) : Hl,b$),. (2.16)

where I/ is the Hamiltonian function. The Hamiltonian is the ttotal energy'function for
the system and can be obtained from the classical Hamiltonian by quantisation of the
dynamical variables. The Schriidinger equation is written here in the Schr6dinger picture
(SP)' in which the basis vectors are time-independent and the state vector is a function
of time. An alternative picture is the Heisenberg picture (HP), in which the state vector
is time-independent while the basis vectors are functions of time. The state vectors in the
two pictures are related by

l'l"(t)) : u (t,to)l.,tr(to)), (2.r7)

where the labels ^9 and fJ distinguish the two pictures. The time evolution operator
U(t,fo) satisfies the equation

(2.18)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

if As is not explicitly time-dependent. The square brackets denote the commutator:

lA,Bl: AB - BA.

There is a third picture which is of use in quantum optics, known as the interaction
picture (IP). It is used when the Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of two terms.
one of which is timeindependent:

H"(r) - Hi +vs(0,

and is defined by the unitary transformation

(2.21)

sih;u : HU.

Operators in the SP and HP are related by

A' (t) : Ut (t,ti As U (t,to),

and the operators in the HP satisfy the Heisenberg equations of motion

fro' - *L1A',n*1,

l,i"(r)) = 0 F, to)l'hl (t)),

0 1t,to1 - "-*nos(t-to).

(2.22)

where

(2.23)
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Operators in the SP and IP are related by

A'(t) : 0(t,to)t Asf1t,t;,

and the state vector in the Ip satisfies the equation of motion

ih*l,bl @J : v I (t)l,bt(r)). (2.25)

2-1.6 An example: euantisation of the free electromagnetic
field

The electromagnetic field has an infinite number of degrees of freedom, corresponding to
modes of difering frequency, wavevector and polarisation. The state vector describing
the electromagnetic field will, therefore, be a vector in an infinite dimensional space. The
quantisation procedure for the free electromagnetic field is carried out by writing down
expressions for the classical vector potential, A, and electric field, E, identifying the
dynamical variables, and requiring that they satisfy certain commutation relations.

It is well known that the electromagnetic field can be described in terms of a vector,
A, and scalar, /, potential:
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(2.24)

The vector and scalar potentials do not specify the physical fields completely, and can be
further constrained by a 'gauge conclition'. The coulomb gauge condition,

V.A :0, (2.27)

is especially convenient for the quantisation of the electromagnetic field. Using these
equations and the source free Maxwell equations, the vector wave equation for .d(r, t) can
be obtained

VzA(r,r):iry, (2.28)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The vector potential can now be decomposed
over a set of orthonormal mode functions in a given volume of space (the set is taken to
be discrete for convenience),

B(r,t) : VxA(r,t)
E(r,r) _ -ry -vd.

A(r, t) : E (crul(r)e-i,*t 1 c[ui(r)ei-*r) ,
,c

(2.26)

(2.2e)
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where the cl are Fourier coefficients and the vector mode functions satisfy the wave
equation

(2.30)

under

mode

(2.31)

where V is the mode volume and 61 is the unit polarisation vector. The mode index lc

represents the polarisation index ) as well as the three components of the wave vector k.
The vector potential can now be written as

A(r,t) : T tlfi-(asu*(r)e-iru*r 1alui(r)ed'*') , (2.32)

for thewhere the ar are now dimensionless Fourier coefficients. The corresponding form
electric field is

(o, **) ,*(") : o.
\ c'/

The mode functions depend on the boundary conditions of the physical volume
consideration. In the case of a plaue travelling wave inside a cubical volume the
functions may be written as

,rr(") - #c^"tk.',

E(r, t) - i D ,tr(a6u6(r)e- 
iuvt 

-oiui(r)ei,*') .

In classical electromagnetic theory the Fourier amplitudes, d&, are complex numbers.

Quantisation is achieved, however, by taking them to be the mutualty adjoint operators
a1 and af,,

(2.33)

(2.34)

where the operators are represented in the Heisenberg picture. The operators are required
to satisfy the equal-time commutation relations for boson operators:

eps-iurt + 
"*(t)

aiei'rt -r "tk(t),,

[as,a1,,] : [o[, ol,] : g

lor,o|{ : 6**,.

1rt;etd :; Idr (eqlEl l, + rr;'le*lr) .

(2.35)

The dynamics of the free electromagnetic field is determined by the Hamiltonian,
which is obtained from the classical energy of the mode ft of the electromagnetic field:

(2.36)

The classical electric and magnetic fields can be substituted in and a general coordinate

transformation used to turn the expression into one for the energy of a classical harmonic
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LT

oscillator [3]' Wheu the classical harmonic oscillator is quantised operators can be defined
which are known re annihilation and creation opemtors. These operators add and remove
fixed quanta of energy from the harmonic oscillator. These boson operators have the same
commutation relations as the annihilation and creation operators for the electromagnetic
field (2'35), and may be identified with them. The operators a1 and af , therefore, represent
the annihilation and creation respectively of a quantum of energy (photon) in the mode
,t of the electromagnetic field.

The quantum-mechanical Ilamiltonian representing the energy of a mode of the radi-
ation field can be written as the energy of a harmonic oscillator of frequency c..,1:

11!;etd - Trrr ("rrtr- ;) (2.37)

The operator af,a1, represents the
the energy per photon Dc.rl gives

represents the vacuum energy.

number of photons in the field and multiplying this by
the total energy of the field. The additional hw1,f 2 term

2.2 Squeezed states

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that there is some upper limit to the accuracy
with which pairs of non-commuting variables can be measured. States which satisfy this
upper limit are known as min,imum uncertainty states,

(^42 (^q' : 
f l tta, Bl) 1,.

(2.3e)

(2.38)

In measurements on electromagnetic field quantities the symmetric minimum uncertainty
state defines what is known as the vacuum limit (or shot noise limit) for the measurement-
induced or quantum noise in the two variables:

(LA), - (LB)2: ]l{tr,rl)1.
This is represented in Fig. 2-2 where the fuzzy circle around the average values represents
the uncertainty in the measurement of the observables ,4 and .8. While the uncertainty
in both variables cannot be decreased below the vacuum limit, the uncertainty in one of
the variables can be, so long as there is a compensating increase in the uncertainty of the
other variable. A state in which the noise in one of the variables is below the vacuum level
is known as a squeezed state. For a squeezed state the uncertainty will be represented by
an ellipse (Fig. 2.2(b)).
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(b) AB<h(a)

A
AB =h A

<A> ffi)oo <A>

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the uncertainties

uncertainty state and for (b) a squeezed state, where h:

)oo'n

for (a) a symmetric minimum

\Ml
2.3 Quadrature amplitudes of the electromagnetic

field

The annihilation and creation operators for the electromagnetic field are not hermitian
and so cannot represent observables. We are able, however, to form linear combinations
of the annihjlation and creation operators which are hermitian and, therefore. able to
represent observables.

In general, &Dy single mode waveform, Z, of frequency a, can be decomposed into
cosine and sine components

Z:Zocosc.rtlZosinwt, (2.40)

where Zo and Zo are known as the amplitude and phase quadrature components respec-

tively.

A single mode of the quantised electric field, B, at frequency a, can be written (2.33)

E:t(o"-r,t +ot.r,t), e.41)

where t is the amplitude of the electric field. The electric field can be decomposed into
quadrature components in a similar manner,

E : t (X" cos wt * Xrsin arf) , (2.42)
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where

Xo : a*at
Xe: i(at-a),

are the amplituile and' phase quadtutuw.s opetttors. It follows from the commutation
relations for a and at, (2.15), that the quadrature operators obey

[X',X"J = [X,Xo1: g

[X",Xr] = zi. (2.44)

The commutation relations show that the amplitudes and phase quadratures are non-
commuting operators and, from the Heisenberg uncertainty principle (2.1b), a precise
measurement of one must be at the expense of increased uncertainty in the other.

we may also define the genelalised quadrature pha.se operator

X(0)=o,e-ie +e,t"'|, (2.45)

which reduces to the amplitude and phase quadrature operators for d:0 and 0 -- r/Z
reepectively.

19

(2.43)
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Chapter 3

The matter-field Hamiltonian

In quantum mechanics the dynamics of a system is obtained by writing down a classical
energy function known as the Hamiltonian, and then quantising it. For the interaction
between an atom and the electromagnetic field both the field and the atom must be quan-
tised' The electromagnetic field was quantised in the previous chapter, and in this chapter
the atomic system will be quantised. This will lead to a discussion of a Hamiltonian which
describes the interaction between an atomic system and the electromagnetic field.

In general, the radiation field comprises electric and magnetic fields which perturb
the charge distribution of the electron cloud about the atomic nucleus. This interaction
between field and matter sets up multipole moments in the charge distribution, moments
which in turn interact with the radiation field. It is usually assumed that the classical
energy for the matter-field interaction is dominated by the interaction between the dipole
moment of the charge distribution and the electromagnetic field (electric dipole approx-
imation). The introduction that follows is based on discussions in [s, 6]. More rigorous
derivations can be found in the standard reference works, for example, those by Haken
[2], Loudon [3] and Loui,selt [4].

S.L Quantising the internal atomic states
Unlike the electromagnetic field, which can take on an infinite number of states, the
number of states of the electron in an atom is usually assumed to be finite. While in
reality the energy level structure can be quite complicated, in quantum optics it is usually
assumed that these atomic systems can be approximated by two or three energy levels.

The first step in quantising any system involves finding suitable eigenvectors to form
a basis, and it is usual in atomic systems to choose energy eigenstates to do this task. If

2l
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Horom is the Hamiltonian for the atom alone, the eigenvalue equation will take the form

Houmli) : hw;lil. (3.1)

where fia.'; is the energy of the i-th atomic level. The states, li), should be orthonormal,
(ilf) : 6,r, and complete, Dr li)(il : 1.

The Hamiltonian can now be decomposed over the eigenstates, using (2.8), to give a

simple expression fot Horo ,

Hor* _ I t,;Xll4,,- D U)Ul
iJ'

: I li)(ilh,w;.

f,n," 11"7("1 - lg) kl ) + Iu r,.*,.,,) ( lr) ("1 + lg) (g 
| )

ftwoo" + I{,

(3.2)

It should be noted that the operator l4ffl *o be considered to annihilate the atomic
state lj) and create the atomic state li). The atomic operators must occur in creation-
annihilation pairs as electrons cannot be created or destroyed at photon energies in the
visible region of the spectrurn.

For a two-level atomic system there are only the two energy eigenstates, corresponding
to the ground l9) and excited le) electronic states. The free Hamiltonian becomes

Hotom :

(3.3)

where uo: Qe - us, and 1( is a constant which can be dropped, as it is only the energy

difference between the ground and excited atomic states which is significant. The operator
a' is the atomic inversion operator,

o":Ifl,)(,| - lg)(gl), (3.4)

and takes the values +I/2 and -Il2*O* the atom is in its excited and ground states

respectively.

3.2 Quantising the interaction energy

The classical Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the electromagnetic field

andanelectronis 
1 / p \2H:;(o-;oJ *eV!Hy;"ta,, (3.5)



3.9. Quantising the interacti,on energy ZJ

where V is the Coulomb potential, p is the momentum of the electron, and e is the electric
charge' It is possible to use a unitary transformation to express the Hamiltonian in terms
of the electric and magnetic fields [3]. If it is assumed that the spatial variation of the
electric and magnetic fields across the dimension of the atom is very small (electric dipole
approximation), the interaction energy is given by the interaction of the atomic electric
dipole moment d(t) with the electric field

Hi* : -d(f).8(r,l). (3.6)

The electric field has already been quantised and all that remains is to quantise the
atomic dipole moment d(r), It will be assumed that the atom and the radiation field are
interacting via a single electric dipole transition. The atomic dipole moment operator
d(t) can be written in second quantised form by decomposing over the energy eigenstates
corresponding to the ground and excited electronic states:

d(t) : D
d,r€ {g,e)

d;,ili) (jl, (3.7)

where the d;,5 : Ud(t)li) are the dipole transition matrix elements and d(t) : 6.d(t)
denotes the dipole moment along the polarisation direction of the electric field.

The dipole operator has the form d = Br, where r is the position operator for the
electron cloud. The dipole operator is an odd operator under inversion and this implies
that the diagonal matrix elements 4" and d,oo are zero. The non-diagonal terms are
non-zero if the states lg) and le) have opposite parity

dnu _ I o"rrli(r)e6.rrl"(r)

d,ec : I O"rrll(r)e6.rrlr(r), (3 B)

where the wavefunction is given by {i(") : (rlf) for i € {", g}. The dipole operator may
now be written

d(t) - do"o- (t) + di"o+ (t), (3.e)

where

o- (t) : lg)('lr-t-"'
o+U) _ l{(sl"t.*

lo+,,o'l : To*
Io+,o-l = 2o".

(3.10)

are lowering and raising operators for the atomic transition. The atomic operators obey
the commutation relations

(3.r 1)
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The interaction Hamiltonian can now be written, making use of the quantised expres-
sion for the field, (2.33) and (2.3a), and for the dipole moment (3.9), as

Hint:-tD ,E (an"o-1t]+ f;,o+(t)) (o.1t1,r*1r) - o[1t)u;(")) . (3.12)

When the terms are expanded, it can be seen that there are four terms involving field
and atomic operators. The term o+ap represents the absorption of a photon causing

the excitation of an electron from its ground to excited state. The reverse process is
described by the term containing o-af: the electron is deexcited with the emission of a
photon. The remaining two terms a+a[ and o-ah are highly energy non-conserving and

neglecting their contribution is equivalent to making the rotating wave approximation.
These terms contribute to higher-order radiative processes where energy is conserved in
the final state but not necessarily in some of the intermediate states. Under the rotating
wave approximation the Hamiltonian takes the form

Hint: -iDrl* (d;"o*onur(r) - d'n"o-al,u-.@)) , (3.13)

where the operators are all in the Heisenberg picture (the time dependencies are sup-
pressed).

This general expression for the full quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian for the interac-
tion betw'een a two-level atom and the radiation field in the electric dipole approximation
will now be discussed for several different physical situations.

3.2.L rnteraction with a single mode: Jaynes-Cummings model

It may be the case that the radiation field can be approximated by a single mode travelling
light field of frequency uo. This would be the case if the radiation field were generated by

a highly monochromatic laser or if the atom were interacting with a single mode inside a

high-Q optical cavity. Such a model is known as the Jaynes-Cummings model170].

For a single mode the summation in (3.13) over the mode index & can be dropped.

The mode function for the travelling wave can be written as from (2.31)

1

u(r) : fA"tt''".vv
the system can be obtained

H: Hy;aa* Hou^l H;*,

The full Hamiltonian for

and is given by

(3.14)

from (2.37), (3.3) and (3.13),

(3.15)
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where

H1;.ta _ n',o (oto + l)\z/
Hobm : huJoo'

H;* = h(oo+a*s'o-at).

The coupling constant g is defined as

n:-nrlffion".
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(3.16)

(3.17)

3-2.2 rnteracting with many modes: coupling to a reservoir
In the real world there is no such thing as an isolated system. The Jaynes-Cummings
model considered above, is an idealisation in that it neglects the interaction of the system
and its environment. The environment is often termed a reseraoir or bath for the system,
as it acts as a sink for energy flowing out of the system, as well as providing a source
of thermal fluctuations- The reservoir is taken to be in thermal equilibrium at some
temperature ?, although in quantum optics this temperature is often taken to be zero,
as the thermal population of the modes at optical frequencies is very small. There are,
however, also vacuum field fluctuations present at all frequencies, and these cannot be
neglected.

The interaction between system and reservoir is modelled by coupling the system
to an infinite number of harmonic oscillators representing a continuum of modes of the
electromagnetic field. Two examples of this procedure occur commonly in quantum optics.
The first example is spontaneous emission. Consider an atom interacting with a resonant
single-mode light beam. Energy can be lost from this system by spontaneous emission
into some other mode of the electromagnetic field. These other modes act as a reservoir
for the atomic system. In the reverse process, vacuum field fluctuations in the reservoir
modes will also couple to the atom resulting in a loss of coherence. The second example is
that of cavity damping, where light is lost from the intracavity field through the mirrors
of an optical cavity. In this case the intracavity mode is coupled to a continuum modes
outside the cavity. Energy can be lost from the intracavity modes, and vacuum field
fluctuations in the reservoir modes can couple noise back into the intracavity modes.

We have already seen in Section 2.1.4 that measurement in quantum mechanics gives
rise to uncertainty or noise. Coupling to the environment is a second source of noise in
quantum systems. A fuller account of noise due to coupling to the environment can be
found in the next chapter.
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3.2.3 Interaction with a single classical field
If the electromagnetic field interacting with the atom is sufficiently intense, it may be
treated as a classical rather than a quanturn field. In this case the Fourier amplitudes ap
and ai remain as c-numbers and are not replaced by operators.

For a single mode travelling wave the mode function is the sarne as for the quantised
field (3.f4) *d the electric field can be written

It
E(r,t) : ,Urlffi (ae-i("'or-t'r) - **"i(rtt-t.r))

: .E€ cos (rot - k.r - d) ,

where

E '[!'o '^': 
Y xoYl"l

6: erg(c)+f.

The interaction Hamiltonian can now be written

(3.18)

(3.1e)

-i(cat-k.r-f,) o* + 
"i(cr6r-k.r-dr)o-), (3.20)

where Q : Eldg"l is the Rabi frequency which characterises the strength of the interaction
between the classical radiation field and the atom, and /, - d + Arg (dn").

In the total Hamiltonian there is no term which comes from the free field, as its energy

is not cha"nged in the interaction. The field energy is, therefore, a constant and can be

absorbed into the arbitrary energy zero point.

Hi* : h{t (e



Chapter 4

Modelling dissipative processes

Noise may be added to a quantum system by making measurements on the system. Noise
may also be added to a system via its interaction with the environment, as noted in
Section 3.2.2. This chapter will introduce some of the concepts and formalism necessary
for the description of this second source of noise. In particular, the density operator for
a system will be introduced, and this will lead to an equation of motion for the densitv
operator known as the master equation.

In Section 3.2.2 it was seen that the interaction of a system with its environment
can be modelled by coupling the system to a bath or reservoir consisting of an infinite
number of harmonic oscillators. The notion of coupling a system to a reservoir can be
made clearer by considering two weakly coupled classical oscillators of the same resonant
frequency [a]. The coupled system will have two normal modes whose frequencies differ
slightly, and energy will pass freely between the oscillators. If a large number of oscillators
of the same resonant frequency were coupled, the normal mode frequencies of the coupled
system would spread into a narrow band of frequencies about the resonant frequency. If
the energy is initially in one mode, this will pass to the other oscillators, and after some
time return to the initially excited mode. For sufficiently short times the oscillators act
to damp the energy in the original oscillator as well as giving a linewidth. In this example
one of the oscillators could be taken to represent an atom, while the other oscillators
could represent the radiation field. The radiation field acts as a bath of modes which
can absorb energy out of the atomic system, as well as generating an atomic linewidth.
Energy does not, however, flow only from the atom to the radiation field. Energy can
flow back from the radiation field into the atom. Even if the fielcl has zero average energy,
quantum mechanics tells us that there are zero point fluctuations in the field. and that
these will couple to the atom.

27
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In any model of damping the loss of energy ought to occur only in one direction,
but for the analogy of the oscillator coupled to a large number of other oscillators the
energy dispersed to the other oscillators eventually returns to the original oscillator. To
ensure that this does not occur for any reasonable model it is usual to make the Markou
approximation. A system is taken to be Markovian if its future is determined by the
present only, and not by any past history. This is a sufficient condition to ensure that the
energy lost to the reservoir does not return to the system being damped.

4.L The density operator

The density operator provides a useful formalism for treating a system whose state vector
is not known precisely. In general, when a system couples to a reservoir, the precise

quantum state of the reservoir will be unknown. Rather, we only know that the total
system has some probability p,, oI being in a state ry'.

We have seen that the average of the system observable corresponding to the operator
A is, (2.11),

(,4) : (1,"(,)lA"l,r"(r)), (4.1)

where l/t(t)) is the state vector for the total system (system plus reservoir) in the SP.

Using the identity

the system average becomes

r.(ld)(xl) : (xld),

(A) : traslrtr's(r)) ('/t(r) I. (4.3)

We have assumed that the system has been determined to be in the state lrls(f)). If the
state vector is not fully determined, we average (4.3) over the probability distribution
corresponding to the knowledge we do have about the system

( (A) ) : I n,r,Tr At lrht (t)l(,rs(r) I.

The density operator in the SP can now be defined

ps(r) : D pl,bt(o) (,r"(r) 
1.

v

It can be seen that p is hermitian, and has a trace of unity. If the complete state of the

system is known, it can be shown lhat Trp2 : 1, and the system is said to be in a purv

state. If the system is not known precisely, Trp' < 1, and the system is said to be in a
mfued state.

(4.2)

(4.4)

(4-5)
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4.2

The master equation

The master equation
29

We consider some system described by the Hamiltoni an H,. The system is weakly coupled
to a reservoir described by the Hamiltoni an H,. A specific form for ff, will not be assumed,
although it is often convenient to model the reservoir by a large collection of harmonic
oscillators' In this way the reservoir may represent the modes of the radiation field or
phonon modes in a solid. The coupling between the system and the reservoir is described
by rn interaction term, V, in the full Hamiltonian

H:H"*H,+V.

The statistical properties of a damped system are described by a density operator p(t),
which satisfies the equation of motion

mfre@: lH,p(t)|,

(4.6)

(4.7)

It is usual to assume that initially the system and reservoir are uncoupled, and hence
that the density operator factorises

p(0):p"(0)Op"(0),

where all operators ale in the SP. The density operator is normalised by setting to unity
the trace or p(t) over both the system and the reservoir:

Tr",,p(f) : l. (4.8)

(4.e)

p"(0) : e-BH'

Tt,e-9H,' (4.10)

where 0 : # and ftp is the Boltzmann constant.
The density operator p(l) contains information on both the system and the reservoir,

but often we are interested in properties of the system only. In this case it becomes useful
to introduce a reduced ilensity operator in which the reservoir is traced over. Consider
an operator A which is a function of the system operators only. Its expectation value is
given by

where p"(0) and p"(0) describe the initial state of the system and reservoir respectively.
If the reservoir is initially in thermal equilibrium at temperature ?, the density operator
for the reservoir will correspond to a Boltzmann distribution

(A(r)) : Tr",,Ap(t) : Tr"ATr,p(t). (4.11)
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The quantity Tr"p(t) is a function of the system operators only and is identified as the
reduced density operator for the system s(t).

It is convenient to transform out the free part of the Hamiltonian (a.6) by expressing
the operators in the IP. The density operator in the two pictures is relate d by (Z.Z$, and
when the reservoir variables are traced over the reduced density operator for the system
satisfies

" 
j1t; : 

"*Hn "s" 
(t)"- *H't .

In the IP the equation of motion for the full density operator becomes

i,:Iv,,p,).
This equation can be integrated out to give

pI e) - p/(o) : * I"' dt, lvl (t,), pr U)1,

(4.r2)

(4.13)

and as the interaction is assumed to be weak, the solution can be substituted back to give

a perturbation expansion to second order:

pIU) = pr(o) + il"'dt,Ivre),pr(o)l
/1rz fi t{* (;) J" 

o{ J" dt'lvI (t),1v,(t,),,pr(0)ll. (4.1b)

A trace over the reservoir operators can be performed to give the reduced density operator
to second order

p:(t) = pj(o) + # I"' dt, Tr,lvl(r,),pj(o)l

* /l\' 
rt tt'

. \ih/ J" o{ J" dt,Tr,lvl(t),,IvI (t ), pj(o)ll. (4.16)

The general perturbation expansion has the form

p:(t) : w (t)p:(0) : (1 + w(t) + w2(t)+ . . .)pj(0),

(4.14)

(4.17)

(4. le)

and therefore

i"I(q : (wr(t) + wr(t) + .. .)w(t)-lpl,(t). (4.18)

It will now be assumed that the interaction, V'(t), has no diagonal terms in the

reservoir basis: Tr,(VI(t)p,):0. This ensures that Wr(t):0. To second order in the

interaction the equation of motion becomes

i,I Q) : -# lo' 
or,Tr,[vI (t),IvI U), pr"U)n.
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We consider an interaction Hamiltonian of the form

v : hf(elr" + g"rl), 
U.zo)

where the Q"/Q[ and l"/fi are functions of the system and reservoir operato$ respec-
tively and are all expressed in the Sp. In the Ip

v(t) = hD{6-!(t) f"(r) + Q.(,)fl(r)), (4.21)

where

q[t)(t) _ e*nagyt"-iu"t
r[tt1t; -- "*H,ty(D"-;n,t. @.22)

It is now assumed that the operators Q"/QI are single systern operators satisfying

Q"U) : 
"*H"tgoe-*H", - r-i,oreo

AI@ : "i;H"tQ!e-*,H"t - "r-,re!. g.n)

The interaction Hamiltonian can now be substituted into (4.19) and we obtain an equation
for the reduced density operator for the system in the Ip

i" : p {r4lr + xllrtyg1p"el + e!? + x!?)e"p,e,

+ (/S) + /ri;))al p"eut (41) + xl?)e"p"e[

- V[I'qLqI + 4?) q"qo + llt glqt + I[!t q 
"s;] o"

-p" [x[i) elql + 14? e"eu + x[itglgu + n!!): g,ol] ], @.24)

where the reservoir correlation functions are

r(r) ['r;b' : 
Jodr, "i(wat*w6t'lql.(t)f6(r,))"

rQ) f,ob 
Jo 

dr, 
"-i{wqt}u6t'tqrllr;rj1r,;y"

r(3) |,ab 
Jo 

dr, 
"i(."t-,ut')(f,(t)fl(t,))"

4t) : lo' or,"-i(uot-ut6r)qrj1t1ro1r,;;" $.zs)

and the K o5 can be obtained from the corresponding loo by interchanging the I and t, in
the integrand. The averages ( )" ut. performed over the reservoir.
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o t-t'

Figure 4.1: A typical reservoir correlation function

In general, the reservoir correlation functions are nonzero only over some small time
interval r", which is the reservoir correlation time (see Fig. 4.1). If t > r", it is possible

to extend the upper limit of the integrals over f in (4.25) to infinity. It is also required,
however, that t be short compared to the system damping time 7-1. For small rc, cor-
relations in the reservoir decay rapidlS and the reservoir has no memory, which ensures

Markovian behaviour. In frequency space the Markovian approximation becomes a large
bandwidth approximation. More precisely, the bandwidth of reservoir fluctuations must
be large compared with the system bandwidth.

When the reservoir correlations are assumed to be of this typ", the equation for the
system density operator is knorvn as the master equation.

4.3 The master equation for cavity damping

One of the first applications to which this master equation formalism can be applied is

cavity damping. The cavity modes are the system quantities of interest and these are

coupled to an infinite number of reservoir modes via the cavity mirror. The interaction

Hamiltonian can be written (4.20)

V = h.(atlei*t + ofte-i*t), (4.26)

where a and at are creation and annihilation operators for the cavity mode and have been

written in the SP. The reservoir operators take the form of an integral over all the modes,
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6(ro), of the field outside the cavity

r(r): ta-s@1u(r)"-,-" (4.27)

where g(a.r) is a coupling constant.

The master equation is given in @.2\ and the first step is the evaluation of the
reservoir correlation functions (4.25). If we have no interest in squeezed baths (as will
be the case in this thesis), correlations of the form (ff) and (ftft) can be set to zero.
The other integrals can be calculated by substituting in the specific form of the reservoir
operators from (4.27). For example,

7(s) - lo' 
or'ei.o(t-t') | a, I or, p(r)p(r,)g(r)g-(r,)(6(r..,)6(a,,)t ),e-i(.t--,t), (4.28)

where p(c.r) is a density of states function.
It is assumed that the reservoir can be modelled by independent oscillators, and hence

that the density operator for the reservoir factorises

P-FH'p,(0) : futr
_ tI (1 - r-t,) e-^ibtt,,

J

where \ : ltui/&sT. The trace over the reservoir can now be performed

(b(ul)bI(ue,))" : t ({n}16(a.'6)bt(w1,')l{n})({",}lp(o)"1{"}), (4.30)
{"}{",}

where {t} : no)n(z)..- labels the independent oscillators. This evaluates to give

(6(cu6)6t(ar6,))" : (t + n&) 6*,*,, (4.31)

where aa is the average photon number of the thermal field for the &-th mode. When this
is substituted into the expression for .I(s) we obtain

;(s) - fo' 
or' 

'iws(t-t') | a- b@)g(r)1, (, + ah) .-iwx(t-t,). (4.32)

We make the Markovian approximation and assume that the spectrum of reservoir
fluctuations is flat. This implies that the coupling and density of states functions can be
treated as being independent of frequency. The upper limit of the time integral can also
be extended to infinity, if t > r". A damping constant is defined

33

(4.2e)

n: rlp(q)g(rr)l', (4.33)
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and /(3) becomes

7(s) : I I ^r (r + a*) 
Io* 

o, 
"i(uv-uo)t

= O, I*r (r +at) 
[rrd(,.,r -ro) +ir.o_'1.,],

where r : tt - t and we have used

to* 
Or"*ior - z16(0) +dL, o. (4.34)

P is the Cauchy principal value defined by

ll"o#do:y*U_:#do+/'+rn) (4sb)

The imaginary part of this expression gives rise to a small frequency shifi. Such terms
will be neglected in what follows.

The integrals can now be written

7(s) - rc (1 + a)

7v) _ Krt, (4.g6)

and -If(3) - 7(s) and .[fla) - 7(r).

These results can now be substituted into (4.24) to give the evolution of the system
density operator in the IP

i! : r(1 * n)(zap[at - or op', - pl"ot o)

F nn(Zat pla - oar pI" - pl"oot). (4.37)

This master equation will be utilised in the treatment of squeezing in the three.level
system in Part III.
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Quantum rrori-demolition
measurement,s in a three-level

at,omic s5rstem
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Chapter 5

An introduction to eND
measurements

5.L What are QND measurements?

In the introductory chapter on quantum mechanics it was seen that for microscopic sys-
tems measurement causes uncertainty or noise. In classical physics all observables can be
measured with arbitrary precision, whereas in quantum mechanics the Heisenberg uncer-
tainty principle (2.15) states that there is an upper limit to the accuracy of simultaneous
measurements on pairs of non-commuting observables.

Consider some operator ,4 corresponding to an observable on which we would like to
make repeated measurements. The first measurement of A will cause some uncertainty in
any observable .B conjugate to A.In some systems this noise created in -B can feed back
into and contaminate A at some later time. This will occur if the equation of motion for
the observable ,4 depends on B. The classic example of this is of a gravitational wave
detector. One type of gravitational wave detector comprises a massive steel bar which
is monitored for vibrations caused by gravitational radiation. The radiation, however,
is very weak, and expected displacements are of the order of l0-recm. A very accurate
measurement of the position of the bar must be made in order to see the movement,
but according to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle this will lead to an uncertainty in
the conjugate momentum observable. The equation of motion for the position of the bar
involves the momentum, and in this way uncertainty in the momentum will feed into
and contaminate the position. For subsequent measurements it would be impossible to
say whether a change in the monitored position was due to a gravitational wave or to

37
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measurement-induced noise. In a quantum non-demoliti,on (QND) measurement the aim
is to pick observables in such a way that the observable of interest is not contaminated
by quantum noise from other sources.

In general, quantum measurement is modelled by coupling a signal system to a mea-
surement device (called the probe system) by way of some interaction Hamiltonian H1
(Fig. 5.1). For example, the signal system could be an electromagnetic field, while the

signal system proh system

Figure 5.1: A general model of measurement involves the coupling of a signal system to
a probe system.

probe system could be a photoelectric tube. The signal system includes some observable,

,4", which is measured by detecting changes in an observable of the probe systemo Ao.

For example, the intensity of the electromagnetic field can be inferred by measuring the
electron flux in the photoelectric tube. The total Hamiltonian of the coupled system can

be written

H: H"* Hp* Hr, (5.1)

where .I/" and H, ate the free Hamiltonians for the signal and probe systems respectively.

The Heisenberg equations of motion (2.20) for the signal and probe variables are

oo+: lA",H")*lA",Hl

oo+ : lA,, H,) + lAp,, H l.

(5.2)

(5.3)

In a normal measurement the free evolution of A" will be perturbed, either directly

via the lH r,, A"l term or indirectly through noise introduced into observables that do not
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commute with A"' In a QND measurement the aim is to pick a suitable signal variable and
design the interaction Hamiltonian in such a way that the free evolution of the observable
is not disturbed at later times. In more precise terms, a QND measurement of A, is
a sequence of precise measurements oI A" such that the result of each measurement is
completely predictable from the result of the first measurement.

For this to be the case four conditions must be met. Two conditions relate to the
coupling between the signal and the probe, and two conditions relate to the back-action
evading ability of the signal.

e The evolution of the probe observable must be strongly influenced by the signal
observable, that is, the termlHl,Ao] must be nonzero.

o H r should be a function of A". The strength of the coupling between A, and ,4e will
determine the ability of the system to copy a replica of the signal onto the probe,
and is known as the QND gain. This must be able to be made arbitrarily strong for
an ideal QND measurement.

r The evolution of the signal must not be disturbed by the direct coupling of the term
IHr,A,]- This means essentiallg that IHr,A") should be zero for times during the
interaction.

r Any uncertainty introduced in the measurement
channelled into some observable conjugate to ,4"

uncertainty must not feed back into A".

of the probe observable must be

and not into A" itself, and this

It is useful, when considering QND measurement schemes, to label the signal and
probe variables before and after the interaction by 'in' and ,outr. Fig. b.2 shows the
general form of a QND measurement scheme.

For an ideal QND measurement scheme the signal and probe observables upon entering
and leaving the apparatus are related by

A?", = A':

A3"' = GA?, (5.4)

where G is the QND gain. In such a scheme the signal observable is not perturbed by the
interaction (it is a constant of the motion), and the probe observable is an amplified copy
of the signal observable, resulting in a perfect correlation between the signal and probe.
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Figure 5.2: A general model of a QND measurement scheme involves the coupling of a
signal variable, A"rto a probe variable, Anvia a nonlinear interaction.

5.2 Some QND history

The first discussion of a technically feasible QND measurement scheme can be found in
an article by Bragins&y and Vorontsoa in 1974 [11], and comes as a response to difficulties
faced in the detection of gravitational waves- Gravitational radiation couples only very
weakly to matter making it undetectable by standard measurement techniques. This is
because the resonant bar antenna used as a detector behaves as a quantum mechanical
oscillator and standard measurement techniques add noise in such a way as to mask the
weak signal.

Braginskg introduced the phrase QND to describe measurements which can be made
time after time on a single system, always giving the same precise results in the absence

of external influences. Such a measurement scheme would be of use in gravitational wave

detection, as any change in the measured observable would necessarily be due to the
gravitational wave, rather than to quantum noise added in the measurement process. It
is in this context that the concept of back-action evasion was introduced to describe how

the measured quantity evades the noise introduced in the measurement process.

The first QND schemes for measuring the efect of weak forces on quantum mechanical

oscillators involved measuring the number of quanta in the oscillator. The difficulty with
such methods is that they cannot detect very weak signals which change the number of
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quanta in the oscillator by less than unity. It was suggested by Thorne et al. lL2,13J that
a better procedure might be to measure the real part of the complex amplitude (i.e. the
quadrature phase) of the oscillator.

Much of the early work on various QND measurement schemes discussed their real-
isation using electronic techniques (see the review articles by Bruginskg, voronfsou and
Thome [1a], and Caaes et al. t15]). It became increasingly clear, however, that eND
measurement schemes can be realised by nonlinear interactions in quantum optics. It was
shown by Unrah [te] tnat a quadratic coupling between the system to be measured and
the detector can result in QND schemes, and such couplings can be realised in certain
nonlinear optical processes. It was also pointed out by Holtenhorst [rT) that sending an
electronic signal through a degenerate parametric amplifier can result in back-action eva-
sion for the real part of the signal's complex amplitude. Parametric processes can also be
realised in nonlinear optics.

A quantum optical model is used in the work of Milbum and Walls [lg] (see also [19]),
where a quadratic model of QND measurement based on a four-wave.mixing interaction
is discussed' The interaction couples the signal and probe fields in such a way that
each receives an intensity dependent phase shift. Because of this intensity dependence,
a measurement of the phase shift of the probe field gives information on the intensity of
the signal field. The intensity is also a constant of the motion and is, therefore, able to
avoid the back-action noise created in the measurement process.

Two other signal-probe coupling schemes are considered in a paper by llfilbunr, Lane
and' laails [20]. They are parametric amplification and parametric frequency conversion.
The density operator calculations also include damping due to spontaneous emission and
show that fluctuations due to irreversible coupling to a heat bath can adverselv affect
QND measurement accuracy.

Other exact QND amplification schemes are discussed by Yurke [21]. In considering
several systems it is shown that the QND gain can be enhanced if the nonlinear element
is placed in an optical cavity. The narrow band analysis of I'urkeis redone using a wide
band analysis in the work of Alsing, Milburn and Walls [22]. ln this work use is made of
the input-output formalism developed by Gardtner and Coltett [28], a formalism which
provides a useful framework for analysing eND measurement systems.

The first system investigated by Alsing, IWi.lburn and, Walls [22J uses a two mode
parametric interaction with a X(2) nonlinearity. Equations in the frequency domain are
obtained and these show that good measurements can be obtained either for sufficiently
large gains or by squeezing the probe. Another system involves making measurements on
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the photon number using the optical Kerr effect in a fibre.

The final scheme involves the measurement of a quadrature phase amplitude using the
optical Kerr effect in a cavity and the analysis shows that the efrciency of the system
can be enhanced by using a high finesse cavity for the signal field. This system is of
some interest because it was used in the first ever QND experiment-carried out by
Leuenson et aI. 1241. The experiment is based on the optical Kerr effect in a fibre which
couples the sideband modes of two strong pump waves at different frequencies. In the
experiment the signal is the quadrature corresponding to amplitude fluctuations in one of
the sideband modes and the probe is the quadrature corresponding to phase fluctuations
in the other sideband mode. The experiment does show a correlation between subsequent

QND measurements, but only a correlation of 37%. The cause of this non-ideal QND
behaviour seems to lie in extra noise generated in the fibre.

A second experiment to test a QND measurement scheme was carried out be La Porta,
Slusher and Yurke [25] and makes use of a single-pass parametric down-conversion process.

Systems based on this process act as amplifiers, creating a replica of one quadrature of the
input signal and simultaneously squeezing the quantum noise which would normally be

coupled into the signal from the measurement process. The experiment showed quantum
conelations between the signal and probe beams.

5.3 Two photon transitions and squeezirg

Many diferent schemes have been suggested for the generation of light with non-classical

noise properties. l\{ost of the experimental realisations to date have utilised non-linearities

related to two-level transitions in either X(2) or X(3) media. In particular, the QND
experiments mentioned above have all been of this sort. Since the beginning of research

on squeezing, however, two photon processes have been considered to be good candidates

for obtaining appreciable squeezing 127).

There have been a number of papers which have considered the properties of three-level

atomic systems with two photon non-linearities. It was Lugialo and Strini [28] who first
pointed out that squeezing and antibunching occur in two photon optical bistability. In
their analysis they use an effective two-level Hamiltonian with the two photons degenerate

in energy. An effective two-level Hamiltonian in the lambda and ladder configurations is

considered in the work of Saaage and Walls [29]. Both schemes exhibit perfect squeezing

at the turning points for dispersive optical bistability. Other work on squeezing in two

photon media can be found in [31, 32].
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One of the advantages of a three-level system over a two-level system is stressed in [29].
For a one photon transition in a two-level atom the non-linearity is due to the saturation
of the transition- But saturation also gives rise to spontaneous emission which tends to
degrade the correlations which lead to squeezing. On the other hand the non-linearity in
a three-level atomic system is not based on atomic saturation and inversion. The non-
linearity is generated through ground state coherences with little upper state population
[30].

The non-degenerate case of two photon transitions in a three-level medium has been
studied by Grangier and coworkers [33, 34]. The system is investigated in the dispersive
limit where the non-linearity appears as a crossed phase modulation. Any additional noise
from the atomic system is neglected. The advantage of this scheme over the degenerate
system described above is that the two photon efective coupling can be increased by
decreasing the one photon coupling. A second advantage is that the non-linearity of the
system can be easily understood as the refractive index of one beam being dependent
on the intensity of the other beam. One of the drawbacks of this system is that the
non-linearity is small, but the nonlinearity can be enhanced by placing the medium in an
optical cavity.

In [33, 34] semi-classical input-output techniques [36] are used to investigate the noise
properties of the system. Very good squeezing in the sum or difference of the intensities
of the two beams can be obtained if the detuning is adjusted so that the system is close
to the symmetric or antisymmetric instability regime respectively. For zero detuning
of the cavity the system operates as an ideal QND measurement device. The intensity
fluctuations of one of the beams can be read out on the phase fluctuations of the other
beam, without degradation of the other beam. The QND coupling is enhanced by the
cavity.

This scheme is the basis of a QND experiment carried out by Grangier, Roch and
Roger [+6]. The experiment utilises the 3sr-3p {Sd- atomic cascade in sodium as the
source of the two-photon nonlinearity. The experimental set-up has the sodium atomic
beam passing through a cavity and interacting with two dye lasers in the infrared. The
experiment was able to achieve 17% noise reduction below the shot-noise level.

The analysis carried out by Grangier and coworkers is valid only in the dispersive limit
where atomic noise can be neglected. In reality the ideal nature of the QND measurement
scheme would be expected to be degraded by atomic noise. The first part of this thesis is
an investigation of the extent to which this QND scheme is afected by atomic noise.
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Non-ideal QND measurement schemes

It has already been seen that for an ideal QND measurement scheme the signal observable
ought to suffer no degradation, and that the correlation between the input signal and the
output probe ought to be perfect. When a QND scheme is realised by any physical system,
there will occur inevitable losses and the system will not be ideal. For instance, there will
always be additional quantum fluctuations in the probe field, and there may be dissipative
processes occurring in the interaction, such as spontaneous emission. Holland, et al. 126l
develop three criteria for evaluating the performance of non-ideal QND schemes. These

criteria will be used to evaluate the three-level atomic system to be considered here.

The three criteria are as follows:

l. Signal quality criterion. In an ideal QND measurement scheme the signal qual-

ity is not degraded by the coupling to the probe. In practice there will be some

degradation as noise is coupled into the signal observable. The extent to which the
measurement on the signal is non-demolition or back-action evading is given by the
correlation coefficient between the signal in and the signal out,

7't2 .v A.nAola -
l(A:", Ai"'\"12

(5.5)

(5.6)

Var(A1")Var(A"""r)

I
(A, B)" : ;(AB + BA) - (A)(B)

between A and B, symmetrised so as to remove any nonzero com-

the two operators. The variance in the observable corresponding

to the operator A, Var(A), is given by

Var(A) : (A') - (A)', (5.7)

and this gives a measure of the noise in the observable, whether quantum or classical.

The correlation coefficient is unity when the signal is completely isolated from noise

introduced in the measurement process, and less than unity for noise degradation

of the signal.

2. Measurcment cri,terion. In an ideal QND measurement scheme the correlation be-

tween the signal and probe observables is perfect, and from a measurement of Ai"t
the value of A'! can be inferred exactly. In the non-ideal case the correlation will
not be perfect, and a correlation coefficient,

l(A;", Ai"')"12

Here

is the covariance

mutator between

(5.8)n2.,r Ai" Atrt - Var(Ai")Var(A3')'
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can be defined which measures the ability of the QND scheme to infer the value of
the input signal from the output probe.

3' State preparation criterion It is the aim of some measurement schemes to ensure
that the signal remains in an eigenstate of the system. In this way any change in the
signal can only be due to an external influence. For such systems a measurement
on the output probe should yield precise information on the output signal. In
an ideal QND measurement scheme both c,o*ny, and, cl. nout or€ unity and the
state preparation of. Al"t must be perfect, but for a non-ideal scheme a separate
criterion is required. This is because, although the correlation between the signal
and probe output may be quite high, the probe may not give good information on
the signal, because the QND interaction may introduce significant quantum noise
into both output fields. A better indicator of state preparation ability is given by
Yar(AitlAil"t), th" conditional variance in the signal output given a measured value
for the probe field. If the output fields have gaussian statistics, or if the predictor
for the signal output given a measurement of the probe output is linear,

E(A?tlA|"')=o+bAi"t,

then the conditional variance takes the form

(5.e)

Yar(Ai"tlAi'): Var(.A!"') (t - C)r*or*) , (5.10)

where

nzvA?4.Aout 
-

_l(A3"'Ai",)|, (5.11)Var(A3"t)Var(Ao"t1'

For perfect state preparation Cf;o.,r4^, is unity and the conditional variance is zero.

5.5 Quadrature operators

It has been suggested by Thorne et al. [I2,13] that a useful scheme to monitor a quantum
oscillator would measure the real part of the oscillator's complex amplitude. The quadra-
ture phase operators, as defined in Section 2.3, serve as these measurement variables.

The Hamiltonian which describes the free evolution of the electric field at frequency
c..r is given by

rr, (oto- ;)H_ (5. l2)
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If this is expressed in terms of the quadrature components it will be seen that the free evo-
lution couples the two quadrature components, and therefore uncertainty in one quadra-
ture feeds into the other quadrature and visa versa. This poses a problem for eND
measurements involving quadrature components given that the signal must be isolated
from noise in other parts of the system. The problem can be sidestepped by working in
the interaction picture, where the transformed operators are given by

oI = oH 
"-iwt

all = gtH"iut. (5.13)

Here l and .F/ label operators in the interaction and Heisenberg pictures respectively. In
practice this means that for a light field at frequency a.r and modulated at a frequency {,),,

it is the modulated component which is of interest in QND schemes.

5.6 The correlation coefficients in frequency space

The QND correlation functions must be evaluated in frequency space, rather than in
the time domain (see also the discussion in Dance l4Il). This is because it is only the
fluctuations in certain modes of the input and output fields that are corelated. In the
time domain these fluctuations would be masked by the uncorrelated fluctuations from
all other modes.

As an example, we consider the measurement correlation coefficient (b.8) between
the quadrature operators Xi" and, Yout. In frequency space we can write the correlation
between the fluctuations in the modes X'"(r) and Yo"t(a.',) as

Cz7r^y"*(uru') : l(X'"(r), Y""'(r'))l'
(5.14)(X'" (r), Xd" (r')) (Y,"t(r), Y out (ut))'

If the input field is in a coherent or vacuum state, the fluctuations in the modes of
the input field will be delta-correlated. If the signal and probe inputs are uncorrelated
then the expectation values appearing in the correlation coefficients will all be multiplied
by 6(a, + u'). In practice the delta-function does not appear in the final result, as an

experiment will always measure a range of frequencies, Aa..r, about the central frequency
c,r. For example, if

(X(r), Y (r')) : f xv (u,, u')6(u * r'),,

for some function fis1', what is actually measured is

t d*.t'(X(w),Y(r')) : fxv(w,,u' = -w).JAu

(5.15)

(5.16)
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This function f vv(a, -o) is known as the spectral couariance of X and y, and is written
Cov(X(t''r),Y). The quantity fxx(r,-ru) is lhe spectral oariance (more often referred to
as the fi'uctuation spectrurn) of X and is written Var(X(r.r)). The correlation coefficient
may now be written as

Czyr^y".r(w): (5.17)

5.7 Input-output formalisrn

In the following investigation of the atomic three-level QND mea.surement scheme, the
input-output formalism of Gard,i,ner and CoIIett 137,28] will be utilised. It is well suited
to the calculation of the correlations between various input and output fields in an optical
system.

It was first developed in response to the need for a careful formulation of the relation-
ship between input, output and cavity fields. At the time it had been shown that the
squeezing obtained in a parametric amplifier for the internal cavity mode [3s] and for the
output field [39] were not the same, a result that was little understood. It was also felt
that an approach based on the master equation for the cavity mode with the external
field only appearing as a heat bath was incomplete. Such an approach can not deal with
exotic external fields, such as squeezed fields, and also does not give any prescription for
calculating the properties of the light emitted from the cavitg even though this light is
most easily measured experimentally.

In the input-output approach we consider a system interacting with a reservoir. and
described by the Hamiltonian

H:Hro"*Hdo**H;u.

The system Hamiltonian, H"o", remains unspecified, while Huort is the
for the continuum of modes comprising the reservoir. If 6(c.r) are the
reservoir modes then

H6oth:o I^wbt@)b(,.:). (b.19)

There is assumed to be a linear coupling between the system and the reservoir given by

(5.18)

free Hamiltonian

operators for the

H;nt - m I a-rc(a,) (bt(r)c - ctalr;),

lCov(Xi"(r),Y'"')l'
Var(Xi" (ar) )Var(Ir*t (ar) )'

where c is a system operator and r(ar) is the coupling constant.

(5.20)
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The Heisenberg equation of motion for the operator a is given by

a = |[o,, nl,, (5.21)

and this can be applied to the operators a and b(c.r) to obtain the equations of motion

a(r) _ -ilb(w)*rc(a;)c
a : #|",H"r,l * t du n(r) {61(t,)[a, "] - [a, ct1a1c.,;] . F.zz)

The equation of motion for b(c.r) may be solved formally to give, for t ) ts,

b(w,t) - s-w(t-to1b(ar, ts) + r(ur) I'o"-'r'-u)c(t')dt,. (5.23)

This can be substituted back into the equation of motion for the system operator o.

The Markov approximation can be made by assuming that the coupling constant r(cu) is
independent of the frequency in a band of frequencies about the frequency of the cavity
mode. The equation of motion now takes the form of a quantum Langevin equation

a : it",H,,,l- {t,,at (ir,-,/to,^@)

- Go - rt*,u)) t",q) ,

where 7 is the decay rate given by

1 :2rn(u)',

and the incoming field is defined by the operator

bi,(t) : # I a, 
"-'u-'o)6(c,r, 

to).

A similar solution to (5.23) can be obtained in the case that t l ts:

b(u,,t) - s-u(t-t 1b(a,ts) * nQ,t) 
frto "-,lr-r\c(t,)dt,. (5.27)

The above procedure can be carried out to obtain the time reversed quantum Langevin

equation which has the same form as (5.24) except that

b;n '+ -bout
^t 'l
," i",

where the operator

b,,r(t) : + [ d., 
"-'('-to)6(,.r, 

to)
{2r J

(5.24)

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.28)

(5.2e)
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is interpreted as the annihilation operator for the output fierd.
The equation of motion (5.24) and the time reversed equation can be used to obtain

the identity

b,"r(t) * 6;"(r) - u/jc(t), (b.gg)

which has the form of a boundary condition for the system and reservoir fields.
The system operator c(t) can be solved for in terms of its past values and those of

b'"(t'), and it is clear that a(l) does not depend on bd"(r,) for times t, later than l. We
may write

[a(t1,bi"(t')]_ o t<{
la(t),b*t({)l _ 0 t>{. (b.31)

The boundary condition (b.30) can now be used to obtain

[a(t),bi"(t')] _ u(t - t)rf,[a1t),"(r,)J

[c(c), b'"'(r')] _ u(t, - q\Fp6),c(t,)1, (b.32)

where the step function u(t) is defined as

( \ ,>o
u(t;:{r, r:o (b.s3)

[;, r<o
For a general system, it is assumed that the inputs are known. The quantum Langevin

equations of the form (s.24) can then be solved to give the behaviour of the system
variables' Finally the boundary condition (5.30) can be used to obtain the output fields.

5.8 Linearised fluctuation analysis
The fluctuation properties of the quantum Langevin equations (s.24) can be obtained
by linearisation, if the fluctuations in the mode operators are small compared with the
mean values of the operators. The mode operators are written as the sum of a mean
deterministic part and a stochastic part

a : (al+6a

ain : (ai"y+6ai"

oout : (o'"') * 6ao",. (b.J4)
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The quantum Langevin equations become a set of linear equations in the fluctuation
operators

d

76a: -Ada * d, (5'35)

where

(5.36)

and d contains the input noise terms.

The QND correlation coefficients are expressed in frequency space, so it is useful to
transform (5.35) into Fourier space

[A + ;c.rf] 6a(c.r) : d(o),

,\1f*a(w) : fr J_*a(t)e;-td,w

*:(:li)

(5.37)

where

ot(r) _ + [* at1tyei.,dw,
{2t J-* (5.38)

and I is the identity matrix.

In general, there will be equations of motion for the atomic variables of the system just
as for the field variables. In the next chapter the atomic variables will be adiabatically
eliminated, leaving equations of motion in the field operators only. The atomic operators
will enter via their mean values, but also as input noise terms due to the coupling of the
atomic variables to their own reservoir of harmonic oscillators. We write

d(t..r) : I.(') + K6at"(c..'),

where Io contains the atomic noise terms and K is the diagonal matrix

(5.3e)

,,rfznt

tfx,
K_ \M (5.40)

An,

The boundary condition (5.30) enables us to write (5.37) in a form relating the fluctuations

in the output operators to the fluctuations in the input operators

6ao"'(cu) : {K [A + i@I]-t K - r] oato1r; + K [A 1ic..,r]-r r". (b.41)



Chapter 6

The atomic three-level eND system

In this chapter the QND criteria introduced in Section 5.4 will be evaluated for the system
under consideration. The system comprises an atomic medium in an optical cavity, driven
by two laser beams. In the first section the simple dispersive model of Grangier and
coworkers [33' 34] will be considered, in which damping from the cavity is included, but
not damping from the atomic medium. This will be reformulated in terms of the Gard,iner
and Colletf input-output formalism [37, 23]. Finally an effective two-level model will be
introduced which includes spontaneous emission noise associated with transitions from
the upper atomic level.

6.1 The simple dispersive model

6.1.1 Semi-classical input-output treatment

In the work of Grangier and coworkers [33, 34] two photon transitions in a three-level
medium are considered in the dispersive limit. Two lasers of different frequencies are
directed into a cavity in which is placed a medium consisting of three-level a,toms. The
nonlinear coupling between the two modes in the cavity modifies the phase of each mode
according to the intensity of the other mode. The scheme is shown in Fig. 6.1.

The phase shift due to the uonlinearity is given, for n : 1,2, by

6X' : f lE"-^l', (6.1)

where .8" is the intracavity field and / it " phenomenological nonlinear coupling constant.
The intracavity field arriving at the front mirror is related to the intracavitv field

51
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(a)

atomic medium

Etoo'
r,' lllD2

Erout

(b)

Figure 6.1: The three-level QND scheme comprises an atomic medium in a cavity driven
by two lasers of frequency Or and f)2. In (a) .Ef; and Ef,"t are the input and output fields

respectively, while En and, E| are the intracavity fields leaving and arriving at the mirror
respectively. In (b) the one-photon detuning is denoted by 6 and the two-photon detuning

bv A.
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leaving the mirror according to

53

E'"(t): e;6"En(t- Ll4 n:r,2
where L 12 is the optical length of the cavity and L f c is the optical round trip time. The
total phase shift is, for n: lr2,

6,: d2, + O:t, (6.3)

where /l is a linear term due to propagation in the empty cavity. The cavity is taken to
be single-ended, and there are two equations which relate the input, .81", outpu t, E1;ur,
and intracavity fields at the non-ideal mirror:

(6.2)

(6.4)

trutZ

Ptout
"tt

r"E'^ * t^E::

t"E: - r*Etr

tE:: =

n: lr2
n:1r2,

rvhere r,. and tn are the mirror reflection and transmission coefficients for the two modes.
For simplicity it is assumed that the reflection and transmission coefficients, the linear
phase shifts, and the mean values of the intensities are equal for both beams 1(Er)lr:
l@t)l' - D' The relationship between the input and output fields and the intracavitv
fields can be written, n:1,2:

tEi""' :
(t - rr'6") n,
("ti" - ,) n^.

We are interested in the fluctuations in the variables described by (6.b). If it is
assumed that the fluctuations in the variables are much smaller than the mean values of
the variables, a linearisation of the fluctuations about the mean values can be caniecl out.
Quadrature variables for the fluctuations in the intracavity field are introduced:

(6.5)

(6.6 )

Pn : 68"+6E;
-t.A

Qn : -i(68"-58;).

6E^ is the Fourier component at frequency a, of the field fluctuation ffi. The fluctua-
tions of the variables in (6'5) are calculated and a transformation into frequency space is
carried out. It should be noted that the fields depending on t, : t _ L I c give the explicit
frequency dependence. For example, the Fourier transform of 4&$S€i ir,lLnl

Fl6E"(t -_LJT)E;] : _L [* at r;-,6E.(t - Llc)Ei-t lE"l )-6J_**o" 
-lEJ-

: 
"i.L/"68n(r). (6.7)
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A QND measurement scheme can be obtained if the two input beams have zero de-
tuning with respect to the phase-shifted cavity, 6r : 6z: 6 :0. We obtain

pl"'

pt"t

qr'
qtr'

h:

g:

hpY

hptt

nk'{ + ge'i)

h(q'{ + sp'i),

r - exp(iar)

r exp(ic..') - 1

2t2\

(6.8)

where

12 - 2r cosr.r * 1'

and .\ : f I. The equations for the amplitude and phase quadratures of the two beams,
(6.8)' have a form reminiscent of the equations for an ideal QND measurement (see (b.4)),
where p1 and Q2 are associated with the signal and probe variables respectively. One of
the differences is the phase factor [. It can be shown that this factor cancels out when

calculating the noise spectrum and the correlations between the various quadratures.

Therefore it has no effect upon the practical use of the scheme.

We see that the signal is unchanged by the coupling to the probe. It can also be seen

that if g is large, a copy of pT can be read off the variabl" q|t, as is required for a QND
measurement. The effective QND coupling of the system is given by g. The maximum
value of g is obtained at zero frequency,

(6.e)

tg(o)l:r(i+) tir (6.10)

It can be seen that the single-pass QND coupling l)l is enhanced by the cavity and gives

the best QND effect for high cavity finesse.

6,L,2 Quantum input-output treatment

In this section the simple dispersive model of. Grangier and coworkers will be investigated

using the input-output formalism introduced in Section 5.7, and compared with the results

of the previous section. In the following section the more complicated effective two-level

atomic model will be introduced. The procedure consists in writing down a Hamiltonian,

from which the quantum Langevin equations (5.24) can be calculated.
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In the simple dispersive model the system Hamiltonian takes the form

H:Hr*Hr*Hoorn*H;*, (6.11)

where

Hr : hulatal*fzw2ata2

Hz : hfalalala2.

The term f{ describes the free evolution of the two cavity modes of frequenc} al and
u,'2' The term IIz is responsible for the nonlinear coupling between the two fields in the
medium with / being a phenomenological nonlinear coupling constant. The terms Hoorn
and I{ot are the terms describing the reservoir and its interaction with the system via
the cavity mirror. These terms can be written down from (5.1g) and (b.20), remembering
that the two intracavity fields are coupled to independent reservoir:

oo

(6.12)

(6.13)

H;nt : loEI* 
^ ci@) lt,1r1"i - ",u1,1r1)

Hron : 
EI:&'thwbt(u)bi(').

The quantum Langevin equations for the creation and annihilation operators can be
calculated from (5'24) with H"!, : Ht * Hz. If o; are the frequencies of the driving fields,
the operator equations in a frame rotating at these frequencies is given by (l : 1,2)

doi

dt
dol
dt

_ -ni! * ig)a1 - ifl"r_ilrai + ,@q
: -ur(t - id)ol * iflas_512"! + 1p,qoiI, (6.14)

where di : (,t - {l)/oi is the scaled empty cavity detuning and the cavity decay rate is
given by

xi: rCi(a)z (6.15)

It will be assumed that the cavity decay rates and the detunings for the two beams
are the same: Kr = Kz: r and 6r : dz : 4. It is also assumed that the mean values
of the solutions for the intracavity fields are syrnmetric, l(or)1, _ l(az)12: I. The mean
value of o2 is also chosen to be real, while the mean value of a1 has a phase q such that
(o') : (orl.'r.

The steady state equations have the form (j = I,2)

6,U'fl _ [r(t + iil +f,\J(a1)

,,f2n63"'1 : ["(1 -iil-i\](a), (6.16)
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where the last equation has been obtained by using (5.30). The parameter ) characterises
the strength of the nonlinear coupling and is given by ,\ = /f. The phase shift, ds,

between the internal field and input and output fields, defined by

iGN = 
IGJT"

*wr: ffi""',
do : arctan (+) ,

where a: nd * \.
The steady state equations (6.16) can be compared with the equations obtained in the

previous section. We make use of the relation,

1-r rK:-
1+r ,i!'

between the mirror reflectivity r, the cavity decay rate r, and the free spectral range r.ry.

In the high finesse limit the transmission and reflection coefficients can be written as,

(6.17)

ls

(6.18)

l2r*-t - r/-
Ywt

r : r-o*.u!

,[ff-wr, : lff+i('do+ 
i;] aa,1

With a little more manipulation we are able to identify

We take the mean value of the first equation of (6.5) and if the total phase shift is small

compared with the free spectral range, f < t, we obtain

(6.1e)

(6.20)

(6.21)

,l-?,,r,
(E)

a',If
1,1

1t

e

H

,H

(u;n)

@t

6

,\.

This shows that the mean equations in the two approaches are equivalent.

(6.22)
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Linearisation of the equations of motion

The equations of motion (6.14) are nonlinear and cannot be solved analytically. A stan-
dard technique for the solution of quantum Langevin equations is linearisation. The
fluctuation operators are introduced in Section 5.8 and satisfy equations of motion that
contain all relevant information on the noise properties of the system. The equations of
motion in frequency space are

A(c.r)da(cu) : d(,.r), (6.23)

where

6a(c.,') :

A(r) _

d(r) : (6.24)

The system is stable if the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix A(r) have only negative
real parts. This will ensure that fluctuations in the system will be damped. This leads to
two stability conditions, the symmetric and antisymmetric respectively:

( tor(.) \
| "lt'l I

l. 3";[,] l
I n+ia+i,'tI,
I ll,"-,n

\ -i.\'-tn
( o"';1'l

,El aait(w)

| 6a{(w)

\ ol'"(r)

6a1(u)e-;n+6al(a.,)edn \ (
i$a!@1e;n - 6a1(u)e-;ny | _ _ |

6a2(u)+6al@) f 
- - 

|
igat@)-6a2et)) ) \

The fluctuation operators

operators for the two beams,

r :.j:l ) (
| 1,',"] l= |

t;[] J I

0

rc*ia*iw
i)e'a

-i),ei't

i),ein

-i\e-;'t
n*ict*iu

0

i\eia

-i),e-in
0

rc*ia*iut

(6.25)

can be transformed into amplitude and phase quadrature

6a{t':)

6at@)

6a2(,*t)

oal@)

(6.26)
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where

' [:{ 11 l)
(6.27)

The quadrature operators for the input and output fields are defined in a similar manner.
The equation relating the output quadratures to the input quadratures can be obtained
from (5.41)

(6.28)

The solutions are

(6.2e)
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x'"'(r) : T6ao" - [zorn-t(r)T-t - r] x*1a,1.

yout: ffi*y
x;"': ffir;-ffi":"
Y:u': ffi"Y
Y;"'= ffir;-ffi"f,

where the detuning / has been chosen to offset the nonlinear phase shift, i.e., a : 0. If
we take Xo to be the signal variable, it can be seen that the signal is not degraded by the

QND coupling. Information on the signal variable can be obtained by a measurement of
the probe variable Yf,"t. Because \'f,"t and Y!"t are conjugate variables, a measurement

of. Yf"t will disturb Y:"t. However, the system is such that the measurement-induced

noise is fed into the phase quadrature of X, and thus does not contaminate the amplitude
quadrature. It should be noted that with a : 0 the system is stable for all nonzero cavity

damping rates.

The correlation coefficients from Section 5.4 can now be evaluated. For a coherent or
vacuum input the correlation functions are

(6a'"(w)6a'"(r')) : 0

(iai"t@)6at"(r,)) : 0

(6ai"(w)6at"t(r')) _ 6(u * u')

(6ai"t @)6ot"t(r')) : 0,

and so

(Xi"(r), Xl"(r')) = 6(u * u')

(6.30)
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(xi@),xf (,')\
(X:"(r), x{(r')l
(xi@),x{(,,)l

The correlation coefficients are given by

ck2prg,, =

ctrt"vr, =

Var(Xj"tlYoo"t) =

59

6('* u')

ifi(u * w')

-if(u * r').

I
16rcz12

(r'+ *')'*rcnzlz
I

(6.31)

(r'+ *')'*l1n2ii'
According to the first correlation coefficient, this system gives no signal degradation. The
second correlation coefficient and the conditional variance have their best eND perfor-
mances at w :0. This zero frequency behaviour is shown in Fig. 6.2. When the eND

u o.2 0.4 0.6 0.9 I
intensity

Figure 6.2: The measurement correlation (solid line) and the conditional variance (dashed
line) as a function of the intensity f - l(o)lr. The ratio *: Z,b,l0 labelled (a)_(c)
respectively.

(6.32)

u' O.8

c)

;s
5 0.6
o(J
q
o'E o.4
ILioo o.z
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gain is very much larger than unity 
4^
,t

and the system acts as a near perfect QND

)1,
measurement scheme.

(6.33)

6.2 The effective two-level model

In the simple dispersive model the atomic medium only appears implicitly through the
nonlinear coupling coefficient /. This model is valid when the two driving fields are well
detuned from both the upper and intermediate levels, such that minimal population is

excited into either the upper or intermediate level. In this section the atomic medium will
be included explicitly. We will make use of an efective two-level model, which will allow
the inclusion of spontaneous emission noise due to transitions from the upper atomic level.
It will still be necessary to assume that the detuning from the intermediate level is large.

The Hamiltonian is given by

H: H"o"* Hurn* H;*, (6.34)

where the Hamiltonian for the svstem is

N
H,v" : nrn D o", + hqalo, + h,u2a\a2 * ihg D ("; "lr=l p=l

The field modes in the cavity are described by the boson annihilation and creation opera-
tors, ai and art, which have the frequencies cr1. These intracavity modes are driven by two
fields with frequencies O; incident on the cavity. The eflective two-level atomic transition
of frequency eo is described by the usual atomic operators oi, ou and af. Collective
atomic operators can be defined by

Ns' : D"i,
lt=l
N

S- : lo;e-ik,,
tL=t

Ng+ : lo[eik,,.
p=l

where N is the number of atoms. The effective two-photon coupling is given by g and is

of order g * g$2f6, where f1 and !2 are the one-photon couplings to the intermediate

level and 6 is its detuning [42]. The phase term ed&", takes into account the location of

-ik', olo\ - o[eik,,apz) . (6.gb)

(6.36)
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each atom, where & is the sum of the wavevectors of the two intracavity fields and ru is
the position of the p-th atom.

The system is taken to be interacting with two reservoirs: one which damps the cavity
modes, and the other which couples to the atoms leading to spontaneous emission. The
terms describing the interaction between the system and the reservoirs are

Hin = lu}l* 
^ci@)p;(r)"i -arai1,.,y]

(6.37)

The boson operators, 6; and bl, describe the reservoir modes which couple to the intra-
cavity modesl while the operatott, 6u and 6f , describe the reservoir modes which couple
to the atomic degrees of freedom.

The final term in the Hamiltonian gives the energ-y of the reservoirs

+ rn i l* a- e u@)li,*1,7,; - ol1,1o;J.

Hro,n : 
Frl:du 

hwbt (w)bi@)- 
E l_ dtt hubt*(u)tr(r). (6.38)

now be used to
rotating at the

The input-output formalism introduced in the previous chapter can
write down operator equations for the quantities of interest in frames
frequencies of the driving fields e;:

: -Kj(t + ig1)a1 + sa!3_,5- + ,fZrc,a|
^YN-; (1 + iA) ^9- + 2sS"ap2 + 2rt1olb,[e-ik,,z 

Ir:L
-YN

-; (t - tA) S+ + 2sS" atat + 2rt | byt o'r;r,,,
p=l

: -/{rt" + N) - s (s-alal + ,s+o,o ,) + ,/.ti (ufrr,
I/'=L

where the rc; are the cavity decay rates and 1 :2t e u(c..,)2 is the spontaneous emission
rate for transitions between the upper and lower atomic levels. The various input fields
introduce noise from the reservoirs and may also have some coherent amplitude corre-
sponding to any driving fields impinging on the system. In our case the fields ai will
have some coherent amplitude, while the bf, will be taken to be vacuum fields. It should
be noted that each atom is coupled to its own reservoir field. This is necessary as the
atomic medium is not localised within a region small compared with the wavelength of

doi
dt

ds-
dt

ds+-T
ds'
dt

(6.3e)

+ ofu;) ,
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the cavity fields. The other parameters introduced in (6.39) are the ecaled atomic and
cavity detunings

A _ 2(r-f\-Qz)lt
fu : @i - {r)/*i. (6.40)

The steady state deterministic solutions to the equations of motion (6.49), obtained
by ignoring the quanturn fluctuations, are

(S-) = "- 29 
'r- - tTfui@)@2lD

(S*) = 
tr1 29 

'v*:ffi1a{)1al)r
2(s,\ = D=,I!t,11'] (6.4r)1+Az*1112'

and the state equation is

r]* - r,l(r+ = ,z?'^Iv;tr r,)'+ (or-, ?":"t',r1-)'l . g.4z)-'L\^'l+A2+Irlzl \', 1+Az+I|IJ )'
The scaled intracavity and input intensities are

ri: fe"s
I:' : 6! 

'oy'o"''
: 

14\"i"'";'1' (6'43)

and the cavity cooperativity is C; - gNl\f\ni.

6.2.L Linearised fluctuation analysis

We assume that the fluctuations in the operators a,re small compared with their mean

values, and so

,S- = V-+6V-
S+ : V++6V+

25' : D+6D
ai : (a5)+6a

"!j : (al) + oot. (6.44)
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The equations of motion for the fluctuation operators are (for j : !,2),
d^
i6"o : -,cj(t * ig)6a1a e6(.9-of_;) + ,@O"y

*ur- : -|O+ ra) 6v- + 2s6(s,apz) + z,17Bi,

*tr* : -|O- ia) 6v+ +zs(s,ala\) *2,fiT;nt

#oo : -t6D -2g6(s-"lr| + s+rz) +2\nB:, (6.4b)

where

'/vB'o : I oibie-ik,"
tL=l

Bint = ft;to,,";*,,
tt=l

B,:_ i(a;lt";+o[uy). (6.46)
,a=l

At this point it will be assumed that the spontaneous emission rate is much faster than
the cavity decay rate. This means that the atomic variables will evolve to their steady
state on a time scale short compared with the evolution of the field variables. As we are
only interested in the field variables, the atomic variables may be adiabatically eliminated
by setting them equal to their steady state values. The atomic fluctuation operator, 6V-,
can now be expressed in terms of field quantities:

s,v- - F, - (((a2)6a1* (a)6a2) - g(@l)ial + qoflao;;, (6.42)

where

/ - 2g'Ns - til@It
,b:CH,

r-1*#
The term containing the atomic noise operators has the form

F" : ffif (' . ffi) ("* *,1-*", "r)
- ",a-L(r,' *,,f +.-""r)] (6bo)

with

(6.48)

(6.4e)
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The system will be simplified, as for the simple dispersive model, by choosing rcr :
K2: K and /1 :62:,/ and by looking for symmetric solutions with l(o,)1, - l(a2)12 -
hl6g)t.On substituting for the atomic fluctuation operators the equations of motion
can be written in Fourier space

A(ar)6a(ar) = d, (6.51)

where

6a(ar) :

A(r) _
d+b

d*

be-2irt

a* ]iu

d(r) : (6.52)

and

/e"t\
I'tl
l6o'l
\o"l/
( a+tu b d

I a- a* *iu d'+b*

I du-r,, d+b a*iu
\ d. + 6. d* e2;n b* ez;,t

( fu\lr"+ r,Eac1" \
| (",)4 + tfzrcuYt 

I

I t"lln + tF2rc6a'; | 
'

\ (o,)4 + ',rutayt )

a: -"(t +id+ 2Cr0 - ia)
n(l +L2+12)

r _ -2nC I3(l - i\)e2inv-@

d: -2C nIe;n

nzlr + iA)' (6.53)

The coefficient b is zero in the dispersive model, and can be very small in the atomic

model if A > 1. In this latter case the detuning with the upper level is very large, and
very little population will be driven into the upper state. As a consequence the noise

introduced by way of spontaneous emission should remain small. We will assume that the
detuning is large such that an expansion in I'lQ +A') is possible.

The equation for the fluctuations in frequency space (6.51) is equivalent to (5.37). This

enables us to use (5.41) to relate the output fluctuation operators to the input fluctuation
operators. We also transforrn to quadrature operators using (6.26) and (6.27), with the

result that

xo"'(r) : lz*L-, - r] xi"1r) + tEL-rio, (6.54)
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(6.56)

(6.57)

_!"
(6.58)

in (6.31):

and a : CI /0+A,). Any terms of the f.orm xI" f(l+A,2) for n ) 0 have been neglected.
We have also chosen the cavity detuning / such that the imaginary part of a is zero.

The fluctuations are stable if the coefficient matrix A has eigenvalues whose real parts
are negative. There a,re three distinct eigenvalues, whose real parts are given by

where ga : tan-lA. The eigenvalues ,\1 and )3 have real pa.rts which are always negative,
but for the real part of )2 to be negative the intracavity intensity must lie below a certain
critical intensity given by

I.: , I*Lz
2C L\/2(r 

q trzf/e cos(0612) - r] 
'

6.2.2 Evaluating the correlation coefficients
The correlations between the output quadratures can be written as

(X'"'(c.r)Xo"' (r')') : [Z^A-t - I](Xi"(o)Xi"(r,)t) lZ^i-t
+ 2rcL-t (f.ir)A-1'r.

For a coherent or vacuum input the non-zero input

:[;';J7 : (Xi'(ar)Xd"(t r,)r) (6.5e)
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The correlations for the atomic noise io *o be evaluated by writiug

io : QBi',

where

/ s*(') \
Bd*:lr-t(t.l) I,

\ B:(,) I

(6.60)

and Q is some coefficient matrix. The atomic noise operators have correlations amongst
themselves and these can be evaluated by first considering the correlations in the time
domain. For example, using (6.46), we obtain

(6.61)

(6.62)

(6.65)

(ai" p1 a;"t 1t 17 

: E ;:::;:::::r,:r;r:_i,
ItP

+ (o i@tit 1t 1uy 1t1 oi (q))

where we have commuted bf, and bllt. ttt" second term can be rewritten as two commu-
tators, * b'; acting to the right and bl,"t acting to the left give zero. So

(l"i1t1,b':t(t)) [u:l(,), "i,U')]l - ryft-t')u(t,-D{"',pS,dV)ll";U),"i,G)]), (6.6t)

where we have used (5.32), and u(t) is the step function defined in (5.33). This term
is non-zero only at a single point, and when a Fourier integral is taken, its contribution
becomes vanishingly small. We obtain, in frequency space,

qai"@)Bi"t(r')) : * I I at at, 
"i(ut*w't') 7gi"ir;ai^t1r,1y

: + t dtei(-+.'ttlqoi1t1oi1t1y27tJ T
: /{6(ar * r'). (6.64)

Similar expressions can be obtained for the other operators, and the results written in
matrix form:

Jo : (Bi"(r.r)Bt"(r..r')") :

The correlation between the output qu

(X""t(a.')X o"' (r')' ) : 1z n L-l - Il

(o N -+v- \
lo o o 

l6(a,*cu').\o -+v* *(n+q)
adratures can now be written as

J yl2rcA-r - qr + 2rA-rqJoq"f -t'r (6.66)
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The diagonal elements of this matrix will give the variances in the quadrature operators
which appear in the various QND correlation coefficients.

Two components of the vector (Xi"(c.,)X'"'(r'))" need to be evaluated: one for the
signal degradation coefficient, Cov (X{(w)Xi"r), and the other for the measuremenr co-
efficient, Cov (X;"( r)y;"r). In general

(x':(a)x;"'(r,)) : D [z*A-' _ d, (Jr),r
T' rih (6.67)

and so

(X': (u)X:'(r')), _ IZnL-t - !r'
6f @)Y;"'(r')}" = lz"L-t - 4,,n

(6.68)

(6.6e)

as J1 is hermitian. The only other correlation which is required is (Xi"r(ar1y;"t(w,))"
which can be obtained from the (1,4)-component of the correlation matrix (X,"r(ar)X ""r(r)rl
in (6.66).

The output fluctuations can be solved in terms of the inputs (6.b4)

1* 12o2 X:
(1 - 2c)(1 * 6o) y:"

32A,*

X;* I
Y:", I
x;"t I
Y;* I

)

1/ln
'a

xr
xtr
Y;"

I.{:#,,
).

,:;I

(6.70)

8As
(1 -2c)(1 *6r)

t, 1r+V;66 
1

The signal degradation coefficient is

For a vacuum or coherent input the variance of the input quadratures is unity. The
remaining variance can be obtained from (6.66) and the covariance is given by (6.6g). We
obtain at zero frequency

72 (7 + 12&2)2v XyoXg"t -

(6.71)

(6.72)

The signal degradation is shown in Fig. 6.3, as a function of the internal intensity and
for various values of the atomic detuning. The quality of the signal is improved for
higher atomic detunings, as there is less spontaneous emission to degrade the signal. The
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x 10-6

Figure 6.3: The signal degradation correlation coefficient at zero noise frequency for
the atomic model, as a function of the scaled intracavity intensity and various values

of the scaled atomic detuning A. The values of the scaled atomic detuning are A :
25,50,75, 100, and are labelled by (a)-(d) respectively.

correlation coefficient is a function of o only, so an increase in the cavity cooperativity, C,
also degrades the signal, as would occur for more atoms in the cavity. If C is increased, the
correlation coefficient can be maintained by decreasing the intracavity intensity. It should

be noted that the correlation coefficient is only shown for those values of the intracavity
intensity which are stable, I < 1".

The measurement coefficient is given by
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(6.73)

The non-trivial variance can be obtained from (6.66). W" define the function u,

u : var(Yo*')(r +2x)2(L -Zx)2(t * 6c)2

: (32L,xz)2 + (1 - 2r)a(t * 6z)2 + (8Ac),(t +2x)2 *J2x(4A,x)2(t -2x12

d
c

b

Var (X;" (tu ) ) Var( Yo'"t (a,) )'

* 8e(1 - 2x)2(r * 6c)2, (6.74)
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where the variance has been evaluated at zero frequency. The m@,surement coefficient at
zero frequency can now be written

69

(6.75)

The measurement correlation coefficient is shown in Fig. 6.4, as a function of the internal
intensity and for various values of the atomic detuning. The correlation between the signal

and probe is improved for higher atomic detuning.

The state preparation properties of the system are given by the conditional variance

Cl, yr"",- 6442(1 + ze2t.

(6.76)

The variances and covariance can be calculated from (6.66) and the result at zero frequency

is

Var(X:"tlY;"t): (",-
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234
intensity I x 10-6

Figure 6.4: The measurement correlation coefficient at zero noise frequency for the atomic

model, as a function of the scaled intracavity intensity and for various values of the scaled

atomic detuning A. The values of the scaled atomic detuning are A - 25,50,75,100, and

are labelled by (a)-(d) respectively.
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x 10-6

Figure 6.5: The state preparation conditional variance at zero noise frequency for the
atomic model, as a function of the scaled intracavity intensity and for various values

of the scaled atomic detuning A. The values of the scaled atomic detuning are A :
25,50,75,100, and are labelled by (a)-(d) respectively.

where

w - 32r(1 +2x)2(7 -2r)' + (1 + r2x2)2(r *2x)2 *64x2(t *2x)2
z : 128402(1 -2*)t*8Ar(1 +r2r2)(L*2x)*256Ax3. (6.?8)

The conditional variance is shown in Fig. 6.5, as a function of the internal intensity and
for various values of the atomic detuning. The state preparation properties are improved

for higher atomic detunings.

It is useful to compare the results of any proposed QND system with the results

obtained from a simple optical tap, that is, a beam splitter. For more details on the beam

splitter as a benchmark QND system se Holland [40J. If the probe and signal inputs are

in vacuum or coherent states, the correlation coefficients for the beam splitter are
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Cfrg^y;,, : I-q'
Yar(XitlYf,t) _ t, (6.7e)

where r7 is real and represents the mirror reflectivity. The two schemes are compared
by plotting the signal degradation coefficient verses the measurement coefficient. For the
beam splitter this is a straight line, as shown in Fig. 0.6(a). The proposed eND scheme
shows an improvement over the beam splitter if it has operating points which lie to the
right of the beam splitter line. The results are shown in Fig. 6.6(a) for various values of
the atomic detuning.

Another means of displaying the overall behaviour of the system is to seek to optimise
the three QND criteria. The value of the equally weighted sum

(C'* *, *, + Czx{yi., - Var(Xj" t lytr)) (6.80)

6.3 Conclusion

Two photon non-linear effects provide the opportunity for quantum noise manipulation
in optical systems' In Part II of this thesis we have investigated the eND properties of a
three-level atomic medium in the ladder configuration. This is the type of system which
is used in the QND experiment of. Grangier, Roch and Roger [46].

We have shown in Section 6.1 that the semi-classical analysis of the model in the
dispersive limit due to Grangier and coworliers [33, 34] can be reformulated in terms of
the Gardiner and Collett input-output formalism.

In Section 6.2 an effective two-level model is used, which is valid when there is a
large detuning from the intermediate level. In this way atomic noise, in the form of
spontaneous emission from the upper atomic level, can be included, and its effect on the
QND characteristics of the system ascertained. It is found that signal quality degrades
quickly for increasing intensity, even for large values of the atomic detuning. This implies
that the system would need to be run at small intensities. For instance, at a value of
I - 0'25 x 10-6 for the scaled intensity the signal quality coefficient is still 0.g. The
measurement and state preparation coefficients also have maximum and minimum values
respectively for small values of the scaled intensity.

This work was first reported by Blockley and Walls 143]]. It should be noted that
the linearisation carried out in this paper is not equivalent to that carried out above in

w -r2
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Figure 6.6: (u) A comparison of the atomic model with the beam splitter and (b) an

optimisation of the three QND criteria for the atomic model. The values of the scaled

atomic detuning are A - 25,50,75, 100, and are labelled by (a)-(d) respectively.
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Section 6.2.L. In the paper the atomic noise terms are linearised in the following way

dN

*6r- N z/T \("ilb;.-;t,"
,r=l

tN
;6v* N zrtDbytqol1eik,,

tt=l

tN
;oo N /TI (u';,p;l + @flui).

u=l
(6.81)

This procedure is invalid as it does not maintain the commutation relations for the atomic
operators' In the above calculation in this chapter the full atomic operators have been
kept in the noise operators Bin, g;nt and Bl", and the correlations are calculated as in
(6.64).

Further work on this system has been carried out by Poizat, Collett and, Waus [44].
Using the efective two-level model, they investigate the squeezing for the sum and differ-
ence of the output beams. For squeezing in the sum, they find that spontaneous emission
leads to a degradation of the squeezing. They also investigate the squeezing for the differ-
ence of the two output beams and find that the squeezing is not altered by the inclusion
of the atomic noise, because of the correlation between the two spontaneously emitted
photons' The intermediate level is included in later calculations by the same authors
[45]' With parameters accessible in the experiment of. Grangier, Roch and Roger [a6] the
system still gives very good QND measurement characteristics.

These calculations were carried out with the experiment of Grangier, Roch and, Roger
[+0] in mind, but it is not easy to compare the calculations with the experimental results.
One reason for this is that, in the experiment the cavity is detuned by an amount equal
to the noise frequency [35], and this is not the choice of detuning made above. In [46]
mention is also made of higher order non-linear proc€sses which are not included in our
simple m.del, but can lead to increased noise in the svstem.
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Chapter 7

Noise reduction in rlon-linear optics

7.L fntroduction
In most experiments involving light, measurements are limited by classical noise sources,
such as those due to background thermal fields. It has only been since the advent of the
laser that non-classical sources of noise have come to limit the accuracy of experiments.
Laser interferometers, for instance, are among the most sensitive instruments for measur-
ing length and strain, and are limited by photon shot noise. Photon shot noise is due
to the random arrival times of laser photons giving fluctuations in the measured laser
intensity. These fluctuations are a direct result of the quantum nature of light.

lVe have seen that there are two sources of non-classical or quantum noise in quantum
optics' The first is measurement-induced noise governed by the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle' The other source is the coupling of an isolated system to its environment. Non-
classical noise arises from vacuum fluctuations in the environment, which even at zero
temperature can couple into the system.

It has already been seen in Part II of this thesis that the manipulation of quantum
noise in the electromagnetic field can lead to measurement schemes which improve upon
the standard quantum limit. In this part of the thesis we shall consider a nonlinear
optical interaction in an atomic medium which leads to intensity noise reduction below
the vacuum level. The system to be studied is also a three-level atomic system in the
ladder configuration. The atoms are in the form of a beam passing through an optical
cavity. The atoms are interacting with a classical field which drives transitions between
the upper and lower atomic states. Blectrons in the upper level emit into two cavitv
modes by way of a stimulated two photon process.

In Section 7.2 of this chapter some of the nonlinear optical processes which lead to
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squeezing are introduced, as well as some of their recent experimental realisations. Be-
cause of its similarities with the atomic system under consideration, the parametric am-
plifier is discussed in Section 7.3. This leads to a short discussion (Section 7.\ ofsome of
the work already done on this three-level system. Finally in Section 7.b the mathematical
formalism will be sketched.

7.2 Nonlinear processes and squeezing

Squeezed states of the electromagnetic field are generated by using nonlinear optical
processes' in particular, quadratic processes. The simplest quadratic nonlinear optical
system is described by the Hamiltonian

H_ (7.1)

the creation and an-

t. For a d,egenerate

|n (x'o' + xot') ,

where a single quantised mode of the radiation field (described by
nihilation operators at and a) is coupled to a classical driving field
parametric amplifier

x - tY(z),

and for degenerate four waae mining

(7.2)

Y - f,2Y(3), (7.3)

where X(2) and X(') ate the second and third order nonlinear susceptibilities respectively.

These interactions give rise to ideal squeezed states (see example in the next section).

Four wave mixing as a means of squeezing was first suggested by Yuen and Shapiro

[48], and the first demonstration of squeezing was carried out using such a process by

Slusher et aI. la9l. In their experiment, nondegenerate four wave mixing was carried out
in a beam of sodium atoms pumped by a dye-laser and in an asymmetric cavity. Quantum
noise reduction of 7-L0% below the vacuum level was achieved.

Another scheme which utilises four wave mixing was used by Shelby et al. [50]. In
order to increase the interaction length over that for a conventional nonlinear crystal, the
scheme makes use of an optical fibre. While it was originally thought that the system

would be relatively noise free, in reality there are noise sources which significantly degrade

the squeezing. The scheme achieved 12% noise reduction below the vacuum level.

One of the first suggested schemes for generating squeezed light involves the use of a
degenerate parametric amplifier [51]. The nonlinear interaction takes place in a crystal
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sub-harmonic

pump
pump

Figure 7.1: In a degenerate parametric amplifier one pump photon of frequen cy upis split
into two photons at the sub-harmonic |ur.

where one pump photon is down-converted into two photons at half the frequency (see
Fig' 7'1)' Because the two down-converted photons are produced together there are strong
quantum co*elations between them which give rise to squeezing.

One of the limitations of atomic systems as sources of squeezing is the spontaneous
emission noise. Parametric amplification in a crystal, however, does not suffer form this
limitation. Parametric amplification does have a limitation in that the nonlinear coupling
is small for a single pass configuration, but this coupling can be improved by placing the
nonlinear crystal in an optical cavity and thereby increasing the interaction time. The
disadvantage of the cavit;' configuration is that cavity damping can destroy the squeezing,
as extra vacuum fluctuations are coupled into the output by the mimor. This type of
system with a parametric amplification crystal in an optical cavity is known as an optical
parametric oscillator and is shown schematically in Fig. 7.2.

The first experiment using an optical parametric oscillator was carried out by Wu et
al' [52] using a lithium niobate crystal. The crystal was placed in a doubly resonant
asyrnmetric cavity and operated below the oscillation threshold. The system is able to
generate minimum uncertainty state squeezing with a 63% reduction in the noise below
the vacuum level.

Parametric down-conversion can also be used in the production of sub-Poissonian light
[Se]. fhe high quantum correlation between the two down-converted photons means that
one of the beams can be used in a feedback loop to adjust for the fluctuations in the other
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Figure 7.2: The nonlinear coupling in a parametric amplifier can be enhanced by placing
the crystal in an optical cavity.

beam.

Pa.rametric amplification involves the annihilation of a pump photon and the creation
of two photons in what is known as the signal and idler modes. There has been interest
in the way in which quantum correlations between the signal and idler photons in above
threshold parametric oscillation give rise to squeezing in the amplitude and intensity
diference between the two modes. This was first shown to occur by Reynaud, Fabre and,

Giacobino [5a]. Subsequent work has been carried out by Lane, Reid and Walls [5b], and
by Bjiirk alnd, Yamamoto [56]. It has also been shown experimentally by Heidmann et al.

[57] that fluctuations in the intensity difference can be reduced by 30% below the vacuum
level. They use a doubly resonant optical parametric oscillator, where the signal and idler
are at the same frequency but are separated using a polariser. A second experiment by
the Paris group has achieved the improved figure of 69To noise reduction [b8]. Another
experiment has been carried out by Nabors and Shelby [59], in which an above-threshold
doubly resonant optical parametric oscillator is used to observe amplitude correlations

S4Tobelow the shot noise level. In this system signal and idler are at different frequencies.

7.3 More about parametric amplification

Ordinarily the amplification of a signal is accompanied by the introduction of noise. In
an optical phase sensitive amplifier, however, unequal amounts of noise are added to the
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two quadratures. The two quadratures may also be amplified by different amounts. One
example is where both quadratures are amplified by the same amount but all the noise is
added to one quadrature leaving the other quadrature relatively quiet. Another example
is where the total added noise is zero, but one quadrature is amplified while the other is
deamplified.

The Hamiltonian describing the interaction between a pump field, at frequency ar,
and a field at the sub-harmonic can be written

u : 
lnytz) (aeatz + of,,oz) ,

where ao is the annihilation operator for the pump field, and it has been assumed that
the second order susceptibility 1(z) is real. If there is no pump depletion the pump field
can be treated classically,

(7.4)

ao : 'i'f,'s-i@ot.

In the interaction picture the Hamiltonian takes the form of (7.1)

HI : !on*'6" - o'),

= XtXo

: _X,XP'

where yt : y(z)€. The Heisenberg equations of motion for the operators describing the
dorvn-converted field can now be written as

da t+
E = xa"
dat 

'E:XA.
These equations of motion can be written in terms of the quadrature operators defined in
(2.43),

dXo

dt
dXo
dt (7.8)

ampli-which show that the parametric amplifier operates as a phase sensitive amplifier,
fying one quadrature and attenuating the other,

X'(t) : ex'tXo(g)

Xr(t) : e-*'tXo(g).

The noise in the attenuated quadrature is reduced, as can
variances:

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.e)

be seen by calculating the

Var (X"(t)) - e2*'rVar(X.(0))

Var (Xo(t)) - e-2X'tyar (Xr(O)) . (7.1 0)
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Figure 7.3: Squeezing of the fluctuations in the phase quadrature of a coherent field by
a degenerate parametric amplifier. Plot (a) shows a coherent state at time I = 0, while
plot (b) shows a squeezed state at time t. We have written V: Var(xo(O)).

The reduction of noise in the phase quadrature is offset by the addition of noise to the
amplitude quadrature in such a way that the uncertainty relation is not violated. The
action of the parametric amplifier on a coherent state is shown in Fig. 2.3.

7.4 Quantum comelations

tems

atn three-level atomic sys-

In Part II of this thesis we made use of quantum correlations in an atomic three-level

system in devising a QND measurement scheme. In this part of the thesis we shall

investigate squeezing in a similar three-level atomic system. The system is in the ladder

configuration, and electrons in the upper atomic level can emit highly correlated photon

pairs, behaviour which is similar to that of the parametric oscillator.

A three-level atomic system in the ladder configuration, similar to the one to be

treated here, is discussed by Ansari, Geo-Banacloche and, Zubairy [61]. They consider

"'Zxt 
y
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three-level atoms driven into their upper state by a classical driving field and able to
decay back to their lower state via an intermediate state. They investigate the impact
of the induced coherence between the upper and lower levels on the action of the system
as a phase-sensitive amplifier and, when placed in a cavity, as a two.photon correlated
emission laser. The cavity losses are treated by including cavity damping terms in the
master equation for the reduced density operator for the fields. The spontan@us emission
is included by following the technique used by Scully and, Zubairy [60] in the treatment
of the correlated emission laser. This involves including a simple decay term in the
equations of motion for the probability amplitudes of the field-atom states. The term
models spontaneous emission from the three states of interest to all other atomic states.
Finally the probability densities are integrated over all the atoms in the ensemble to
obtain density matrix elements.

In our treatment the physical system is the same three-level system in the ladder
configuration as discussed in [61]. The differences with the earlier work are that, firstly,
we allow the driving field to have some detuning from the upper level. Secondly the two
cavity modes are taken to be non-degenerate, in comparison with [61] where the modes
are assumed to be degenerate. The aim will be to calculate the squeezing spectrum for
the fluctuations in the difference between the intensities of the two cavity modes. This
compares with [61] where only the variances are calculated.

7 -5 The master equation and its representations
The calculation of the intensity squeezing in this three-level atomic system will begin with
the derivation of a master equation for the reduced density operator for the cavity fields.
This derivation will be detailed in the next chapter. The master equation in operator
form is not particularly amenable to solution and a common way to proceed is to pick a
suitable representation for the field density operator. One of the most useful classes of
representations makes use of the coherent state. The usefulness of such representations
lies in the fact that for systems which can be described by Bose operators o and at, they
provide a link between the master equation and stochastic iliferrntial equations. The
basic procedure is to transform the master equation into a Fokker-planck equation for
a quasiprobability distribution. Ito stochastic diferential equations can be written down
from the Fokker-Planck equation, and these can be used in a linearised fluctuation analvsis
to determine the noise spectra of the system.

The most well known of such representations is the Glauber-Sudarshan P-representation
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[62]. In this representation the density operator is written as a linear combination of co-

herent state density operators

')1")(ol. (7.11)

The quantity P(4, a') plays the role of a probability density for the variables a and o*, in
that the means of normally ordered products of quantum operators are simple moments
of' P(a,a.). It is, however, not a true probability, as it is not always positive nor well-
behaved, and for this reason is often referred to as a quasiprobability distribution. The
distribution P(a, a*) exists for thermal and coherent light fields, but does not exist as a
well-behaved positive function for fields with non-classical photon statistics. There are al-
ternative quasiprobability distributions including the Wigner, Q- and R-representations,
which although in part avoid the problems of the P-representation, have problems of their
own. More details on the various quasiprobability distributions can be found in Gard,iner

tSl.

7.5.L The generalised P-representation

A further class of representations was developed by Drummond and, Gard,iner [63] as

suitable for application to problems where non-classical states of the electromagnetic field
arise. The generaliseil P-representation is obtained by expanding in non-diagonal coherent

state projection operators

e: I d2ap(e,a

p- l ,@, g)P(o,p)drr(o, g), (7.12)

where

l(n ,\- lo)(0.1
\utP) - (trl"lo) '

and the integration measure, dp(o,0),,may be chosen so as to define different
possible representation. There are two common choices of integration measure:

(7.1 3)

classes of

the first,

(7.14)d7(o, F) : dad7,

is known as the complex P-representation, and the second,

dp(o,p) : &ad,'7, (7.15)

is known as the positive P-representation. This latter representation has several very

useful characteristics: the distribution P(4, p) always exists for a physical density operator
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and can always be chosen positive. It is also the case that the existence of a Foklcer-
Planck equation in the Glauber-Sudarshan P-representation implies the existence of a
Fokker-Planck equation with a positive semidefinite diffusion matrix for the positive p-
representation' Further discussion of the phase space representations, including proofs of
the existence of the generalised P-representations can be found in Gard,iner [g].

The whole purpose of picking a particular representation is to replace the Bose op-
erators a and of which appear in the master equation, with c-numbers. The operator
identities which enable such a replacement are

where a and B ate the eigenvalues of the coherent states le) and lB) under the annihilation
operator a' On making these replacements for the positive P-representation it can be
shown that the Fokker-Planck equation takes the form

al(a, B) _ al(a,, B)

atr1a, B) : (u . *) r(o, d)

l(a, B)at _ 0l(", g)

t(a, B)a : (" - #) t@,0),

ry: f-T*o,,o,t) * In*;Dip(a,rv] r{o,rv,

(7.16)

where (o'0): c = (or,or). This could have been obtained equally well by using the
Glauber-sudarshan P-representation and making the substitution a* -> B.

7.5.2 Stochastic differential equations

It can be shown that the Fokker-Planck equation is completely equivalent to the Ito
stochastic differential equations given by

da: A(a,t)dt * B(o,r)dVt/(r),

(7.r7)

(7.18)

where the matrix B satisfies

BB": P. (7.1e)

The deterministic part of the dynamics is determined by the drift vector A(a,t), while
the stochastic part is governed by the diffusion matrix D(a,l). The Wiener increment
dw(t) is such that

dw(r) _ e(t)dt. (7.20)
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The fluctuating random term f(t) is white noise correlated

({i(tXr(t')l : 6i*6(t - t'). (T.zr)

In the problem to be treated in this part of the thesis, the drift vector and the diffusion
matrix are time independent.

7.5.3 The noise spectrum

The deterministic steady state, c", of the system governed by the stochastic differential
equations (7.18) can be found by setting

A(c) : g.

We consider fluctuations 6o about the steady state values:

(7.22)

6a=a-as. (7.2J)

If the fluctuations are small the stochastic differential equations can be linearised

d(6o) : A'6adt + Bd\ /(t). (7.24)

The fluctuations will be stable if the eigenvalues of the matrix A'have negative real parts.

We wish to calculate the noise spectrum for the fluctuations 6a(t). The normally
ordered steady state noise spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform of the two time
correlation function (6a(t)6ar (0)). So

sa(.) : l:dre-i,, (6a(r)6o"(o)). (7.25)

It can easily be shown that the noise spectrum matrix can be erpressed in terms of the

drift and diffusion matrices appearing in the linearised fluctuation equation. We have,

therefore.

Sa(.) : (A' * fc,r)-l O (l't - Or)-' . (7.26)

7 .5.4 The output spectrum for the intensity

In the next chapter we shall be interested in correlations in the output intensity diference,

and this will require the calculation of the noise spectrum of the output intensity. lf
a; represents the complex amplitude of the intracavity field corresponding to the mode

operator ai,, Lhe intensity can be written Ii : olo; (remembering that the complex
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amplitude a; has been obtained from the positive P-representation). The noise spectrum
for the general output intensity combination a;+at becomes

Sit' @) = I:d,r e-;., (6 ri"t (r)6 ri"'(o)). (7.27)

In a linearised analysis with (4) > L, the fluctuations in the quadratur€s can be related
to the fluctuations in the intensity and phase variables

6X; nc +_ 
(r/rS

6Yi N 2(\rq66i.

The intensity correlation can therefore be replaced by an amplitude correlation

s ii' @) : I : dr e- to' q,1f7,'1 6@ y 
1o x ""i (?) 6x;,' (0) ).

For such a linearised analysis it is well known that, in the case of coherent or vacuum
inputs, the output field correlations are proportional to the intracavity field co'elations

(ojt (r),o;"t (0) ) = 2 1{i rc 1,(6o; (r )6o1 (0) ).

So

Sit'@) :4nixpSip(w),

where Si*(r) is the noise spectrum for the intracavity intensity correlations

S;*(.) : l:dr e-i,t(6ri(z)6[(o)). (7.32)

(7.28)

(7.2e)

(7.30)

(7.31)
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Chapter 8

fntensity fluctuations in a
three-level system

8.1- The model

\A/e shall consider a system of three-level atoms which are injected into a cavity in their
lower state lc) at a rate r". While in the cavity the atoms are driven between their lower,
lc), and upper state la) by an external field, which will be treated classically. From the
upper state the atoms are able to decay in a cascade transition to the lower state lc) via
the intermediate state lb). The transitions la) - 16) and lu) - l") are assumed to be dipole
allowed, while the dipole forbidden transition lo)- l") is induced by some external means,
for example, by applying a strong magnetic field for a magnetic dipole-allowed transition.
It will be assumed that the coupling to the intermecliate level is weak and the classical
driving field is sufficiently strong such that changes in the population in the upper and
lower states will not be affected by the intermediate state. The atomic levels have energies
Itw; for i e {a,,b, c}, as measured from some arbitrary reference point.

The cavity is considered to be a high finesse single-port cavity for two modes of the
radiation field of frequencies /1 and 22, which are close to, but not necessarily on resonance
with, the two cascade transition frequencies uo - o.16 and @b - u)c. The detuning between
the external driving field and the la) - lc) transition, A, is known as the two-photon
detuning. The one-photon detunings are 41 and 42, and are shown in the energy level
dia,gram given in Fig. 8.1.

The first step is to choose suitable eigenstates over which the state vector of the system
can be decomposed. The atomic states can be described by eigenstates labelled by the
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Figure 8.1: Energy level diagram for the atomic three.level system in the ladder config-
uration. The frequency of the driving field is z, and the freuqencies of the two cavity
modes are u1 and v2. The two photon detuning is A, and the one photon detunings are
41 and A2.

energy levels o, b and c. The cavity fields will be described by the number states ln1) and

fn2), where n1 and fl2 e,lte the number of photons in mode one and two respectively. The
number states are eigenfunctions of the number operators alal and afa2, where aJ and
o'; d're, the annihilation and creation operators for photons in the i-th mode. The state

vector can now be decomposed over these eigenstates,

l?/(t)) : t D A,,n,,n,(t)1i,,n1,,n2), (8.1 )
i=a,b,c 7?.t,nz

where A;,^r,^r(t) is the probability amplitude for finding the atom in the state li) and

the cavity modes in the states In1) and In2) at time t.

The dynamics of this system are determined by the Hamiltonian

H: Ho+V +Hutn*Hbotnz,,

where the free part is given by

(8.2)

a

b

c

Ho - t hw;li)(il + n (rr"lo, * v2a!ra2) .

i=c,6,c
(8.3)
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The interaction Hamiltonian consists of two parts: one part from the interaction of the
classical driving field with the lc)- lc) transition, (3.20), and the other from the interaction
of the quantised signal and idler modes with the two cascade transitions, (3.12). We can
write

v : hg, (ol a)(bl + "lto)(,1) * hg, (""1u)("1 + ,114(bl)

- lon (e-;o-i't1a)("1 + ei6+i"lc)fu1) ,

where 91 and !J2 ate the coupling constants for the lower and upper transitions respectively.
The driving field has a frequency v and phase ,/, and the strength of its coupling to the
atoms is given by the Rabi frequency O. The term Hbothr describes the interaction of the
cavity modes with the reservoir fields outside the cavitv.

2

Etuthr: I (otrl + r;oJ) , (8.5)

where f1 and 12 are the bath operators for the two modes. The reservoirs are assumed
to be at zero temperature. H6o11r2 represents the interaction between the atoms and the
vacuum field giving rise to spontaneous emission. The spontaneous emission from all three
levels is assumed to be the same, 7 being the spontaneous emission rate from each level
into all other levels' In other words, there is assumed to be no appreciable spontaneous
emission between the three atomic states of interest.

The method employed here was developed by Scutly and Zubai.g [60] for their work on
the correlated emission laser. It involves solving for the probability amplitudes of the field-
atom states and integrating the probability densities over all the atoms in the ensemble
to obtain density matrix elements. The atomic variables are eliminated by forming the
reduced density operator for the field, pp. This is done by tracing over the atomic states
(see Section 4.1)

Pr : Ttnp, (8.6)

where p is the density operator for the whole system. As with the state vector the density
operator can be decomposed over the atomic states lf) with i e {a,6, c} and the number
states In1) and In2) for the two modes. The matrix elements for the reduced densitv
operator can be written

91

(n r, n zl p rln'r,, n'r) = rL" 
( o, n y,, n 2l pli, "\, nL) .

(8.4)

(8.7)
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The equation of motion for the density operator in the interaction picture is given by
(4.13). This gives for the matrix elements of the reduced density operator in the Ip,

(rr, n2lppln'r,nl' 1zl : lu ,,,
t
=o,b,c

I ((i, nr, nzlV lj, ru, mzl (j, m1, m2lpli, n\, nrl
'1|lrfiz

(i,, n t, n zl pl j, m r, rn z) (j,, mr, m 2lV li, "!r, "!rl)N ,_.: - ,lVtzOz| - p12'Y21') nr-nr*t nz+nz*l
nl+nl *r n'"-nt +l

i ,_,
- 1(VnPn' !V'pps2' - p21tV1t2t - pzs,Yz,s,) nz-nz+l (8.8)

i ,,, . 
tt'+nl*l

- ,(VszPnt - Ps2'V23r),

where we have not included the cavity loss terms as yet. The subscripts refer to the
following atom-field states

11) : lo,nr-1,,n2-L)
12) : 16, nr, nz - I)
13) : lc,n1,n2l.

, for example, is the matrix element of p between

are replaced by n2 * 1 and n', + | respectively.

(8.e)

(ltz') n2-n2+l
n''+nt'*l

where n2 and n!,

the states l1) and l2')

8.2 The derivation of the master equation

The density matrix elements pr2,t p21,, pzs, and, psz, areobtained by solving the Schr6dinger
equation for the probability amplitudes Ai,q,nz(t). As was mentioned above, the la) - lc)
can be regarded as an independent subsystem, if the coupling to the intermediate level

is sufficiently weak and the driving field is sufficiently strong. The Schr6dinger equation

can be solved for transitions between these two states:

Ao,nr,nr(t) : -i(ro,nr,n,
: ,..A",nr,nz\t) : -xlu",nr,r,

- i1 / 2) A,,n,,n,(t) + |Ou-to- 
r,, A.,,,,n"(t)

- i1/z)A",nr,nr(t)+ 
fn"io+i,, Ao,n,,,nr(t),, (g.10)

where ui,,nr ,*z - hw; j h(u1m1 * u2m2). It should be noted that the spontaneous emission

is being included as a simple loss term from both the upper and lower states. In the

work of both ^9cully and Zubairy [60] and Ansari, Gea-Banacloche and Zubairy [61], these
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equations are solved for the pump field on resonan@ with the atomic transition.
introduce the following detuning

y:u)a-(o._4.

Making the following transformation

(8.11)

Ao,nr,n"(t) : e-d(.o,'r,.r - i1 /2)tli(wa,q,-2-h / z)ts lc,n1,n, (t )

A",nr,r"(t) : e-i('",nr,n"-;112)(r-h) A",nr,nr(t),

the solutions to (8.10) -uy be written as

Ao,nr,nr(t) : 9"-io+iat 
[eir(r-ro) - s-it(t-tsr) AIr,^r(ro)

A",n,,n,(t) : 
*uu"' [ta + p)e*u(t-tol+ (-a * p,)e-iu(t-,")] ifl,,.,(ro), (8.1g)

where tlre atom is injected into the cavity at time ts in its lower state lc) and, Afrnr(ts) is
the field probability amplitude evaluated at the initial time t6. We also have

P-1ffi.
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We

(8.12)

(8.14)

For the intermediate level the equation of motion is

Au,nr,n (t) - -r(,b,n1,n2-i112)A6,,,,,r,r(c) -ig.1@Ao,,,r-r,r,r(t) -ig2\mtrc,u,n2+1(t).
(8.15)

This can be integrated formally to give

Ab,nr,nr(t) : -; l'r* "-i(-u,nr,^r-;/(t-i) flrrfnrA,,^t-tn2(r) + srr$te",,.r,,,rar(r)] .

(8.16)
Each atom passing through the cavity contributes to the density operator. For exam-

ple, the contribution to the density matrix element pn, for a single atom is

pv2,lsingte ato,,- : (o,n, - L,nz - 1l,i(t)) kh!)lb,n!r,,n, - tl
: Ao,n1-r,n2-r(t)At,*i,nL-t (t). (8.17)

For atoms injected at random times at a rate r" the single atom contributions must be
summed over the different 'injection'times

pn, (t) :, 
" I: * dt s A o,n, - y,-, -r(t) Ai,,1,4 -r ( r ). (8.18)
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At this point it is useful to make a 'coarse graining'approximation. This assumes that the
passage of a single atom will cause only small changes in the field. This approximation
will hold as long as the characteristic transit time for the atoms through the cavity is
small compared with the time scale over which the cavity fields change. Under this
approximation we may set

Alr,n"(to) * Alr,^r(t) (8.1e)

for the part of the probability amplitudes in (8.18) which depend on the field. The density
matrix element pn,(t) can now be evaluated by substituting (8.13) and (3.16) into (g.1g).
The result is a factored expression: one factor depending on atomic parameters and
detunings, and the other on the reduced density matrix for the field,

)t'

'l

t*Ll2-p1
I

?+i(a

(8.21)+ Llz + pl2)

)

pn,(t) - ,f41nr-L,nz--tlpp(t)lnl - t, n'r-I)\1+ 1ffrqnr-L,rz- llpp(r)ln,r,r,r)Trr,
(8.20)

where

r,r: f,n,,"(:)'t(+ h)
-'(+-#) tErE

ttz: 
49zrc'3e

. (8.22)

Here O - 6 + A2l, and the detunings A1 and A2 are defined by the relationships (see

Fig. 8.1)

u1 : uo-ub-A-At
l/2

In a similar manner the matrix element ptz, can be evaluated

(8.23)

psz,(t) : ,f,1nr,,n2lpp(t)lni - t, n| - l)721+ t$fur,n2lpp(t)ln'r,rlr)Trr, (8.24)

f,','" ',9"' l(!--r)L\'Y ^t-xP/

(+-+..,)

L* p

7+i(Ar +Ll2-pl2',
-A*rr

z*i(A' +L/2+p/2)

u'here

tT
t2l

(8.25)
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ir _ -Wipalpr * ftppa,ol - (gn * flir)ol,pro,
* Bi2a\a2pp * gzzpeatraz - (0zz + lir)orprotrl

- lgizapzPr * B2lppdtaz - (0L + B2)a2ppa1)eia

- [frir"I"trpr * Bppr"I"tr - (fn * gir)"lprotr]u-r.,

where

0t:
L+ip, 7-ip'

1 + i(Ai + L' 12 - p'12) l+i(Ai *A,12*p

L'+p'
i(LL - Ai - L' 12 + p, 12)

-a' + p'
r-i(aL-ai- L,/2-
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. (8.26)

These results can be substituted back into (8.9) and a master equation for the inter-
action part of the Hamiltonian obtained

(8.27)

Bz, :

-igtTtr
i.dtn 1_41 __
4 'p' 7+pt2

-igzTzz

-ig1T12eia

I^#l(",

+t-

Fn:

- i(A', - Ai - L,/2 - p,lZ)
Fr, : -ig2T21e-;o

i.Q' I
: 

-- 
4^--

4 -lt, l+p,2
and

nn2
A, : 'cul

^12
-n2

A, : 'cYz- ^,2 (8.29)
t

A3: ry
I

All primed variables have been scaled by the spontaneous emission rate 7. The real and
imaginary parts of 0n and, 822 are responsible for the nonlinear absorption and nonlinear

- (-o' * t,+"##), ] t' rtr
- L,/Z t p,12)

1

| (n'+ p'x
tr+'ra,'+a

(A'+ p')(r + ip,,)
1+?(Ai+L,/2-p,12) 1+i(Ai +L,12*p'12)

(-A'+ p')(1 - ip,)

l
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dispersion of modes one and two respectively. p12 and p21 provide the nonlinear coupling
between the two modes.

The coupling of the two cavity modes to the fields outside the cavity is accomplished

by adding the usual cavity damping terms at zero temperature (see Section 4.8)

2

pF - D n;(Iaipr,oJ]+ [or, pr"ll),
d=1

where 161 and K2 o"te the cavity decay rates for the two modes.

It should also be noted that there is an explicit time dependence in the master equation
via the time dependent phase iD. This time dependence can be transformed out by using

the unitary transformation

fI - "iAza\o2t

(8.30)

(8.31)

The master equation can be solved by picking a suitable representation for the density

operator. The positive P-representation was introduced in Section 7.5.1 and can be used to
transform the master equation into a c-number Fokker-Planck equation by application of
the operator equivalences (7.16). In the positive P-representation the complex conjugate

c-number variables a and c* are treated as independent so we write a* + a* to emphasis

this fact. The Fokker-Planck equation for the quasiprobability density P(or,of ,a2,a;r)
is given by

t l' ^ a - D. a ,+ n1 a ^ a +
fr,r("', of ,a2, of ) = l-Prrft,o, - 

girft"{ - p;r#;o, - grr#"t

- n*q - t#,,- h*;,{ - t#,,
., *# . ^*** u. ##] ",',, 

a{,.,2,o{),

(8.32)

(8.33)

where

From the Fokker-Planck equation

dou'n:

the Ito stochastic difierential equations can be written

f-

g:
h:

Fn * Bir

gne-i6

- 7iru-;o

da(t):Ad;+dB, (8.34)
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where

a: dB=

A: (8.35)

and the stochastic terms satisfy the correlations

dBfiB{ _ f dt

dBiBz = hdt

dB{dB{ _ h*dt. (8.36)

The phase insensitive noise or fluorescence is given by / and the phase sensitive noise bv
h.

8.3 Spectrurn of intensity fluctuations
In the nondegenerate parametric oscillator signal and idler photons are produced in pairs
and are hence highly correlated. We wish to see whether this high correlation is maintained
in our three-level scheme despite the spontaneous emission introduced by the atoms. To
this end the fluctuation spectrum of the intensity difference between the two cavity modes
will be calculated. The procedure is to linearise the stochastic differential equations,
(8.34), and to calculate the spectrum as outlined in section 7.5.4.

Because the system is being driven below threshold we form intensity variables [64]

1 : (ola1, o.to,2t olol, c,|a1.).
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f;l
l;; ,l

( -(',

| -("

| -(', -,
\ -('r+l

il
l

ll
2

\of
ha'I

Q2

-ha

:I
+gai

g'az

r*ht
i +h

- lr')ot * t
- 0i')oi + g

Az * 1i)o,
Az * lrr)ot

The equation of motion for the intensity variables can be obtained by applying a change
of variables transformation to (8.3a). Consider a function of a(t): /ta(t)]. An equation
of motion for / can be obtained by expanding d/ to second order in the noise increments:

(8.37)

(8.38)df la(t)l - D(A;dt + dBi)aif - i ; 
0;0tf d,BidB j.
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We obtain

where

A':

'The modified da,npi,ng coefrcienta aredefinod ars

il'r : 4-hr
ft,2 - tnz- iAz+ fr*"

The eonstant vect^or, F, is givel by

Glwp,ter,8. Iatcnsitg fluataationa in a tihrca-leual sgatem

aI=(-AT+gdtadB" (8,3s)

Fr*fti -s* -g 0

-h h*ft2 0 -g
-f,i o, fti + ei _g*

0 -ha *k 'ft2 * Ei

. (8,40)

(811)

(8.4r)

(8.413)

T.Ie.nofue term, Blr is given by

Br',= (8.44)

and satis_fies the corlelatircm co,;rdition

as*'(t)fi'(t')' : D6(t - t'), (s.45)

wher,e D is the difiusion matrix

I zfffi) D(rr)+ f$el h.(rr) +f(rs) h*{r"I + h0a) I
D: I zh(I,l t$l h(rr) |

| *b.(rr) a.(r.) | 
(8'46)

Lor
The stea.dSr state solutions are givo by

(I)"" = A-rF. (8,.42)

":l{]

af dB1+ qdB{ 
I

ellB2+ o,zdBr 
I

a{aa{+o'tdB{ I'
a{dB2+ o,sdBf. l

l
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We consider fluctuations 6f about the steady state values. If the fluctuations are small
compared with the mean values we can linearise as in Section ?.b.3:

d(6t) = -A'dI +dB'. (8.48)

The steady state solutions are stable under small perturbations only if the real part of
the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix A' are negative. The eigenvalues are given by

1r

)l,z _ - rtnt + k;) + rt/ (it, - ir1,)' - 4grzgzt

la,n : )i.r.

(8.52)

(8.53)

(8.4s)

The squeezing will be ma:cimised when the imaginary part of the eigenvalues vanish. A
non-zero imaginary part leads to a mixing of the quadratures and this can feed fluctuations
from the noisy quadrature into the squeezed quadrature. The eigenvalues are purely real
when

Lz*T(Fzz-0n): 0

t [tr, - k;)' - afrrrgrrf _ o

nftn,_fr,;), _ag,,Lr,)

The stationary spectrum for the intensity correlations (I(r),I(0)r) : (6t(z)6I(0)r) is
given by (7.32)

.lrcpS(.) : ; J_*d.r e-i," (I(r),I(0)r)
1,_ 

2o(A, + iuI)-rD(Ao _ iwl)-r. (8.b1)

In the work of Lane et al. [55] the two time intensity correlation of the output field is
calculated to be

(ajtt (r) a",", (r),, ai"tl le ait $))
: 4ninp[trlto)"]t")aie)a1,(0i) - (rj(r)a;(r))(a[(o)a*(o))]

+ 2 @ (a! (r) a 1, (0) ) 6;6 6(r )
_ + rc 

5 n 1,(ajft)o i(r),al(o)o1 (o) ) + 2 n i @to(0)a1 (0))61 16 (r),

where the last line follows because, for the P-representation, normally ordered operator
moments can be replaced by their equivalent c-number moments. The two time correlation
for the output intensity difference can be written

(/i"'(") - 4, k),/,*r(o) _ 4",(0))

- + [rcf(r'(r),/,(0)) +n](In(r),/o(0)) - KrEz((1,("),/o(0)) *(/a(r),/,(0)))l
* 2(n1(1'(0)) + 12(1a(0))) 6("). (8.54)
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The fluctuation spectrum of the output intensity difference, S|t(.), can be written down
by using (7.31):

^ei"'(') 
:'a;:':';:::,':,-1,)^:'ii,:,i ; l;:;]], * n2(rat) (8 55)

A normalised fluctuation spectrum, ,Sl't(r.r), can be defined by writing

We write

where

sir(w):

8.4 Results

Sff'(r) : 2 (rc1("I1) * rc2(Ial) 51"' @).

Sf'(r)-1+ s1",(r),

rcr (/r) * n2(Ia) lt?Stt + rclSnn - KtK2(Srn * Sor)] .

frt:0
1 -;( 

^\ - ^ii)f,zz: erffi
n | 

^ 
Q',1-i(Ai -Ai)Pr2 t^3el+(a'r-a'#

.A

zt'NR
rAo'1-L:.la,-iL|I

4tr

(8.56)

(8.57)

(8.58)

(8.5e)

(8.60)

(8.61)

(8.62)

The model of the three-level atomic medium that has been used here includes spontaneous

emission from all levels. This spontaneous emission will be expected to degrade the
correlations between the photon pairs. In the limit of large detunings from both the
upper and intermediate levels, the system should behave as a nondegenerate parametric

oscillator, for which perfect squeezing in the intensity difference can be obtained. There

will be other dissipative effects which may degrade the correlation, including nonlinear
absorption in the atomic medium and cavity losses.

In the limit of large detuning from the upper level, A' > f,l' and A'> 1, we have, to
first order in Qt f L'

1zt =

For the parametric oscillator the coefficients governing the nonlinear coupling have the

same phase. This implies that g and h should have the same phase in the limit of large

A', and this can be achieved if Ai > Ai and A! ) 1. The squeezing can be maximised
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Figure 8.2: The squeezing spectrum for fluctuations in the intensity difierence as a function
of the detuning from the upper and intermediate levels. The values of the detuning,
A' : 50, 100, 200, are labelled by (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The parameter values used
are: rc - 10tt, g, = gz: 100, ?: 106, O': 1 and lc1 - K2 : l0o. The noise frequency ar
is scaled by the average of the cavity linewidths 6 - |(rcr a ,r).

by imposing the conditions in (8.50). In the high detuning regime under consideration
here the first condition can be solved to give a first approximation to A2

E 0.8
ct)

E 0.6
(")
a)a.a
S 0.4
N
c)
c)

=g o.z

-10 -2

(8.63)

The solution with the minus sign corresponds to two-photon resonance. The detuning is
shifted slightly from its bare value for two photon resonance because the strong driving
field shifts the cavity resonances (a.c. Stark efect). If we now choose A! : -A, /2 the
deterministic part of the Langevin equations in the high detuning limit can be written in
the following form

al : -lirdr -iAr#rtr
a2: -(or+ffi1"r-iAr#tl.

Lt,:iol*lol,t -ffirr

(8.64)

(8.65)
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Figure 8.3: The squeezing spectrum for fluctuations in the intensity difference with un-
equal cavity decay rates. The values of the detuning, A' :23,30,200, are labelled by (a),
(b) and (c) respectively. The parameter values are the same as for Fig. 8.2 except for the
cavity decay rates rc1 : nzlS: 106.

It should also be noted that both nonlinear coupling terms, 812 and B21, depend linearly
on the intensity of the driving field, as expected for a parametric oscillator.

We now look at how the squeezing spectrum varies with the detunings A' and Ai. We

choose Al : -L'12 and Al such that the dispersive term vanishes. Rather than solve

for L!, exactly, we set it to zero, as it should only vary from this by a small amount.

The spectrum is obtained by inverting A' numerically and evaluating the expressions

(8.51) and (8.58). We check that the system is operating below threshold by ensuring

that the real part of the eigenvalues in (8.49) are less than zero.

In Fig. 8.2 the spectrum for the fluctuations in the intensity diference for diferent
values of the scaied detuning A' is shown. The system operates below threshold for

A' > 15.5. With the given values for the parameters it can be seen that the values of Ar,
A2 and /3 are quite large, being three orders of magnitude larger than the cavity losses

E 0.8
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tr
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Figure 8'4: The zero frequency component of the squeezing spectrum as a function of the
ratio of the cavity decay rates. The values of the detuning, A, : b0,100,200, are labelled
by (u), (b) and (c) respectively and lcr : 106. The other parameter values are the same
as for Fig. 8.2.

given by ", and rc2. If. A1,, A2 and. '43 are chosen to be about the same size as the cavitv
losses, only a very small amount of squeezing is obtained.

In the work of Lane, Reid and, Walls [55], it was seen that for \ * rcz the central
dip in the spectrum is narrowed. This phenomenon can be seen in Fig. 8.3, where, for a
given detuning, the d.c. noise component is depressed compared with the symmetric case.
At a detuning of 200 atomic linewidths g8% squeezing is obtained compared with 95%
in the s5rmmetric case' As the detuning is increased the squeezing improves much more
rapidly than the case with equal cavity linewidths. The squeezing has already reached
90% for A' = 60 whereas for equal cavity linewidths the squeezing only reaches g0% when
A'= 135.

The variation in the zero frequency component of the squeezing spectrum is shown in
Fig. 8.a as a function of the ratio of the cavity linewidths. The best squeezing is obtained
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Figure 8.5: The squeezing spectrum for the fluctuations in the intensity difference as

a function of the ratio of the coupling constants. The values of the detuning, A' :
35,50,200, are labelled by (u), (b) and (c) respectively. The parameter values are the
same as for Fig. 8.2 except for the coupling constants which are S1 : 200 and 92: 50.

f.or n2 about five times greater than rc1. The nonlinear absorption of mode two is much

larger than that of mode one, as more atoms are in their lower state. Increasing the cavity

linewidth of mode two increases the amount of light leaving the cavity, and hence lessens

the relative nonlinear absorption of that mode. Of course, if rc2 is increased too much,

too much light escapes and the ratio of nonlinear coupling effects to losses is worsened.

The parameters .A1 , A2 and A3 govern nonlinear absorption in modes one and two, and

nonlinear coupling between the modes respectively. They give a measure of the coherent

to incoherent processes in the system. It has already been seen that the parameters must

be large compared with the cavity Iosses if appreciable squeezing is to be obtained. The

relative sizes of the parameters can also be adjusted to maximise the squeezing. In general

the nonlinear absorption of mode two is much larger than that of mode one, because the

population of the lower state is much larger than that of the intermediate state. If the
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coupling 91 is increased while 92 is decreased such that the produ ct ggz remains the
same the nonlinear absorption of the two modes can be modified without changing the
nonlinear coupling. In Fig. 8.5 the same parameters as in Fig. 8.2 are used except that
h : 200 and 92: 50. The squeezing is now about 9g% at A, : 200. we obtain g0%
squeezing when A'ny 20.

The variation in the zero frequency component of the squeezing spectrum is shown in
Fig' 8'6 as a function of the ratio of the coupling constants for the two transitions. If 92
is decreased too much, 91 becomes large and the nonlinear absorption of mode one begins
to play a role.

The dependence of the squeezing on the Rabi frequency O' can easily be seen from
(8'61) and (8.62). In the high detuning limit the nonlinear coupling increases linearly

0.5
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Figure 8.6: The zero frequency component of the squeezing spectrum as a function of the
ratio of the coupling constants. The values of the detuning, A, : 50, 100,200, are labelled
by (")' (b) and (c) respectively. The value of the coupling constant for the first transition
it gt - 1000 and 92 is varied such that the product ggz is constant. The other parameter
values are the same as for Fig. 8.2.
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with the scaled Rabi frequency. Therefore, so long as O, ( A,, the squeezing can be
maximised by increasing the scaled Rabi frequency.

Finally a few comments should be made regarding the case where the driving field
is resonant with the upper level. In such a situation the spontan@us emission from the
upper level will be appreciable, but this should not affect the squeezing as long as there
is a large detuning from the intermediate level. This is because the spontaneous emission
will add the same noise to both modes and hence the noise in the intensity difierence
should be unaffected. The spectrum can be calculated in the same way as the previous
spectra. A' and L!, arc taken to be approximately zero in the equations (8.2S). They
will be shifted slightly from zero due to the a.c. Stark effect, and should be determined
self-consistently from the conditions (8.50). Rather than do this we set A, - Li: 0 in
(8.28) and evaluate A2 using the first eigenvalue condition in (8.50). The spectrum in
Fig. 8.7 shows that being in resonance with the upper level does not a"ffect the squeezing

in the intensity diference.

8.5 Conclusion

In Part III of this thesis we have considered a model for an atomic three-level system in
the ladder configuration. The three-level atoms are injected into a cavity and are driven
by an external field which is detuned from the transition between upper and lower atomic
states. The cascade transitions are detuned from two cavity resonances and it is the
fluctuations in the intensity difference between these two modes which are of interest.
Because the cavity modes are well detuned from the intermediate level, electrons in the

upper level emit in a stimulated two photon process. There are high correlations between

the fluctua.tions in the intensities of the modes because the photons are created in pairs.

It is found that the system behaves as an ideal parametric oscillator when the two
photon resonance condition is satisfied and the fields are highly detuned from the inter-
mediate level. It is also found that small improvements in the squeezing c-an be obtained
by choosing unequal cavity decay rates or unequal coupling constants.

Finally it has been seen that the system need not be detuned from the upper level

in order to obtain good squeezing. This is because, with a large detuning from the

intermediate level, the two spontaneously emitted photons are highly correlated and hence

add little noise to the intensitv diference.
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Figure 8'7: The squeezing spectrum for the case of a resonant driving field. The values of
the detuning, a' - 60, ?0,200, are labeled by (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The parameter
values are the same as for Fig. 8.2.
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Chapter I

some background to laser cooling

In Part II and III of this thesis we have investigated two atomic systems interacting
with the electromagnetic field, looking particularly at the manipulation and reduction of
quantum noise in the electromagnetic field. In this, the final part of the thesis, we wish
to investigate another atomic system interacting with the electromagnetic field. For this
system we shall not be interested so much in using the atoms to manipulate the light
field, as using the light field to manipulate the atoms.

A simple scheme will be considered in which a single two-level atom with quantised
centre-of-mass motion is constrained to move in a one-dimensional harmonic potential,
while interacting with a single-mode classical electromagnetic travelling wave. We shall be
interested particularly in the interplay between the atom's internal and external degrees
of freedom. These give rise to coherent eflects similar to those observed in the Jaynes-
Cummings model, including quantum collapses and revivals in the atomic inversion. These
will be studied in Chapter 10. Finally dissipative processes, in the form of spontaneous
emission, will be included (Chapter ll), and some aspects of cooling in the system will be
investigated (Chapter LZ). The remainder of this chapter comprises a brief introduction
to cooling and trapping, and an introduction to the simple model under consideration.

9.1 Introduction

The fact that the radiation field carries momentum was shown experimentally in lg33 by
Frisch [65], when he used light from a sodium resonance lamp to deflect a beam of sodium
atoms. It was the advent of lasers, however, with their much greater spectral intensities,
which led to greater interest in possible experiments to manipulate atoms with light. It
was Hiinscfr and Schawlow [66] who first suggested the use of lasers in cooling neutral
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atoms, while Wineland and Dehmelt 167l made a similar suggestion for trapped ions.
There are many possible applications of laser cooling. One application is precision

measurements in spectroscopy, where laser cooling can reduce Doppler broadening, which
in turn leads to higher spectral resolution. Such high precision spectroscopy can be of use

in the development of more accurate time and frequency standards. A second application
is in collisional physics, where the study of collisions between cold atoms can give detailed
information on the interaction between the atoms to very high energy resolution. Atom-
surface collisions can also be studied at low temperatures. A third application is in the
search for cold collective states, such as liquid and solid plasmas, as well as in the search

for possible Bose condensates. Crystal structures have also been observed in traps and
these give the opportunity to study the transition between ordered and chaotic states. A
fourth application is the manipulation of atoms to achieve tightly focused beams or atomic
fountains. One final application is in quantum optics where a single motionless atom
interacting with a light field provides a means of investigating fundamental aspects of the
interaction between radiation and matter. Quantum jumps [68] or photon antibunching
in resonance fluorescence [69] have already been observed.

It can be seen from the preceding paragraph that trapping and laser cooling often
appear together. It is often not sufficient simply to cool a sample of atoms; there also

needs to be a mechanism for localising the sample in a region of space. A trap is a means

of accomplishing this. For precision measurements a trap also provides an environment
in which perturbations are well known and can be kept to a minimum.

A non-technical introduction to laser cooling can be found in the article by Wineland

and ltano in Physics Today [81] and at a more advanced level in the article by Stenholm

in Reaiews of Modern Physfcs [80].

9.2 Cooling of free particles

It is well known that the radiation field carries momentum. This momentum is transferred

to an atom when it scatters a photon as shorryn in Fig. 9.1. The total change in momentum

experienced by the atom is given by a sum over all photon absorptions and emissions:

Ap:Ihk"r+tDk"-.
ii

(e.1)

AII absorptions that are followed by stimulated emission can be ignored, as there is no

overall change in the atomic momentum. It is only absorptions followed by spontaneous

emissions which are of interest. The direction of any spontaneously emitted photon is
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Figure 9.1: Momentum transfer in an atom-light interaction. The atom absorbs the
momentum tko6 in the direction of the field and looses the momentum ik"- in the
spontaneous emission process

random, and should give no change in the atomic momentum when averaged over a
number of spontaneous events.

This momentum change gives rise to a force known as the light prcssure or scattering

force. The average force on an atom is the product of the photon momentum hk, the
rate I of spontaneous decay from the excited state, and the probability of the atom being

in the excited state. This scattering force can be much stronger than the gravitational

force acting on an atom, but wealier than typical electrical forces. The force also has a

stochastic element due to the spontan@us decay which occurs at random times and in
randorn directions, and this stochastic element gives the atom some temperature.

One of the simplest cooling schemes utilises the light pressure force on atoms in a
standing wave. Consider a two-level atom in a weak laser standing wave with a frequency

r,.r; detuned slightly below the atomic transition frequency c.ro (see Fig. 9.2). The standing

wave can be thought of as being comprised of two counterpropagating waves, each exerting

a light pressure force on the atom. If the atom is at rest the two forces are equal. When

the atom is moving, the two counterpropagating waves undergo opposite Doppler shifts,

LuTuf c - *.ku,, where u is the velocity of the atom along the standing wave. The
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Figure 9.2: Laser cooling of a free atom in a standing wave. The atom moves with a

velocity u, while the frequencyj uL, of the light field is tuned below the atomic transition
frequency a;o.

frequency of the wave moving in the opposite direction to the atom is shifted closer to the
atomic resonance, while the other wave is shifted further away from the atomic resonance.

The atom is therefore more likely to absorb a photon from the wave propagating in the
opposite direction to the atomic motion. This wave exerts a stronger light pressure force
on the atom than the wave propagating with the atomic motion, and the unbalanced force

has a frictional effect on the atom.

The stochastic part of the force acting on the atom, due to the random spontaneous

emission, tends to increase the width of the atomic momentum distribution. It can be

shown [70, 71' 72] that the lowest temperature can be found by demanding that the
heating and cooling processes be in equilibrium:

kaTo= ior.
This limit is often referred to as the Doppler limit.

Apart from the light pressure force it is sometimes useful to distinguish another force

acting on atoms known as the gradient or d,ipole force. In some simple cases it is possible

to distinguish the two forces, but in general, and especially at high intensity, it is not

possible to do so. The origin of the dipole force is not so intuitively obvious as the

light pressure force, but lies in the fact that the optical electric field induces an electric

dipole moment in the atom and then acts on this moment. If the optical intensity is

inhomogeneous the dipole interaction causes a force along the gradient of the intensity.

(e.2)
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There have been cooling schemes devised which make use of the dipole force, including a
'stimulated cooling' scheme for atoms in a strong standing wave [74, ?b]. Such schemes
do not lead to temperatures lower than those obtained in the Doppler limit.

Free atoms can be cooled in three dimensions by using multiple laser beams, and this
leads not only to frictional damping but also to confinement similar to that of a pa.rti-
cle undergoing Brownian motion in a viscous fluid. This type of system has been give
the name optical molasses [73] because of its confinement properties, and is an example
of a cooling scheme which simultaneously provides a trapping mechanism. Subsequent
experiments on optical molasses showed strong disagreement with theory, including tem-
peratures well below the Doppler limit [?6]. It was two groups of researchers, one at
Paris and the other at Stanford, that gave the explanation for the low temperatures. The
mechanisms involve optical pumping, light shifts and laser polarisation gradients [ZZ, Zg],
For more information see the review article by Cohen-Tannouilji and phiuips 

[7g].

9.3 Cooling of trapped atoms

The trapping of atoms is usually achieved by confining ions in an electromagnetic field.
The two types of trap most often encountered are the Paul trap, which uses an oscillating
radio frequency electric quadrupole field, and the Penning trap which uses a combination
of electric and magnetic fields. In both cases harmonic potentials are formed, but there
also exists small amplitude motion known as the micromotion. In the paul trap there
is a micromotion at the frequency of the oscillating electric field. The situation is more
complicated in the Penning trap where there are three modes of motion: the ion revolves
rapidly in the cyclotron orbit; the centre of the cyclotron orbit follows the much larger
circular path of the magnetron motion; and the ion oscillates along the axis of the trap. In
general the cooling schemes required for Penning traps are more complicated than those
required for Paul traps.

Most theoretical treatments of the cooling of trapped ions begin with a two-level ion
in a harmonic potential where the motion is assumed to occur in one dimension and the
natural trap frequency is v. If the spontaneous emission rate, f, of the atomic transition
is much greater than the trap frequency, the cooling proceeds as for a free atom. This
is because the atom is essentially free during the time required to scatter a photon. The
lowest temperature, therefore, is given by the Doppler limit (g.2). This regime is treated
by Gordon and, Ashkin [82] and also by Jauanainen and Stenholm [83], where it is referred
to as the heavy particle limit.
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Figure 9'3: The absorption spectrum of a single ion bound in a harmonic potential in
the resolved sideband limit. The motional sidebands are spaced at multiples of the trap
frequency z from the atomic transition frequency c..ro.

In the regime where the trap frequency is larger than the spontaneous emission rate,
the behaviour is somewhat different. The spontaneous emission of a photon does not now
take place at constant position and velocity, aud to understand the behaviour it becomes

easier to look at the motion in frequency space. The absorption spectrum of the atom
consists of an unshifted resonance line at the atomic transition frequencg t,,'o, and a series

of motional sidebands due to the periodic modulation of the atomic transition frequency

owing to the Doppler effect as seen from the moving atom. The sidebands are separated by

multiples and combinations of the trap frequencies and each have the natural linewidth.
The absorption spectrum is shown schematically in Fig. 9.3 in the rcsolued sid,eband,lirnit,

where the trap frequency is much larger than the spontaneous emission rate, f < z.

In the resolved sideband limit cooling is achieved by tuning a narrow-band laser to one

of the sidebands below the central resonance. This will cause the atom to absorb photons

of energy lr(r"- nz) where n is some positive integer. The extra energy will be provided

by the vibrational energy of the atom in the trap. Once in the upper electronic state

the atom may return to the ground state via spontaneous emission. This will change the

vibrational energy of the atom by an amount equal to the recoil energy, and when this is

less than nltu cooling occurs.

In general, lower temperatures can be achieved in this regime than in the regime where

tro
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the trapped atom acts as a nearly free particle. It was first shown by Neuhauser et c/. [g5]
that the final average trap number, (n)", in the resolved sideband regime has the form

(e.3)

which is less than unity. In the resolved sideband regime the cooling temperature is
limited by two factors: the first, as already mentioned, is the recoil energy associated
with spontaneous emission and the second is that there is always a probability that the
atom may be driven from the ground electronic state into an upper state with increase in
vibrational energy.

Some of the first laser cooling experiments were carried out on trapped ions, because at
that stage they were easier to store for long periods than neutral ions. The first experiment
was reported by Wineland, Drullinger and Walls [8a] in 1978 in which they cooled - 10a
Mg+ ions in a Penning trap. A measure of the temperature was obtained from the ion
induced currents in the trap electrodes. A similar experiment was carried out at about
the same time by Neuhauser el ol. [85]. They used a Paul radio-frequency trap containing
- 50 Ba+ ions- Cooling was demonstrated by the observation of increased storage times
for the ions in the trap. Both of these experiments were carried out in the limit that the
natural linewidth of the atomic transition is greater than the trap frequency. It is only
recently that experiments have been carried out in the resolved sideband limit. In lggg
Wineland and coworkers reported the cooling of a single Hg+ ion in a paul trap in the
resolved sideband limit [86]. It was claimed that temperatures are achieved in which the
ion is in the ground vibrational state of its confining potential approximately g5% of the
time' This measurement of the temperature was carried out by obsen ing the difierent
absorption strengths of the first upper and lower motional sidebands.

9.4 The model of laser cooling in a trap

The model for laser cooling of a trapped ion will consist of a single two-level ion constrained
to move in an ideal harmonic potential while interacting with a classical single-mode
travelling light field. The system will be assumed to be in the resolved sideband limit.
Only a single ion is considered, as its spectrum in a harmonic potential is relatively simple.
In contrast, if two or more ions are stored together in a trap the oscillation frequencies of
the individual ions are dominated by ion-ion interactions at low temperatures.

9.4. The rnod.el of laser cooling in a trap rt7

(n)" x (;)',
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9.4.1 Quantum effects in traps

According to quantum mechanics the allowed vibrational energies of an ion in a trap
are discrete. In some treatments of cooling in a trap, results can be obtained without
explicitly including the quantum states. Flor example, in the heavy particle limit, treated
by Jauanainen and. Stenholm [83], the distribution over the energy states is assumed to
be broad and a Fokker-Planck equation is obtained for the distribution. The Doppler
cooling limit obtained in this case corresponds to an average trap quantum number larger
than unity.

In the resolved sideband regime, | ( y, the average trap quantum uumber at the
end of cooling can be much less than unity (see (9.3)), and it becomes necessary to treat
the vibrational motion as fully quantised. For motion in a harmonic potential the energ-y

levels will be the well known harmonic oscillator energy levels, and use can be made of
the harmonic oscillator algebra to define eigenstates and raising and lowering operators.

The low lying trap levels are shown in Fig. 9.4. The energy of the oscillator in the n-th
level is given by

En - n,6 +f;), (e.4)

(e.6)

where z is the natural frequency of the oscillator and is identified with the trap frequency.

9.4.2 The Lamb-Dicke regime

The light pressure force acting on an atom or ion can be expanded for small velocities

(see for instance Stezholm [80])

3':Fo+0u*O("'). (e.5)

For negative detuning there is frictional damping and when this damping is maximised

Fo

p
= nkl
N -rnen

where k is the wavevector of the incident light, m is the mass of the atom and e" is the

recoil energy of the ion

(e.i)

From (9.5) and (9.6) it can be seen that the photon momentum is transferred to the atom

at a rate f . Using Newton's law on the frictional term the kinetic energy of the motion

hk2e': 6,'
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Figure 9.4: Vibrational energy levels for a trapped ion. The levels have an energy spacing
ofE:hu.

must decay at a rate 2e,:

Ekin :2erEr;n. (e.8)

For an ion in a trap an estimate can be made for the tirne, Tt op, taken for the energy
in the trap to decrease by one vibrational quantum hu (se the discussion in Btatt lg1)
and, Stenholm [80] ):

LE fiu: 
- 

-DerE - erhl ,At nop--
where .E is a typical energy and in the final expression is put equal to its value in the
Doppler limit' +nl. This implies that the relationship between characteristic atomic
internal and external time scales is given by

Ttop=t r^r,

where Tint = l-r. In the limit e" K v, the cooling rate in terms of oscillation quanta
is slow compared with the internal atomic time scale, md enables the introduction of a
small expansion parameter, e, known as the Lamb-Dicke parameter

,':!
u
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Another way of understanding the physical significance of this parameter is as follows.
Consider the situation where the amplitude of the ion's motion in the trap can be given
bv

a = aosin vt. (e.12)

The energy is therefore E = lmu2a2s, and if the ion is in the vibrational ground state in
the trap its energy is also given by E - Lrttu. This gives an expression for the oscillator
amplitude in the ground state:

Ir,oo: ,,1 *r. (9.13)

With the definition for the recoil energy of the ion it is possible to express e in the form

lft, aok,: l#o:-,fr: fr"?, (e.14)

which is essentially the ratio of the size of the ground state wavefunction to the wavelength,
), of the light field.

The limit, e ( 1, is known as the Lamb-Dicke regime, and corresponds to a physical
situation in which the cooling rate in terms of oscillation quanta is slow compared with
the internal atomic time scale. Alternatively, the limit can be thought of as corresponding

to a situation in which the ion is localised within a wavelength of the driving field. It can
also be seen from (9.11) that the Lamb-Dicke parameter is the square root of the ratio
of the recoil energy to the energy of a trap quantum. The classical limit occurs when
the recoil energy is large with respect to the energy of a trap quantum, in which case the
absorption or emission of a photon will always cause some change in the vibrational state
of the ion. The Lamb-Dicke regime, on the other hand, corresponds to a non-classical
limit in which the absorption or emission of a photon only gives a certain probability of
changing the vibrational state of the ion in the trap.

9.4.3 Overview of previous work

It will be useful, as a preliminary, to sketch some of the theoretical work which has already

been carried out on this simple model of laser cooling.

The first calculation of the final cooling temperature in the resolved sideband limit
was carried out by Neuhauser et ol. [85]. Further theoretical investigations were carried

out by ll/ineland ard ltano [70], where the irradiating laser is assumed to be at low

intensity. In this paper cooling mechanisms, rates and limits are discussed for both free

and bound atoms. In [71] the same two authors treat cooling in a Penning trap, as well
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as extending the discussion of [70] to include the efects of light and atomic polarisation
and the angular distribution of the scattered photons. In [88] the efiect of finite laser
bandwidth and the energy of the radiofrequency micromotion is included. Theoretical
work has also been carried out by Stenholrn,, Jaaanainen and Linilberg. The heavy particle
limit is treated in the first paper of a series of three [80]. The basis of the calculation
and subsequent calculations by ,Sfez holrn and, coworkers is a master equation for the
atomic internal and external variables including damping due to spontaneous emission.
In the second paper of the series [89] the system is treated in a fast particle limit, and
a Fokker-Planck equation is derived for the probability distribution. In the final paper
[90] the cooling is considered in the Lamb-Dicke regime where the discrete nature of the
vibrational quantum levels is taken into account. Under certain approximations a rate
equation is developed for the probability over the trap states, an equation which is able to
be solved exactly for the temperature, the cooling rates and the probability distribution.
The main difference in the treatment in [90] over that by Wineland and, Itano in [20]
is that it takes account of saturation effects. The methods were subsequenily refined to
take into account anomalous coherence effects which were not included in the naive rate
equation calculations [91, 92, 93, 94]. A summary of results can be found in the review
article by Stenhokn [S0].

9.4.4 The system Hamiltonian
The trapping model to be used in this part of the thesis consists of a two-level ion of mass
rn with an atomic transition frequency c.,ro constrained to move in a harmonic potential.
The ion is interacting with a classical single-mode travelliag light field of frequency a4.
A quantum mechanical treatment of the interaction between the ion and the light field
begins with the definition of a suitable Hamiltonian (energy function) for the system.
This comprises the Hamiltonian derived in Section 3.2.3 for the interaction of an atom
with a single classical travelling wave field, plus terms for the ion's vibrational energy in
the trap. The Hamiltonian is

where

l{ : Htron* Hoto^* H;a,

E(# *i^.?.?)
hwoc'

D0 (e-it,rt-k.x)r+ 4 s'(-rt-k.*lo-) .

(e.15)

H*op

Hob*

H;nt

(e.16)
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The sum in H6op is over the three independent directions of motion in the trap. The
classical driving field has a wavevector fr, and the Rabi frequency describing the strength
of the coupling of the field to the ion is denoted by O. The position and momentum of
the ion in the trap are represented by the vectors x and p respectively. At this stage no
coupling to the environment has been introduced. Spontaneous emission is included in
the derivation of the master equation in Chapter 11.

It has already been noted that the vibrational motion of the ion in the trap must be
quantised, therefore the functions describing the position and momentum of the ion in
the trap must be described by non-commuting operators

lp;,ri1- -ih6;i. (e.17)

The quantum harmonic oscillator can also be described in terms of creation and anni-
hilation operators for the energy quanta in the trap. These creation and annihilation
operators can be expressed in terms of the position and momentum operators in the
following way

o,i :

nt:

,l=r--(mv;t; + iP;)

tffi,(mv;xi-iP;)'
The a; and al represent boson operators and so satisfy the following courmutation relations

(e.18)

(e.1e)

(e.20)

lor,oil : ["f,o]1 :6
lot,"Iil: 6;j.

The energy eigenstates of the system can be labelled by the number of energy quanta

in that state and are known as number states: l";). The action of the creation and

annihilation operators on this state are

"!1";l
o;ln;)

o;lo)

,ffi\";+tl
1filn; - I)
0,

where l0) is the vacuum state.

In terms of the annihilation and creation operators H6.6o ca;rl be written as

Ht,op : uT r, (rt", * ;) . (e.21)
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The combination ofo, it known as the number operator, as it gives the number of quanta
when acting on a number state:

a!a;ln;): ndlni). (e.22\

The energy level structure for a two-level ion in a harmonic trapping potential can be
seen in Fig. 9.5.

o
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Figure 9.5: Energy level structure for a trapped ion. The vibrational levels have an energy
spacing of hv while the upper and lower bands are separated by the atomic transition
frequency r..ro.

It should be noted that in general the ion undergoes motion in a three dimensional
trapping potential. Because the trapping potential is harmonic the problem is sepa.rable
and we need only consider the motion in one dimension.

9.4.5 Equations of motion for the probability amplitudes
In quantum mechanics the Hamiltonian determines the dynamics of the system by way
of the Schrodinger equation

Ht$t -- ih#lt h), (e.23)
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where ld) it the state vector for the system. If there is a fast oscillatory motion in the
system this can be transformed out by going into a frame rotating at that fast frequency.

For the motion of the trapping system, a transformation into a frame rotating at the
frequency of the driving field can be achieved by using the unitary transformation U
defined bv

(J : giuto't.

The transformed Hamiltonian for motion in one dimension is given by

H' -- hv (oto + ;) - h,Ao" + ao ("ik,o+ + e-ik,o-) ,

where A is the detuning between the atom and the field

(e.24)

(e.25)

A:cdc-uJL. (e.26)

In order to solve the Schrodinger equation the state vector, ld'), must be expanded

over a set of eigenstates which spans the Hilbert space for the system and whose members

are mutually orthonormal. The space over which the internal and external motions are

decomposed are taken to be independent. For the internal degrees of freedom of a two-

level atom, two eigenstates representing the upper, le), and lower, lg), state of the atom
can be defined. The atomic operators o", o+ and o- are defined in (3.a) and (3.10). The
states are complete and orthonormal as defined in Section 3.1. For the ion's centre-of-mass

motion in the trap, the eigenstates can be represented by the number states ln) which
satisfy the commutation relations given in (9.19). The number states are also complete

L lt)(tl : I and orthonormal (nln') : 6nn,. The state vector can now be expanded over

this complete set of states

ld)_tIla,n)(a,nlg)
a=0 oE{e,g}

: I (g"lg, n) + e,,le, n)) , (e.27)

where gn and en atethe probabifity 
"""pfitudes 

for the ion to be in the ground and excited

electronic state respectively and also in the n-th trap state.

The equations of motion for the probability amplitudes can be found by forming the

products

;nb, nl*tl,bl : k, nl II ll,)

irz@, nlfiW) : p, nln ltlt), (e.28)
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which give, for n : 0,...@,
r25

(e.2e)

ito : -i4g"
en = -iwf,en

- t E usn,^e*

- i I' u"n,^9^,

where

ws,: (".;) ,,-io,
ui: ("-;) ,,+|t,

ueo,^ : (nle-ikrlm)

u.n,^ : (nleih"lm).

The derivatives are with respect to the scaled time parameter z : or, and
trap frequency and detuning are obtained by dividing through by the Rabi
u' : vldl and A': A/o. This scaling is carried out in order to reduce the
free parameters in the equations of motion.

The matrix elements usn,^ and. u"n,^ give the strength of the coupling between the n-th
and m-th trap state, and can be calculated by expanding the position operator c in terms
of the annihilation and creation operators, thus

u"n,ro ? un,m = 1n ; 
eit("+tt) 1ml (e.32)

where e is the Lamb-Dicke parameter defined in (g.11). The operator ei.(o+ot) is rewritt"n
such that the annihilation and creation operators act right and left respectively. The result
iso for ffi ) fr, (details can be found in Appendix A)

(e.30)

(e.31)

the scaled

frequency:

number of

un,m: e-r2/2 (ir)^-n ,f {rry-rt \, (e.33)

where LT-" is an associa.ted Laguerre polynomial and is also defined in Appendix A. u,".-
is symmetric on interchange of its indices and uerr,. : ulr,*.

In the Lamb-Dicke regime where the Lamb-Dicke parameter, €, is small the matrix
elements un,m can be expanded in a power series in e. The zeroth and first order terms
in e are

unrn : I

1trn,nlr : ietff1. (e.34)

The equations of motion, (9.29), form a set of coupled linear differential equations, and
can be solved by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system, as detailed
in Appendix D.
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Chapter 10

Coherent effects in a trap

In this chapter coherent effects in the trap will be investigated. It will be shown that
there are analogies between the simple trapping model and the Jaynes-Cummings (JC)
model for the interaction of a two-level atom with a quantised radiation field. It will be
shown that the atomic inversion undergoes quantum collapses and revivals, and that the
Q-function for the probability distribution of the ion's external degrees of freedom splits
into two peaks in the collapse region of the inversion.

L0.1 A comparison with the Jaynes-Curnmings model
In this section is will be shown that, under certain approximations, the Hamiltonian de-
scribing the trapped ion system takes on the form of the Jaynes-Cummings'Hamiltonian,
except that the operators describing the quantised field are replaced by the operators
describing the ion's centre-of-mass motion in the trap.

The first condition that needs to be satisfied is a particular choice for the detuning
of the driving field from the atomic transition. The driving field must be tuned to the
first upper or lorver sideband of the ion's spectrum. This ensures that a change in the
iuternal state of the ion is accompanied by the exchange of oue quantum of trap energy.
The second condition is that e needs to be small compared with unity that is, the system
must be in the Lamb-Dicke regime. This ensures that for the matrix elements ur,,- only
the zeroth and first order terms in e need be included. The third condition is that the
trap must be strong, as this ensures that the trap levels are well-spaced and that tuning
to one of the trap levels excites only minimal population in neighbouring trap levels. A
change in the internal state is, therefore, nearly always accompanied by the exchange of
only one quantum of trap energy and not by any other number of quanta.

127
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The opera6o. 
"ic(o+al) 

rpp".riog in the Hamiltonian can be split into individual expo-
nential terms using the identity (A.2), and when e ( I the exponentials can be expanded
as a power series in e. To first order in e the interaction part of the Hamiltonian (g.2S)

becomes

Hint:no [o- +a+ + ie(at *a) o+ -ie (at +o) "-] , (10.1)

where the atomic and trap operators are expressed in the Heisenberg picture. Their time
dependence due to free evolution becomes explicit if they are expressed in the interaction
picture

o- (t) : 6- (t\"-;tt

o+ (t) _ 6+ 1t)ei^t

a(t) = d(t)e-i't

"t(t): 6t1t)e-i"t,

(10.2)

where the tilde signifies the interaction picture. The interaction part of the Hamiltonian
can now be expresses in terms of the interaction picture operators:

H!fr = hO [a+eiat + A- e-ia' + i, (atA+ei(a+"), + AA* 
"i(A-r,)t

_dtA-e-;(a-v)t _ UU- r-;tt+Ot)l (10.3)

The first two terms correspond to the travelling wave field exciting or deexciting the
electron without interchange of energy with the trap. In the terms proportional to ata+
and 6,6+ the excitation of the electron is accompanied by the excitation or deexcitation
respectively of a quantum of trap excitation. The deexcitation of the electron in the terms
dt6- and d&- is likewise accompanied by the excitation and deexcitation respectively of
a quantum of trap energy.

If the driving field is tuned to the first upper sideband, L, : -v, all the terms save

dt6+ and d6- arc oscillating at multiples of the trap frequency. If the time scales of
interest are long with respect to z-r, the rapidly oscillating terms go through many cycles

and average to zero. They may, therefore, be neglected in comparison n'ith the nearly

resonant terms. In the case of resonance, A: -u, the interaction Hamiltonian becomes

H!*lr: nn;e(ata+ - aa-) . (10.4)

In a similar fashion the driving field can be tuned to the first lower sideband, L = u,,

and when z is large all terms save 6)6- and d6+ can be neglected and the interaction

Flamiltonian becomes

(10.5)H!fr : haie (aa+ - at a-) .
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The full Hamiltonian for the case where A: u can be written in the Heisenberg picture

H:fzu (ata+ ) * hL,o'*hnie (aa* -at6-). (10.6)

This is equivalent to the Jaynes-Cummings'Hamiltonian given in (8.12), where the Jaynes-
Cummings' coupling constant g is identified with fe0, and where the role of the quantised
light field is now played by the ion's quantised centre.of-mass motion.

It should be noted that the two approximations that are used to obtain this Hamil-
tonian have counteracting effects. The assumption that the trap be strong ensures that
processes that do not involve the interchange of trap quanta (the o- and a+ terms) are
not significant. The assumption that e ( l, however, makes terms linear in e small with
respect to the o- and o* terms. If e is made too small, the system will no longer be
desuibed by a Jaynes-Cummings-like Hamiltonian.

Finally, a transf<rrmation can be made into a frame rotating at the trap frequ ency v
by using

g _ 
";u(oto+\). (10.7)

The transformed Hamiltonian is

H' : h,A,o" + hnie (Ur* - UrU-) , (10.8)

where L, - A, - u.

Lo.z solutions to the equations of motion
In the previous section it was seen that the Hamiltonian for a single ion in a quantised
trap can take on a form analogous to the Jaynes-Cummings' Hamiltonian. In this sectiou
the equations of motion will be solved.

In Section 10.2 the Schr6dinger equation is expressed as a set of difierential equations
for the probability amplitudes g,. and e^ (9.29). For the Hamiltonian derived in the previ-
ous section similar equations can be written down. The only difference is that whereas in
(9.29) all trap states are coupled together, under the simplified Hamiltonian only nearest
neighbour states are coupled. When the driving field is tuned to the first lower sideband,
L,: vt it is only the states l9,n) and l",n- 1) which are coupled together. When the
driving field is tuned to the first upper sideband, L,: -vt it is only the states lg, n) and

l"rn + 1) which are coupled together. In the former case the equations of motion for the
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probability amplitudes are

i^ : -i4g"-iuf,a'en_1
in-t : -iuf,_ren-r - iun-r,ngo, (10.g)

while in the latter case they will be

i" : -i4g"-iuf,,nq1e^q1
itt+r : -iwf,*renar - irrnm+rg,t. (10.10)

In the second case we can write the equations of motion in matrix form and obtain
the solution by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors:

!( en \:_,(("*i),'-i^' ui,,*, \f en \F\,"*,/ \ u',o*, (^*ij';'++a'/l,;;'/ (10'rr)

The eigenvalues of this system of equations are

t+: (n*t)u,ri@. (10.12)

The eigenvectors can be calculated and the general solution takes the form

I en \ (2u^ ''\ /^ \
| --l:rrl .'"il l"tt*"*rr( "u":*:, lut^-'. (10.18)\."+t/ -\p+,-/ \-p+L'I

wherell(n):W,L,=L,*u,,ands1ands2areunknownconstants.
If the ion is initially in its ground electronic state and in the n-th trap state then the in-itial

conditions are

,"i:l;:;l : ;, (10 14)

and the solution is

(en \ rl( ,:L')",^."*(, p^+_L' 
)",,_".| . (r0,1b)

\","+, ): u|.\zr;,"*, / \ -2u1,*+, )" J

The probabilities are calculated by taking the modulus sguared of the probability ampli-

tudes

lg*l' : i (U" * 4lun,n*rl2 cos2 Ir)
1",,1,1' : t (ry)" "i"f,u,. (ro.1o)
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10.3 Quantum collapses and revivals in a trap
It was Eberfu and coworkers [95] who showed that quantum recurrence phenomena occur
in the JC model when the light field is in a coherent state. The importance of such
phenomena lies in their being a signature for the discreteness of the harmonic oscillator
spectrum describing the radiation field.

It has just been shown that the Hamiltonian describing the simple trapping model
has an analogous form to the JC Hamiltonian except that the radiation field operators
are interpreted as operators for the vibrational modes of the centre-of-mass motion of the
ion' It might be expected, therefore, that the inversion exhibits recurrence phenomena as
it does in the JC model. This is in fact the case, and can be shown by considering the
probabiliti€sr 9o and eo, that the ion is in its ground and excited state respectively with
its centre-of-mass motion in a coherent state in the trap

9o = (g,olrlt): D(olr,).9"

ea : (",olrh: f1o;r,1",. (10.17)

The coefficients (aln) for the decomposition of a coherent state in terms of the number
states is given in (B.a)- The inversion is calculated as the population difierence between
excited and ground states

W _ l(e, all(t))l' - l(g,"lrb(t))|,

= -e-it.,t' f # cos p(n)f . (10.18)

10.3.1 Collapse and revival times

The collapse time, 1", is calculated in [95] under the assumption that lal2 : fr ) 1. In
this case the sum in (10.18) can be replace by rtr integral, which can in turn be evaluated
approximately using saddle point techniques. The collapse time can be estimated in an
easier way by noting that the time taken for the terms in the sum in (10.18) to decorrelate
is associated with the range of frequencies contributing to the sum. For a coherent state
the standard deviation measure of the spreacl is 1fr,so the decorrelation time must satisfy
forD)1,

(10.1e)[u@ + \ril - p@ - tfn1l t" - o.



4,2l+ -' 4e2n

(10.21)

After some time c,p, the oscillating terms rephase and a revival in the Rabi oscillations
takes place. This occurs when the phases of oscillation of neighbouring terms in (10.18)

difer by the factor Ztr for n - fi.:

lp(n + t) - p(a)l ta - 2n. (10.22)

For n ) I the bracket can be expanded in much the same way as above to give

10.3.2 Results

One of the differences betrveen the JC model and the simple trapping model lies in the

dependence on the Lamb-Dicke parameter e. The Rabi frequency is
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In the Lamb-Dicke limit p(n) : VlE, + 4er(e + L) and when n > \tE) 1 we can write

p(n+,6-p@.-'fr): 2rG

-zetfn

(, * #)''"'
which gives

(10.20)

(10.24)

'":;1[Qo.

2trtp: 
-e

p@):\M,
where in the Lamb-Dicke limit un,n*r : ier,ffi. In general, however,

u n,alr - i e" / z 

r#Lr^(rr),,

(10.23)

( 10.25)

with a quite complicated dependence on c. Fig. 10.1 shows the dependence of. {.r :
Lr"(e')11ffi on the parameter e. For values of e much smaller than unity the func-

tional form of the dependence upon n approaches that of the JC model. For values of

e closer to unity rtrn,n*r has an oscillatory character, and it would be expected that no

collapses and revivals would occur for such values of e.
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The time evolution of the inversion is calculated from the full Sch6dinger equations
(9.29). For an initial coherent state the probability amplitudes will be peaked at fr and
will become negligible for sufficiently high values of the vibrational quantum number.
Therefore the series of equations in (9.29) can be truncated for some value n : N, and

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors obtained numerically to give the probability amplitudes
(see also Appendix D).

An example of the quantum collapses and revivals occurring in the atomic inversion is

shown in Fig. 10.2. Initially the ion is assumed to be in its atomic ground state, while the
centre-of-mass motion is in a coherent state with an average vibrational quantum number
n. It can be seen that the choice of parameters satisfies the strong trap condition z > 0.
Fig. 10.2(b) has a smaller detuning, which results in collapses and revivals that are not
as well resolved.

Quantum collapses and revivals may also be obtained by tuning to transitions where

two or more quanta of trap energy are exchanged. An example of this is shown in Fig. 10.3

where the driving field is tuned to the second motional sideband. The characteristic Rabi

frequency in the strong trap limit is given by

(10.26)

With the exchange of two trap quanta the collapses and revivals are clearer than for the
case of one trap quantum. This is due to the fact that for L' - 12u' and n ) 1 the Rabi

frequencies are proportional to n and hence cofirmensurate with each other.

Up to this point there has been no discussion of spontaneous emission. Spontaneous

emission should lead to a damping of the probability amplitudes and also of the atomic
inversion. If the first revival is to be resolved the decay time due to spontaneous emission

must be greater than the revival time, 1/l ) tn, where I is the spontaneous emission rate.

With the expression derived above for the revival time (10.23), this condition becomes

Q > 4nt1fn/e ,

for transitions involving the exchange of one trap quantum.

(10.27)

10.4 The Q-function for the trapped ion

For systems described by a harmonic oscillator there are well developed techniques for

transforming the system operator equations into c-number form. One such technique is

to define a quasiprobability distribution, which involves writing the density operator in
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Figure 10.2: The time behaviour of the atomic inversion, showing collapses and revivals.
The parameters used are € : 0.0b, n : 16 and N : 32. plot (a) and (b) have v,: -A, :
50,10 respectively.
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Figure 10.3: The time behaviour of the atomic inversion for transitions involving
exchange of two trap quanta, showing collapses and revivals. The parameters used

e :0.1, D : 16, ut : -L,: b0 and N: 32.

terms of a c-number function of a coherent state variable. These phase space techniques

are introduced in Section 7.5 and one of them, the positive P-representation, is used in
Section 8.2 in the calculation of intensitl' squeezing in the three.level atomic system.

In the following, the Q-representation will be used to give an indication of the phase

space behaviour of the centre-of-mass motion of the trapped ion. This investigation

builds on previous work by Risken and coworkers who look, amongst other things, at
quasiprobability distributions in dispersive optical bistability [96J and in the JC model

[97]. Interesting behaviour was found to occur in the JC model and, given the parallels

between the JC model and the trapping model under consideration, we would expect

simiiar behaviour in the trapping model.

Any operator can be determined by its diagonal coherent state matrix elements. The

set of coherent states is overcomplete and nonorthogonal, hence only diagonal elements are

required, in contrast to sets of complete orthonormal basis states for which nondiagonal

matrix elements are also required. For any system the Q-function is given by the diagonal

o
e
Q)

the

are
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coherent state matrix elements of the density operator, p,,Ior that system

Q@) - )btot.,). (10.28)

When the Q-function is evaluated for the trapped ion, the reduced density matrix p,"4
for the external degrees of freedom is used

Prcd,= (glplg) + (elple). (10.2e)

There is a contribution from the ground and excited electronic states, and using the
decomposition of the coherent state over the number states we obtain

e@)-ru
7l
-'''Tll"*l'.1'"#l']

(10.30)

An example of the Q-function is shown in Fig. 10.4. The quasiprobability function is
initially peaked about the value o6 where lool, : n, and with no damping the e_function
continues to move on a circle of radius la6l. There is a fast motion in the phase space
corresponding to motion at approximately the trap frequency u, andthis motion has been
removed from the plot. From the initial well-localised coherent state the ion's phase space
distribution separates into two peaks on the time scale of the first collapse of the inversion.
Finally the two peaks begin to interfere and a revival in the inversion occurs.

It should be noted that this is an example of a rnacroscopic quantum superposition or
Schriidinger's cat, In a macroscopic quantum superposition a system is in a pure state
while at the same time having the probability of being in two or more .macroscopically,

distinct states. It has been shownby Geo-Banacloche [g8], tliat to agood approximation,
the atom and the field in the JC model are individually in pure states in the middle of
the collapse region of the inversion. Because of the analogy between the JC model and
the trapping model, the centre-of-mass motion for the ion must also be in approximately
a pure state in the collapse region. However, the splitting of the Q-function also shows
that the probability distribution has 'macroscopically' distinct peaks in the phase space,
which leads to the conclusion of a macroscopic superposition.

1O.5 Experimental realisation
The sideband cooling experiment of Died,rich e/ at. [86] is carried out using the narrow

'Sr/r-'Dup electric quadrupole transition in mercury ions (t*ttg*). The trap frequency
is z:2-96MHz, the atomic decay rate is l: llHz (see [g9]) and the wavelength of the
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transition is ) : 281.5nm. These parameters give € e 0.0?, and a choice of the Rabi
frequency O can be made which satisfies both the conditions v > e and O > 4trtttrn/e.

For an experiment along the lines of that of. Died,rich et al. [86], the inversion could
be measured by monitoring the spontaneous emission. The spontaneous emission as a
function of time would give information on the internal state of the atom. The difficulty
with this is that the spontaneous emission is required to be weak in the first place, therefore
the measurements would need to be repeated many times. An alternative scheme would
be to utilise quantum multiplication provided by the shelving of the ion in a third level

[100, 101, 103]' In this scheme the atomic ground state is coupled to another excited state
le') which has a short lifetime. A strong pulse of radiation on this transition will provide
a spontaneous emission signal if the ion is initially i" lg) but no signal if the ion is in
le). The duration of the pulse must be long compared with the lifetime of le,) - l9), but
short compared with the lifetime of le) - lg). The disadvantage of this scheme is that
the ion must be recooled after every measurement. A coherent state in the trap would
be prepared by a non-adiabatic change in the origin of the trapping potential for an ion
cooled into the ground state of the potential, or by a classical driving field [100].

Before an experiment could be done a full three dimensional analysis would need to
be carried out. In particular the micromotion in the trap would need to be included, and
a careful investigation of the effect of using an electric quadrupole transition.

L0.6 Conclusion

In this chapter it has been shorvn that the simple trapping model for a single ion can be put
in a form analogous to the Jaynes-Cummings model, except that the quantised radiation
field of the JC model is replaced by the ion's quantised centre.of-mass motion. When the
ion's centre-of-mass motion is initially in a coherent state, the atomic inversion exhibits
collapses and revivals, this being due to the discrete nature of the vibrational states in the
trap. The Q-function for the ion's centreof-mass motion is also calculated and it is shown
that it breaks into two peaks in the collapse region of the atomic inversion. This suggests
that during the collapse region the system is in a macroscopic quantum superposition.
Finally there is some discussion of the limits under which the collapses and revivals could
be seen, and the possibilities for an experimental realisation.
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Chapter 11

The master equation for a trapped

v -- h.E (tr, n)(e, mlrl 
^ * 1",*) (g,'lr-") ,

tu,n

ion

In the previous chapter we investigated some of the coherent efiects which arise when
a trapped two-level ion is coupled to a classical single-mode travelling light field. We
should like now to turn our attention to cooling, and to include spontaneous emission in
the description of the system. This will be done by writing down a master equation for
the system. The master equation for an atom moving in a harmonic potential was first
developed by stenholrn [102], and we sketch its derivation here.

Spontaneous emission is modelled by having an atom interact with the radiation field,
which functions as a reservoir. The interaction can be described by the standard Hamil-
tonian (3.13)

v : -i+rl* (d;"o*br"'k'' - dn"o-bl"-'k'") , ( 11.1)

where the labelling of the field mode operators, 61, and 61, includes the polarisation, e,
and the wavevector, k. For an ion in a trap the excitation or deexcitation of the ion
can be accompanied by a change in trap state. The atomic operators, a+ and d-, must,
therefore, depend on the trap state. We can write the interaction Hamiltonian in a form
which includes the trap states:

(rr.2)

r-,. : (e,,mlvls,,n) : -iT rlE*,b1,(mleik' ln)

where
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fl- = k,nlVle,ml = -i t { ff"a, "u1( 
n 

I 
e -ik'' 

I 
rn ) (11.3)

are the reservoir operators. In the first term of (11.2) energy is lost from the atom in
the creation of a reservoir photon, while in the second term the reservoir field is able to
incoherently excite the ion. The operator le,*)(g,nl can be expressed as le,m)(g,,nl:
o+l*)(nl, and similarly for the adjoint operator, and in the IP the operators in the
interaction Hamiltonian take the form

le,m) (g,nl + 1",*) (g,nlsi{'"0+v(m-n)lt

bI bfoeturt. (11.4)

The interaction Hamiltonian (11.2) now has the form of products of system and reser-

voir operators (4.20) and it follows that the master equation must take the general form
(4.24). The derivation of the master equation for the trapped ion involves the evaluation
of the reservoir correlation functions (4.25). The correlations of the form (ff) and (ltttl
can be taken to be zero, as reservoirs with phase coherence will not be considered here.

The other integrals can be calculated by substituting in the specific form of the reservoir

operators from (11.3). For example,

/6\ 1t
Ilil,,i,: 

Jo 
dr' ei'!"(t-t')+ivl(m-n)t-(i-t t, E g*9i,u^,n(k)ui1(k')(6 *bf,,1,"-;t vt-uptt), (11.b)

k,k,

where 0" repret"nts an expectation value taken over the reservoir. The sum over the
wavevector can be converted to an integral. If there were no spatial dependence the
integral could be written as a frequency integral alone, however, because of the matrix
element u,r,* there is a spatial dependence, and the integration, #f,lt, over all possible

directions of the spontaneous emission must be included:

tSI,i, : 
Io' 

of 
"iuo(r-t'\+iv[(m-n)r-(j-\ri I d,t1,d}dlyo(k)/ &,sp, dzdly,o(f,) (11.6)

x p(u1,) p(u*,)s@x)g'(a;p,)u-,,.(k)"j,1(k')(b(a,6)bt(a,1,)) ,s-i(w*t-u*'t') ,

where (tk : clkl; p(up) is the density of states function, and the angular distribution
function for the spontaneous emission, O(t), is a function of the unit wavevector rt.

It is assumed that the reservoir can be modelled by independent oscillators, and hence

that the density operator for the reservoir factorises

e-PH'

Tr,e-FH'

II (1 - u-A,) "-r'6l'',
J

p,(0) :

(l1.7)
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where \i : hui lkaT. The trace over the reservoir can be performed and gives

(b(a.'1)br(c.,'3,))" = D ({n}lb(a4)b+(u1,,)l{n})({",}lp(o)"1{"}) (11.8)
{"}{"'}

where {t} - nlr)n(z). . . labels the independent oscillators. This evaluates to give

(b(c.r6)bt(c.,p)), = (t + ar) a*,*, (11.9)

where nk is the average photon number of the thermal field for the &-th mode. When this
is substituted into the expression for 1(3) we obtain

tSI,o, _ 
Io' Or' 

"i"to(t-t')+iu[(rn-n)t-u-ll''l | &,tr d2ex

x O(k) lp(c.,r)g(rr) l'r-,"(k)u],r(f<1 (r + nk) 
"-;u*(t-t') 

. (t 1.10)

It will be recalled (Chapter 4), that correlations in the reservoir have a characteristic
decay time r". If r" is small compared with t, the spectrum of reservoir fluctuations is

essentially flat, and the coupling and density of states functions can be treated as being
independent of frequency (Markov approximation). The upper limit of the time integral
can also be extended to infinity if t > rc, as the correlation is peaked (Fig. a.l) and
essentially zero for long times. A damping constant is defined

t - 2rlp(ur)g(rr)l', (11.r1)

and 1(3) becomes

t!il,,, : L"i 't^-n-j+D I dw1, d2eyct(k)u-,"(k)zj;(k) (r + a*) 
lo* 

o, 
"i(u1,-u'-v(j-t))r

: L"i 'l*-n-i+t) Idc.,r d2or.o(k)u-,"(k)ri,(k) (r + ao)

*loo@o - u)d - u(j -r)) + ipll,
L c -\r' -t/'' u1,-u"-u(j -l)J'

where r : t'- t, and we have used (4.34). The Cauchy principal value, P, is defined
in (4.35). The imaginary part of (11.12) gives rise to a small frequency shift, and for

a two-level atom contributes to the Lamb shift. Such terms will be neglected in what
follows.

The integrals can now be written

Ilil,i, : I ft * n) s;'(m-n-i+\ la2n1 o1t<;u*,,,1ft1ko1)u;,r(klk.l)

tlll,t, = f,ne;,r, 
-*-i+D 

Idroko(k)u-,,.1ft1k.1)u;,,(tlk"l), (11.13)

(l1.12)
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where lk"l : clro + "(j - l)1, Kf!,1 : I!iI,t,, I!lI,t,: I!lI,t,, and D is the average photon
number for the thermal field in the mode o)k : u)o + v(j - I).

These results can be substituted into (4.24) with o : (rn,n) and 6 - (j,l). with
Qo: lg,*)(e, nl it can be seen that

QLQr - o*o- l*)U16",

Q"QI - o-o* l*)016"i, (11.14)

and the master equation for the system density operator, p", becomes

i'" : |tt * a) t ."i 
v(m-n-i+n 

! eat"o(i)u-,,"(t gt .1;,r1,,1t 1t .1;
mtn'ttJ

x (2"* 1*7 ful p'"|il U"- - or o- lml (j 16^; p," - p!"o* o- 
| -) U | 

6",)
| :.t-.- , .,'\ t ,^-+ t, R,,u-i 

v(m-n-i+t) /d2oko(k)u-,"1k1k"1)u;r(klk"l) (tl.tb)

x (2"-l*l("lp'"lj)(ll"* - o-o*l*l(jl6*,pr, - pr,r-o*l*)U16,,,) .

This equation is in the IP, but we can transform to the SP by adding in the free energy

for the vibrational degrees of freedom, so

i: : -iul(lm)(^lpt" - pf l-)(*l)
l-+ ilt * r) .'r*,,I a'znuoli<1u-,"1k;k"l)u;,r(klk"l)

* (zo+ l*) ("1 pt" lj) (r 
| "- - o* o- l*l (j l6,i pt, - pt, o* o- 

| -) U | 
6",)

+ ,^ D Id'?ok 
o(t)u-,"1k1k.1)uil(klk,l)

a,rJ

" (2"-l*)("lpt"li)(ll"* - o- o*ld}l6*tpt" - ps"o- o+ l-)Uld",) .

Using the fact that

I r-,,(klk"|)ui,,(klk"l) : 5,or, (11.17)
,L

we obtain in operator form

i: : -iv(at aps" - ps"ot o) + f (l * ol Id2ok o(k) o+ 
"ik'' 

pl u-rk'ro-
t^

+ rD J o'nuo(k)o-eik'ros"-dk'ro* (11.18)

fn
- ;(, * n)(o+ o- p: + p:o+o-) - 1n(o- 

o+ p? + ps""- 
"+).

(11.16)



Chapter Lz

Cooling in the strong sideband
regime

In the previous chapter we sketched the derivation of a master equation that can be used

to study the cooling of a two-level ion interacting with a travelling wave light field in a
harmonic trap. In this chapter the master equation will be used to obtain steady state

and time evolution behaviour for the cooling process.

We shall be interested in behaviour in the resolved sideband limit, z ) f, (z is the
trap frequency and f is the spontaneous emission rate), as this ensures that the ion's

motional sidebands are well resolved. The travelling wave is tuned to the ion's first lower

vibrational sideband, and in this process the energy absorbed from the vibrational motion
of the ion is dissipated via spontaneous emission. In this way cooling is achieved by the

optical pumping of the ion into its lowest vibrational state.

Most of the calculations to date in the resolved sideband limit assume that the domi-

nant coherent processes do not change the trap state. Such a regime can be obtained by

going to the Lamb-Dicke regime, e ( 1, where the ion is localised to dimensions much

smaller than the wavelength of the driving field. The major advantage of this regime is

that a perturbation expansion can be carried out which leads to analytic solutions for the

steady state energy and the cooling rates [90, 91, 92]. This regime will be refereed to as

the Lamb-Dicke perturbatioa (LDP) regime.

But coherent processes which do not change the trap state need not dominate. If
the driving field is tuned to the first lower vibrational sideband and if the trap levels

are well spaced, v ) O (where O is the Rabi frequency), processes involving off-resonant
/ a\2

transitions go as (y) . There are, therefore, two competing effects, In the Lamb-Dicke

limit processes involving the sidebands are small, while large v tends to make the non-
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resonant processes small. In the LDP regime the former effect is dominant, and if the
latter efrect is dominant, and we a^re tuned to the first lower sideband, we call the regime
the strong sid.eband (SSB) regime.

In Section 12.1 the equations of motion for the density matrix are written down in a
suitable basis. The SSB regime is defined in Section L2.2 and a perturbation expansion is
developed which reduces the number of equations which need to be solved. In Section 12.8

simulations of the steady state average trap number, (n)", are carried out for various
regions of the parameter space. It is seen that (n)" saturates when coherent processes

dominate over incoherent. In the saturation regime, (r)" depends inversely on the fourth
power of the trap frequency as opposed to the usual second power result in the LDP
regime. In Section 12.4 simulations of the time dependence of the average trap number,
(n), are carried out. It is noted, in particular, that transient coherent effects can increase

the cooling time, as well as leading to quantum collapses and revivals in (n).

Lz.l The Equations of Motion
A master equation for the motion of an ion in a harmonic trap is derived in the previous

chapter (see (11.18)). The density operator can be decomposed over the number states

for the external degrees of freedom and the usual electronic states for the internal degrees

of freedom. The density operator matrix elements will be

P op(n, r') : (a, nlplP, n'),, (12.1)

where a,P e {S,r} label the electronic ground and excited states, and n, n' are number

states for the centre-of-mass motion. The equations of motion for the matrix elements

can be calculated from the operator master equation (11.18)

i""(n,n'1 : - liv'(n - n') + l') p",(n,n') + tP 
V"rfn,m)ul,n, - un,^Fn"(*,r'))

inn(r,n') : -iv' (n - n')pon(n,n') * L4 llt"tn,,m)u.^,n, - ui,,^Fon(*,n')f

. # n,llok o(k) u.^,*(k)p,"(m,m')ui,,,,,(k)

F.n(r,n') : -fiv'(n - n') + iL' +t'12)fi"'@,n') + lrD [0."{n,ffi)u^,n, - un,^psc(rn,n')]

and fin"(n,r'): [F"n1r',n)].. The fast oscillation at the frequency of the driving field has

been removed

(r2.2)

(12.3)F"n(nrn') : ei'"r P"o(nrn')-
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The derivatives are with respect to the scaled time parameter r : Ot. The parameters

l' and v' are respectively the spontaneous emission rate and the trap frequency scaled by
the Rabi frequency. A'is the detuning given by

L':(ao-r")|fr.

The spontaneously emitted photon has momentum hk and the integration I d2fuvis over

all directions of the outgoing radiation, weighted by the angular distribution function
O(t). In what follows the angular distribution of spoutaneously emitted photons will
be assumed to be isotropic: O(ft1 : f . The integration over the wavevector of the
spontaneously emitted photon can be simplified by considering the ion's motion in the
z-direction and changing the integration variables to the spherical polar coordinates 0 and

$:

I o'nn: I aea6"inr..

(12.4)

(12.5)

(12.7)

(12.6)

The integration over the azimuth angle, /, can be carried out and a new variable defined:

&' : lk"lcosd.

The term due to the spontaneous emission recoil is

Q(n,n') : # E,la2on 
O1t<1 un,,n(k)p""(m,m,t)ui,,,,,(k),

and becomes

" t ['1,"',or' un,^(k') p""(m, m')ui,,n,(k')e(r,n') : ,l*tl _,, ,r_rk"l

_ f I \f[7't.
fi,m'

(12.8)

I2.2 The Strong Sideband Regime

The equations of motion for the density matrix form an infinite set of coupled linear

differential equations, and if they are to be solved analytically an approximation must be

made. One of the most popular approximations [85, 70, 90, 91,92) is to assume that the

dominant coherent process is a Rabi cycling between states with the same trap quantum

number (LDP regime). In the Lamb-Dicke regime coherent processes which change the

trap quantum number by one will be proportional to e (or higher powers of e), and in

the limit that e ( 1, these processes will be weak compared to the Rabi cycling between
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states with the same trap quantum number. This limit can be qua.ntified by introducing
an absorption lineshape for the ion

P(c):ffi (12.e)

When the travelling light field is detuned by ao amount A'from the atomic resonance
and the ion is in the state lg,n), the rates for transitions to the states l",r\,le,n - l)
and le,n*1) are 1u,,,,.1'P(L'),|u,,,,,-rltP(a' -z') and lu,.,r,+rl2P(a'+v') respectively.

The system is in the LDP regime, therefore, when

When the driving field is tuned to the ion's first lower sideband, Lt : L,t, and the system
is in the resolved sideband regime, the first condition becomes

(#)',,' (12.11)

while the second condition restates the Lamb-Dicke limit.
We are interested in the behaviour of the system in the SSB regime, where the trap

levels a.re well-spaced, u' > 7, such that transitions between the states lg, n) and le, n - 1)

will be strong compared with other transitions. In this case the relationship between the
strengths of the various transitions becomes

(12.10)

(12.r2)

When the driving field is tuned to the ion's first lower sideband, Lt : u', and the system

is in the resolved sideband regime, the condition for the SSB regime becomes

(#)'u" (12.13)

The LDP regime corresponds to an absorption spectrum (Fig. 12.1(a)) where the

central line at the atomic frequency is the strongest, and the sidebands are weak. The

SSB regime corresponds to an absorption spectrum (Fig. 12.1(b)) where the first lower

sideband is the strongest, and other lines are weak.

The sideband cooling experiment of Died.rich et al. [86] is carried out in the resolved

sideband regime. They make use of the narrow 'Sr/r-'D"/2 electric quadrupole transition
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Figure 12.1: The absorption spectrum (in schematic form) for a trapped ion as a function

of the frequency of the driving field, in the LDP (a) and SSB (b) regime.
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in lsflg+ to cool the ion. The trap frequency is y : 2.96MH2, the decay rate is | : llHz
and the wavelength of the transition is .\ = 281.5nm. These parameters give e ry 0.0T and/ -r \2
l#)- * L-7 x 10-ro. This implies that the system is in the SSB regime rather than the
LDP regime.

L2.2.L Perturbation Expansion in the Resolved Sideband Limit
In the resolved sideband limit a perturbation expansion can be developed in the small
parameter #. W" also assume the system to be in the strong trap limit, u, D l,so that a
simultaneous expansion can be carried out in ). This perturbation expansion will allow
a division into quickly and slowly varying density matrix elements, the former of which
can be adiabatically eliminated.

In this perturbation expansion the populations of the upper and lower electronic states

and the coherences between the states le,n) and lg,n+ 1) are slowly varying and can be
written as

i"u(n,n) : -l'p,u(r,d + ;(p.n@,n * L)ui*r,n - un,ntrLo,(n+ 1, n))

*; 
*nr(F "n 

@, m)ui,,, - u n,^ F n.(*, d)

inn(n,n) : i(or.@,n - 7)r,,-r,,, - u|,,n-rF"n(n -r,"r))

*; 
*n-r(oo"@,m)u^,n - 

ui,^i"n(*,d) * Q@,n) (r2.r4)

i,n(o,n * 1) : -Ir'U"nrn,n * l) *;(p."(r,n)un,n+t - un,n+rpss(n * 1,n + 1))

*i I p."(n,m)u*,n+t - I I un,^pss(m,n + l)o 
^*n 

L m*n+l

and fin"(n,n') : li.n7n',n)].. The mean values of the quickly varying variables,

p.u(n,n') : r6%"Dle"n{n',m)ul,n' - u*^is"(*,n)l n * n'

pon(n,n') _ 
ffillir,{n,m)u,^,n, - ui,,*i"o(*,r)f

* Prp-,.,,1 n #n' (12'15)

i"s(nrn'1 : ' ' il''
iv'(n -n'* 1) +f'l2Dlp""(''m)rr*'n' - un'^Psg(m'n'))

nf n'ar
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(12.17)

Fn"(nrn') = iu'(n - r?' - 1) +f'12 | L'ssD fp n n@, m)ui,n, - ui,,^ p 
""(*, n' ))

nln'-r
can be expanded recursively to the required order in I and $ and substituted back into
(12.14). In the Lamb-Dicke limit, e ( l, a simultaneous expansion in the small parameter

f, can also be carried out.

It should be noted that in solving these equations for the density matrix the equations

must be truncated for some vaJue of the trap quantum number n. This procedure is valid
as initial coherent or thermal states have probability distributions over the trap states

which tend to zero for large n and cooling should give probability distributions whose

peaks tend to n = 0. If the equations are truncated at n : N there will be 4(N + 1)

equations to solve after adiabatic elimination rather than 4(N + 1)2 for the full density

matrix.

il2

12.3

L2.3.L

The Steady State

The LDP regime

The average trap quantum number is given by

(") : Tr(atap)

: Dn(pnn@,n) + p".(n,n)), (12.16)

and is calculated in the LDP regime for the steady state in [90] from rate equation

considerations and in [91,92] including trap coherence effects. For isotropic spontaneous

emission and for no phase relaxation the average trap number is given in the resolved

sideband limit, l'g z', by

(')": *(I)'
The initial analysis of [90], while not correct in detail, does give some insight into the

physical processes at work in the cooling. The argument leading to the final temperature

will be sketched here and used to give some understanding of the behaviour of the steady

state average trap number in the SSB regime.

The derivation of the steady state in [90] begins with the master equation (12.2), from

which rate equations for the populations are obtained:
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i""(n,n) : -l'p."(n,")+9 bno(n*7,n+l) - p."(n,n))

+ t'/4
' v,2 *1,T4(Poo(n,n) - P".(n,n))

- ffibnn(n - L,,n- 1) - P""(n,n))

ino(n,n) _ ff {r".tn - L,n- l) - pcc(n,n))

(12.18)
'l

+ ;f'€2 
((" + L)p"u(n + l.,n + 1) + npu.(n - 1,r - 1)) .

The important processes which change the trap number are shown in Fig. 12.2. In (a)

Rabi cycling between lg, n) and le, n) is follow.d by spontaneous emission to 19, n * 1). In
(b) Rabi cycling between lg,n+ 1) and lu,n+ 1) is foltowed by spontaneous emission to

lg,,nl. In (c) Rabi cycling between lg,n+1) and le,n) is followed by spontaneous emission

to l9,n). In (d) Rabi cycling between lg,n) and le,n * 1) is followed by spontaneous

emission to lg,n* 1). The rates at which these processes proceed are given by

I
Ro : il'e21n+1)P(A')
Rt: Ro

R" = l'ez(n*l)P(L'-v')
Ra : l'e2(n+ l)P(A' * r').

In the LDP regime a rate equation for the total probability for the ion to be in the n-
th trap state, f ("), can be written. If the only significant contributions come from the
processes shown in Fig. 12.2, detailed balance of the transition rates between the states

nandn*lgives
A+f (") : A-f (n * L), (r2.23)

where A+ : Ro + Ra and A- : rta * ft". This gives rise to a Planckian-type distribution

for /(n), and if A- > Aa, the average trap number is given by

(12.1e)

(12.20)

(r2.2r)

(r2.22)

b).:# (12.24)
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Figure 12.2: The dominant processes considered in the determination of the steady state

average quantum number in the LDP regime.

to first order i" #. When the rates are evaluated for the optimum detuning, Lt : vt,

the standard result of (12.17) is obtained.

L2.3.2 The SSB regime

There would seem to be no simple analytic solution to the master equation (12.2) in
the SSB regime, as all the density matrix elements are coupled together by the coherent

driving between lg,n+ 1) and le,rz) and by spontaneous emission between lg,n) and

l", t). There is no simple rate equation solution as in [90, 91, 92]. Using the perturbation

expansion (I2.I4), terms up to at least order $ must be included, as heating terms are

of this order. But this gives no simple rate equation.

The steady state must be found by numerical evaluation of the truncated system,

which is carried out by writing (12.2) in matrix form and calculating the orthonormal

n
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basis vector for the null space of the coefficient matrix. The spontan@us emission recoil
term (12.8) is not included in full, but is expanded to second order in the Lamb-Dicke
parameter €.

It should be noted [91], that this truncation leads to non-couservation of probability in
the system, as there is some probability that an excited state ion will decay into a ground
state with n > .lI. In order to ensure the conservation of probability the spontaneous
emission rate needs to be modified by replacing

where

l' p,o(n, n' ) - T',on, p 
"o(n, 

n ) : I Cal * l|) p.,(n, n ),

ry : #tfi1 dk' un,^(te')uh,,(k').

(r2.25)

(12.26)

The behaviour of (n)" as a function of the detuning is shown in Fig. 12.3. The global
minimum occurs when the driving field is on resonance with the first lower sideband,
A' : u', as expected. There are also local minima corresponding to resonances with the

detuning d/v'

Figure 12.3: The steady state average trap numbur, (n)", as a function of the scaled

detuning, L' lr'. Parameters are: y' : 1000, l' : 0.01, e : 0.07 and tr/ : 10.
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second and third lower sidebands. The temperature in thee cases is higher because there
is no pumpingof the n:1 (or n--2 in the caseof L,:Ju,) states to n:0.

Fig. 12.4 shows the behaviour of (n)" as a function of the scaled spontaneous emission
rate for various values of the trap frequency. In the LDP regime the cooliug is always

enhanced by decreasing the spontaneous emission, whereas in the SSB regime saturation
occurs as the spontaneous emission is decreased. At some stage the ion, when excited
into the le,n) state, is more likely to be coherently cycled between le,n) and lg,n * l)
rather than decaying back to lg,n). One of the set of traces in the figure correspond to
solutions of the simplified equations of motion (12.18). They show saturation occuning
at the same spontaneous emission rate for all three choices of the trap frequency. When
the full equations (I2.2) are solved the point at which saturation occurs is dependent

-ll
-6

spontaneous emission logro(tr')

Figure 12.4: The steady state average trap number as a function of the scaled spontaneous

emission rate for various values of the scaled trap frequency. The short dashed line is the

steady state of the rate equations (12.18): N - 15, e :0.001. The solid line is the steady

state of (L2.2): N : 15, e : 0.001. The long dashed line is the analytic result given in
(L2.29). The values of the trap frequency are ut = 10,50,250, labelled (.)-(.) respectively.
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trap frequency logro(v')

Figure 12.5: The steady state average trap number as a function of the trap frequency
for various l'alues of the spontaneous emission N: 5, €: 0.01. The values of the scaled

spontaneous emission are I' : 1,0.1,0.05,0.001, labelled (")-(a) respectively.

on the trap frequency. As a result of this the steady state average trap number is more
strongly dependent on the trap frequency for small spontaneous emission rates than for
Iarge spontaneous emission rates.

A semi-qualitative analysis of this effect can be obtained from the expansion procedure

outlined in Section L2.2.I. The highest order correction to the equation of motion for the

coherence frun(n,n * 1) in (12.la) is dependent on the trap frequency:

Fon(n,n * t) : -Ir' r,nrn,n * 1) + ite""tn,n\ - psg(n * r,n+ 1)) un,n{r

I I /{). 
e2.27)-, 4v, +f,F"o(n'n * l) + O ( 

" I'
This additional term is not present in the rate equations (12.18) and leads to a modi-

fication of the transition rate R" such that
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The steady state average trap number is now

(n)": (1 +fz)2*(u'l')z
(12.2e)24va 1+fr2 *2vn

For (z'f')z ( I and fn < 1, the average trap number exhibits saturation. In this regime
(z)" goes inversely as the fourth power of the trap frequency

(n)"= #
The analytical result of (12.29) is also shown in Fig. 12.4. The transition from a ft to a

;}r dependence for the steady state average trap number can be clearly seen in Fig. 12.5.

It should be stressed that this argument is only semi-quantitative because terms of
order *L ur.included in the calculation of (n)" via the transition rate R4rbut are neglected

in the expansion leading to (72.27). If an attempt were made to consistently include

all terms to order $, 1tZ.Zl) would no longer allow an easy interpretation in terms of
transition rates.

Lamb-Dicke parameter logro(e)

Figure 12.6: The steady state average trap number as a function of the Lamb-Dicke

parameter e for various values of the spontaneous emission rate. The parameters used are

N - 5 and u'- 100, with f'- 0.02,0.01,0.001, labelled (u)-(.) respectively.
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In the LDP regime (n)" does not depend on the Lamb-Dicke parameter e. In the
SSB regime (n)" will also not depend on e for sufficiently small values of e. But in both
regimes, as e is increased in size towards unity, the terms in the coupling matrix u,r,-
which are of higher order in c will increasingly come into play. For instance, rather than
only the process lg,,nl - le,n) + lg,n+ 1) (goes as €2) occurring, there will also be

lg,n)- le,n) '*lg,n+2) (goesase{). Thegrowingstrengthof suchtermsshouldlead
to a quadratic dependence of (n)" on e. The independence of (n)" on e, for small €, can
be seen iu both Fig. 12.6 and Fig. 12.7. In Fig. 12.? (n)" exhibits no dependence on l, as

is expected from (12.30).

The saturation behaviour can also be seen in Fig. 12.8. The e-independent behaviour
can be seen for small f'. For small e saturation occurs at essentially the same value of 1,.
As e increases saturation occurs for higher values of l'. This is due to the fact that the
coherent oscillation between lg,n+ 1) and le,n) increases in strength for higher e.

In the sideband cooling experiment of Diedrich et al. [S6] a theoretical value for the

Lamb-Dicke parameter logro(e)

Figure 12.7: The steady state average trap number as a function of the Lamb-Dicke

parameter e for various values of the trap frequency. The parameters used a,re N : 5 and

f' : 0.001, with v': 100,200,400,800, labelled (a)-(d) respectively.
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spontaneous emission logro(l')

Figure 12.8: The steady state average trap number as a function of the spontaneous

emission for various values of the Lamb- Dicke parameter e. The parameters used are

N:5 and v'- 100, with e :0.1,0.01,0.001,0.0001, labelled (")-(d) respectively.

steady state average trap number of (n) - 10-6 is obtained. This value is based on the

work in [88] and includes the effect of the laser linewidth and micromotion, but it does

assume that the system is in the LDP regime. We have already seen, however, that the

Diedrich et al. experiment is carried out in the SSB regime. With experimental values

of the order of f' - 2.5 x 10-5 and u' - 7.5, the system is in the parameter regime

where saturation of the average trap number occurs. The steady state trap number can,

therefore, be described by (12.30) and has an order of magnitude value of (n)" - 10-5.

It should be noted that this can not be directly compared with the result theoretical

value quoted in [86] as we have included neither the linewidth of the driving field nor the

micromotion.
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L2.4 Time Evolution

The time evolution of the ion in the trap is governed by the cooling rate n. In the LDp
regime the cooling rate is given by 

e2
1": F (12.31)

to zeroth order in $ for the case where incoherent efiects are dominant, I, > P(Ar).
We calculate the time evolution of the system in the SSB regime by solving (l2.l4)

where the correction terms are evaluated to order ;b:

i.u(n,,n1 - -l'n^p."(n,n) * L(F"nfu,,n + l)ul+r ,n- un,n*rLo"(n+ 1,n))

inn(n,n) : lr(on"@rn - L)un-1,n - ul,,n-r[.s(n- t, rr))

l, /4
+ fu,(P""(n,n) - pno(n,t )) + Q@,n)

F"n{n,n*1) : -ir'U"n@,n*t) +}b,"{n,n) - pes(n*t,n +1)) un,n*r

* glr)fu)Fos(n,n + l) + | Ctz)1n, k)Fn.& + t, &)
k*n

+ t 6'(s)(n, k)p."(k,k)

and pr"(n * 1, n) : l\"n(n,n * 1)l', where

6(r)(n,) : _Ip_ffi
1\- lu^,nl' /1\ t,l4-4*?*r@- \i/) 4/+t""

g(z)@,k\ : -fl'r-. -- 
ul'fr+rultr't , (12.82)-t 

fiv,(n - e) + t,"1,liu,(n - k)

g(e\@,k) : i, ^n,
The spontaneous emission rate has been modified for a truncated set of equations as in
(12.26). The recoil term must also be expanded and takes the form

Q@,n): a'T (.1[ilt"l * cq(n,k)i"o(k,k + 1) * cq(n,k).Fu"(k+ 1, e)) , Q2.g4)

where

co(n,q:|r'*Do^[11t"'ffi. (12.3b)
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Figure 12.9: The time evolution of the average trap number for various values of the
spontaneous emission. The ion is initially in its ground electronic state and in a thermal
state in the trap with (n)16 : 3.96. The parameters used are N - 15, e : 0.05 and

v' : 1000, with l' - 0.01,0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, labelled (u)-(") respectively.

The time behaviour of the average trap quantum number, (n), for different values of
the scaled spontaneous emission rate is shown in Fig. 12.9. The results are obtained by

integrating out (12.33) using a Runge-Kutta procedure. The ion is initially in its electronic

ground state with its external motion in a thermal state with average trap number (r)ro.

When incoherent processes are dominant the cooling rate is inversely proportional to the

spontaneous emission rate. When coherent processes are dominant the cooling rate is
directly proportional to l'. Fig. 12.10 shows the time evolution of (n) for various values

of the Lamb-Dicke parameter e. In the Lamb-Dicke limit the rate of cooling is directly
proportional to e.

Coherent processes dominate over incoherent when l' ( e, and give rise to oscillations

in (n), which can be seen in Fig. 12.9 for f':0.01. These coherent efects have the

same origin as the quantum collapses and revivals in the atomic inversion studied in

Section 10.3. For such behaviour to occur the driving field must be tuned for maximum
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Figure 12.10: The time evolution of the average trap number for various values of the
Lamb-Dicke parameter. The ion is initially in its ground electronic state and in a thermal
state in the trap with (n)4, : 3.96. The parameters used are N - lb, l' : 0.1 and

u' : I00, with e : 0.01,0.025,0.05,0.075, labelled (u)-(a) respectively.

cooling, A' : v', and also the spacing between the trap levels must be large, v'D r,
to ensure that oscillation between lg,n) and l",n- 1) is the dominant coherent process.

If the collapses and revivals are not to be damped out by the spontan@us emission, l',
must be chosen to satisfv 

I
f, 

( 
""' (12.36)

where rp is the scaled revival time for the collapses and revivals (10.23). Finally the

ion must be prepared in a coherent state in the trap. If these conditions hold collapses

and revivals can occur for the average trap quantum number as for the atomic inversion

(Fig. 12.11).

There are other effects to be seen in the time behaviour due to strong coherent oscilla-

tions in the system. The rate of cooling is determined by the real part of the eigenvalues

of the system, in particular by the negative real eigenvalue whose absolute value is the

smallest. For dominant coherent processes such eigenvalues are of order f'. As the most
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800

Figure 12.11: The time evolution of the average trap number showing quantum collapses

and revivals. The ion is initially in its ground electronic state and in a coherent state in
the trap with (n)"orr : 6.9. The parameters used are .fy' - 15r f' : 0.001 1 Llt :1000, and

e = 0.05.
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164 Chapter 12. Cooling in the strcng sidebanil rcgirne

important coherent oscillation is between lg, n) and l"rn - 1), some of the imaginary parts
of the eigenvalues will be of order lro,r+ol - .. If e 2 l, the coherent oscillation may
inhibit the decay of the average trap quantum number, (n). This behaviour can be seen

in Fig. L2.L2, where Fig. 12.10 is replotted with a logarithmic scale for (n). The rate of

1200

7

Figure 12.12: The time evolution of the average trap number for various values of the
spontaneous emission. Parameters are as for Fig. 12.9.

decay is smaller than that expected from the smallest real part of the system eigenvalues,

but does accelerate as the transients are damped out. For f' ) e the more usual linear
plot is obtained.

L2.5 Conclusion

The analytic results obtained for sideband cooling of an ion or atom in a harmonic trap
are valid only in the Lamb-Dicke perturbation regime, where the Lamb-Dicke parameter,

e, is takeu to be sufficiently small compared with unity such that the strongest coherent

oscillation occurs between the states with the same trap quantum number. In this chapter

we have discussed the strong sideband regime, where the parameter (ltflu'e)2 is much
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12.5. Conclusion 16b

smaller than unity, such that the dominant coherent oscillation occurs between the states

lg, n) and le, n - 1).

In the LDP regime the equations of motion for the master equation decouple to zeroth

order in the Lamb-Dicke parameter, which enables analytic solutions to be found. In the

SSB regime all the states of the system are coupled together to lowest order in L f u' , which

makes it impossible to find analytic solutions to the equations of motion. A perturbation
erpansion in the small parameters If v',1'f v' and, ef v'is developed which reduces the

dimension of the problem from 4(N + 1), to 4(N { l), where N is the trap number at
which the equations of motion are truncated.

This perturbation expansion leads to a semi-quantitative discussion of saturation ef-

fects for the final cooling energy. It is shown that the steady state average trap number

saturates for small values of the spontaneous emission rate. It is also shown that for
spontaneous emission rates much smaller than the trap frequency the steady state aver-

age trap number, (n), goes inversely as the fourth power of the trap frequency, rather
than as the second power when not in the saturation region. It is also argued that the
sideband cooling experiment of Wineland and coworkers [S6] is carried out in the SSB

regime.

Simulations of the time evolution are also presented. There are various transient
coherent effects present in the system, including inhibition of the decay of the average

trap number, (rz), and quantum collapses and revivals in (n).
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Chapter 13

Quantum jumps in a trap

L3.1 fntroduction
With the ability to trap a single atom has come the possibility of observing, for an
extended period, the fluorescence from a single atom. It was Dehmelt [101] who suggested
that this fluorescence could act as a monitor as to whether the fluorescing atom is in its
electronic ground state. This has lead to interest in quantum jurnps [68], in which a
measurement on a quantum system results in the collapse of the wavefunction, and an
associated jump into the selected quantum state.

One of the systems which has been studied in connectioa with quantum jumps is
the three-level V-system, in which a third atomic state is weakly coupled to a strong
transition. In such a system shelving of the electron in the metastable state produces a
dark period in the observed fluorescence. The observation of quantum jumps can be made
by monitoring the strong fluorescence signal, and this has been carried out by a number
of experimental groups [108, 104, 10b, 106].

In the experiments to date quantum jumps have been observed between internal en-
ergy states of an atom, and in this chapter we ask whether the observation of quantum
jumps between vibrational states of an ion in a trap is possible. To this end a stochas-
tic simulation of an ion in a trap using our simple trapping model is carried out. Our
simulations are based on the Monte-Carlo wavefunction approach of [109, 110].

Recently Cirac et al. [108] have carried out a Monte-Carlo simulation of the master
equation for a trapped ion using atomic wavefunctions. A large number of simulations
were averaged over to give the ensemble time evolution for the system. In this section we

look at a single quantum trajectory and carry out a stochastic simulation of the motion of
the ion in the trap. We wish to know whether information can be obtained on the jumps
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made by the ion between different trap states.

The problem of quantum jumps for a two-level ion in a trap interacting with a classical

standing wave light field has been considered by Cirac et al. [11U. In the limit of
strong coupling between the atomic internal and external degrees of freedom, the system
is best described by transitions between the 'dressed states' of the Hamiltonian (10.6).

As has been seen this system is analogous to the JC model, therefore the eigenenergies

corresponding to the excited state are

En,*: ,n +f,nrrfi.

In the work of Cirac et al. the two-level system is coupled to a third metastable state lr).
In this way the absorption spectrum can be sensitively measured by observing quantum
jumps to and from the metastable level as a function of the detuning of a probe laser from
the lg) - lr) transition frequency. Because of the unequal spacing of the energy levels, the
system can be selectively excited to a In, r) state, and can be used to generate number

state of the quantised trap motion.

t3.2 Monte-Carlo wavefunction simulations

In our analysis we consider only the weak coupling [mit between the atomic internal and

external degrees of freedom. The energies of these spontaneously emitted photons will
be given by usu * mu for m : 0, I ,2.... If the system is in the Lamb-Dicke limit the
majority of fluorescence photons will have rzl : 0 or 1, and in the simulation it will be

assumed that these are the only energies occurring. It might be hoped that the measured

energy of any particular fluorescence photon would give information on which trap states

the ion has jumped between.

In practice, the spontaneous emission rate must be small for effective cooling, but
this will make it difficult to observe all spontaneous events. Spontaneous emission occurs

in three dimensions and this will also make it difficult to keep track of all spontaneous

photons. It would seem that some type of shelving scheme as in Cfrac et al. is required.

Nevertheless we shall assume that all fluorescence photons can be detected, and ask what

information can be obtained from them.

When a spontaneous photon is detected the measurement process does not collapse

the wavefunction into any particular trap state. For weak coupling between the ion's

internal and external degrees of freedom, the photon does not carry information on which

trap state the ion is in, but only the difference between the initial and final trap number.

(13.1)
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Another difficulty is that there will be a number of possible coherent processes occur-

ring. An ion in the state lg, n) may be coherently driven into the state le, ,), le,n - 1) or
some other excited state. However, if the SSB regime is considered, the dominant coher-

ent process is between the states lg,n) and l",n- 1) and there will be a high correlation
between fluorescence photons of energy uree * mu and changes in the trap state given by
Ln : -(* * 1) (where rn is any integer). Likewise in the LDP regime the dominant

coherent process is between lg,n) and l"rnl, and there will be a high correlation between

fluorescencephotonsof energy @se*rnv andchangesinthetrapstategivenbyAn : -rn.
The simulation will be carried out using the Monte-Carlo wavefunction approach of

[109, 110]. We begin with a wavefunction for the system at time l, decomposed over a set

of truncated eigenstates

(13.2)

(13.3)

N

W@: I(g"(t)lg, ") * e"(t)le, n)) S l0),
n=O

where g,, and en are the probability amplitudes for the atom to be in its ground and

excited states respectively and in the n- th trap state. The ground state of the quantised

electromagnetic field is represented by the l0), that is, there are no fluorescence photons.

We allow the system to evolve a time dl where dt < l-t,O"t,A;l, and O" and A.
are characteristic system Rabi and detuning frequencies. These conditions ensure that
at most one spontaneous photon is emitted between t and t + dt. At time t * dt the
wavefunction can be decomposed over the zero- and one-photon manifolds:

l$(t + dt))

bl,o(t + dt))

_ lf(o)(r + dt)) + lr/tl)11+ d,))

ld,(1)(, + dr)) - snl,r, + dt)!s,,,) s r€r.,^lk, )),

: fklo)(r + dt)ls,n) + elo)(r * dt)le,n)) s l0)

k,r

where k and ,\ denote the wavevector and the polarisation of the spontaneously emitted
photon. It should be mentioned that the sum over the ground states in the expression for

ltptt)(t + dt)) is due to the fact that the atom can theoretically decay into any trap state.

Also there is no contribution from le,n) to ;rp(tl), because the condition Qdf ( I ensures

that any reexcitation after a decay during dt can he neglected.

The probability of spontaneous emission in the time dl is given by the square of the

norm of lrl(t)) and can be written

n=0

dp : lS(t)dt, (13.4)
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where ,S(t) - Ef;=o |."(t)l'is the probability that the atom will be found in its excited
state.

The probability amplitudes gPQ + dt) and e[o)(t + dt) satisfy the same equation of
motion as the probability amplitudes in (9.29), except for the addition of a spontaneous
emission damping term describing departure rates from the zero.photon manifold: (for
m--0...N)

i, : -irn-g^- in f ,;.^"^
L n=O

E^ = -i(ri,-;f )"- - io f u^,'"sn.
L 

'' n=o
(13.5)

If a fluorescence photon is detected, the state bb(t + dt)) is projected onto 14,tt) 1t + dt)),
otherwise it is projected onto ;,pto)(t + dr)). For some psuedorandom number c, uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1,

if x) d,p, lrh|+dt)) -pi(s['r( t*d,t)ls,n) +e[o)1r +dt)le,n))e l0)

n;=o
if r 1 dp, l,h(t + dt)) -Egf)(t + dt)ls,n) e l0), (13.6)

n=O

with p : (1- dp)-r/2. \Ve assume that the detected photon has been destroyed and plays

no role in the subsequent evolution of the system.

If a spontaneous emission occurs in the interval df, the wavefunction after the spon-

taneous emission is given by

o-";xk'xp1r(t + dt)), (13.7)

where k * ko: lk"l is the magnitude of the wavevector of the spontaneously emitted
radiation. The probability amplitude that the atom will be found in the state 19, n') after

the spontaneous emission is given by

gi\,|(t + dt) : (g,n'lo-eia(o+ot) bh4 + dt)|

= f u^,",(6)e*(t),
n

( 13.8)

where €: e cos 0 and, 0 is a random number chosen from between 0 and,2r.

The spontan@us emission can occur between any two trap states, and we shall need

to be able to calculate the relative probabilities of spontaneous emission between the trap

states n and n'. The transition amplitude for the system to be taken from le, n) to lg,n')
by spontaneous emission is

T(n - n'): (g,n'lo-ei*"t'*lr, n) : u^,n,(E). (13.e)
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To obtain the transition probabilities for all possible spontaneous emission events which
change the trap state by rn we sum over the upper state probabilities:

n(Anz) - D lT(n + n 1 Lm)l2le^12. (13.10)

In the Lamb-Dicke regime only Arn : 0, *1 are of interest and the three probabilities

in (13.10) can now be normalised to unity and a pseudorandom number s can be used to
decide which of the fluorescence photon energies, us"t@se * u or us" - z is most likely to
occur.

In carrying out stochastic simulations of a single trajectory it is clea^r that there is not a
good correlation between the number of jumps inferred from counting spontaneously emit-
ted photons and the average number of trap quanta lost in the cooling process (ensemble

average). The reason for this comes from the randomising influence of the spontaneous

emission in its action on the ion wavefunction (13.7).

An example of this randomising behaviour can be seen when the characteristic Rabi

frequency O" is of the same order of magnitude or larger than the spontaneous emission

rate. In such a situation the ion may undergo several Rabi cycles before spontaneous

emission occurs, and the probability distribution over the trap states rapidly looses its
Poissonian character. When spontaneous emission does occur the average trap number

for the upper electronic state may be quite different from the average trap number for the
upper and lower electronic states together. This can lead to a large increase or decrease

in the average trap number. While such events may not conserve energy individually, an

average over a number of stochastic simulations should give behaviour approaching the
ensernble average.

13.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we have investigated the possibility of observing the quantum jumps of an

ion in a trap. We look for a conelation between the total number of spontaneous photons

observed in a single stochastic simulation and the average number of trap quanta lost in

the cooling process. Due to the randomising influence of the spontaneous emission we

found that this correlation is not high. If information is required on trap states, it would

seem preferable to utilise some kind of electron shelving scheme in a strong coupling limit

as developed by Cirac et al. ftfi).
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Chapter L4

Conclusion

In this thesis we have used the electric dipole interaction between matter and the elec-

tromagnetic field in its quantum form to investigate three quantum optical systems. In
Parts II and III the concern is with the manipulation of quantum noise properties of the
light field, while in Part IV the interest is with the coherent properties and cooling of a
single atom in a harmonic trapping potential.

In Part II a possible QND measurement scheme is investigated. The scheme comprises

an atomic medium placed inside an optical cavity. The medium is a three-level atomic
system in the ladder configuration, a^nd the cavity is driven by two single mode sources.

The aim of the treatment was to include atomic noise in the calculation, and this was done

by considering an efective two-level model for the system with spontaneous emission from
the upper to lower level. The evaluation of this system as a QND measurement scheme

involved the calculation of three correlation functions for the inputs and outputs of the
system. Good QND characteristics were found when the detuning from the upper level

was large, as this minimises the spontaneous emission noise.

In Part III a three-level atomic medium in the ladder configuration was also considered,

this time for its squeezing properties. The atomic medium is in the form of a beam which
is directed through a cavity. The atoms are interacting with a strong classical single mode

source, and with two cavity modes. It is assumed that the coupling to the intermediate

level is weak, and also that the atoms spend a short time in the cavity, such that a

course-graining approximation can be made. Dissipation is included in the form of cavity
damping and spontaneous emission, the latter modelled as a simple loss from all three

atomic levels. It is shown that the squeezing in the fluctuations of the intensity difference

for the output of the two cavity modes is very good. The squeezing improves for increased

detuning from the intermediate level, but is not dependent on detuning from the upper
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Ievel. This indicates the creation of correlated photons in the cascade transition.
In Part [V a simple trapping and cooling model is discussed. The model comprises

a two-level ion constrained to move in a harmonic potential, interacting with a classical
single mode travelling light field. This model is studied in the resolved sideband and
Lamb-Dicke regimes. It is shown that if the trap is strong the model takes on the form of
the Jaynes-Cummings model, except that the quantised radiation field is replaced by the
quantised centre-of-mass motion. This leads to an investigation of effects which point to
the quantum nature of the centre.of-mass motion of the ion. These include collapses and
revivals in the atomic inversion and a splitting of the Q-function.

Cooling is considered by including spontaneous emission, which leads to a master
equation for the trapped ion. A distinction is made between the Lamb-Dicke perturbation
and the strong sideband regimes, and for the latter case the steady state and time evolution
behaviour is determined by solving the master equation for the system. In particular it is
found that, in the saturation regime, the average steady state trap number goes inversely
as the fourth Power of the trap frequency, rather than as the second power when not in
the saturation regime. Finally we ask whether it is possible to observe quantum jumps of
the ion between the trap states. The method we employ does not give a high correlation
between the number of observed photons in a single stochastic simulation and the average

number of trap quanta lost in the cooling process.



Appendix A

The rnatrix elements un,rp,

In this appendix the matrix element

u.m 7 1n1eir("+"t)1my (A.1)

is evaluated. As a first step the operator 
"d'r("+"i) 

is rewritten using the identity

eA+B _ 
",a,"a "-Il,t,Bl 

_ eB eA uIv,A1 (4.2)

where A and B arc two noncommuting operators that satisfy the conditions

IA,[A,B]I : lB,lA,All : O. (A.3)

A proof of this can be found in the chapter on operator algebra ia Louisell l4]. This
identity can be used to give

un,m : 
"-n2lzlnlein"r 

uin"lml (A.4)

The exponential containing the annihilation operator can be expanded and allowed to act
right on the state

,'rol*) : i* Uqa)klm)
&=O D:

ool: 
_4 n $d. ak-r,l6,l- - 1).

The annihilation operator is allowed to act a further & - I times and

eino 
rrz t 

\*^mt*):E;U,ih@tu-kl
3+. 1,. 'r lT,: 
P="n 

(;,?)^ 
V (", _ ftI l* - kl-

(4.5)
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(A.7)

Similarly for the creation operator acting to the left

al,.,r lT(nls'n"'= 
E u 

(ia)'/C+(n-tl.

When the two factors are put together

(ne-tc)!(n-t)!

: o-rtz 12 5:1;-1m-n*21- Zr\"'ll
l=O

= e-'t'tz Qn)^-^ ,,|-#rtf-"rrr,

where

t!"(r)= 1{-r),, (1,1.fr1! *",
,=d' 

-' (n- t)!(fr+t)!t!*
The first few matrix elements are

uo,o : 
"-n2 

lz

uo,n : 
"-n'lz1;ry 

-L= (A.10)
Vn!

ur,, : 
"-n"/21;ryn-'"-u-Jr' n)1.

The matrix element un,^ can be calculated in an efficient way by considering the
recurrence relation for the associated Laguerre polynomial [9]

(n+l)If*r(") : (zn*,t+1- a)tl(x)-(n+ x)t!_r(a), k> -1, n)0. (A.11)

Substituting in for uo,* we obtain

un*r,m : (m * n - r\#un,m-!-,l ffi ttrn-r,m-2 (A.12)

The recurrence relation is suited to numerical evaluation of u,..-.

7tn.m - "-n2 
tzp_E fr {,;n)**'

nlm!
r- ---- r-\ r-7lTi u * - l,tn - h

(r-^+l)!(n-t)!t!

(A.8)

(A.e)

tM



on the vacuum state l0)

Appendix B

The coherent state

Coherent states were first introduced by Glauber 162), and are states which in some sense
most closely approach the classical behaviour of a harmonic oscillator. They are of use in
describing states of the electromagnetic field. Coherent states can be generated by acting
with the displacement operator

D(a) - "(oo1-o'o)

lo) - D(cr)lo)

where at and d are the usual raising and lowering operators for
coherent states are eigenstates of the annihilation operator

alo) - alql

which, given that a is non-hermitian, implies that a is complex.
be decomposed over the number states:

lo) : D l,?)(nla)

: e-*l*l'1

The probability distribution of the quanta in a coherent state is Poisson,

P(n) :l(,rlo)l' : {"-lol';o1'"

where lal2 is the mean number of quanta

n- (olarala) - lal2

(8.1)

(8.2)

the harmonic oscillator.

(8.3)

The coherent states can

a.^

t/nl l"). (8.4)

(B.5)
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Appendix C

The Jayn€s-Cummings model

The Jaynes-Cummings model [10] is important in quantum optics as it is a simple soluble
model for the interaction of a single two-level atom with a single quantised mode of the
radiation field. The Hamiltonian was derived in Section 3.2.1 and takes the form

H : hu (oto + ;) - huoo' * t. (so+a * o.o- at) . (c.1)

In a frame rotating with the frequency of the quantised field the Hamiltonian takes the
form

H' : h,L,o' + f, (oo+ o 1 g* o- at) , (c.2)

where L,: Qo-c..t is the detuning between the atomic resonance frequency and the driving
field.

A set of basis states can be used labelled by the electronic state of the atom and
the number of photons in the radiation field. These states are eigenstates of the free
Hamiltonian and the interaction part of the Hamiltonian only mixes states such that the
eigenvalue equation can be written, n : 0.. .F,

n, ( lo,,n*.r) ) :o |/ -|a ui"(n)') / U,n*1)
\ 1",') I \";"(") ia /\ l.,n')

where ui"(n) - g1ffi. The eigenvalues for this system are

)
(c.3)

(c.4)

The solutions to the Schr6dinger equation can be obtained in terms of the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of the system. When the atom is initially in the ground state and there are
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n photons in the radiation field, the solutions take the same form as those in Section g.4.b

except that

Interesting quantum recurrence phenomena occur in the JC model as was first pointed out
by Eberley and coworkers [95]. The dynamical behaviour of the system can be obtained
by first considering the evolution of the state lg,n):

"-i*'t/h1n,n) 
: cos (f,rr*fu)t) b,"l

l(sle-int1nb,o)l' - e-*t'l" T # .o", (f,u,.t')r) .

(c.7)

where the field is assumed to be on resonance with the atom. The evolution of a coherent
state can now be obtained by using the decomposition over the number states given in
(B.4)

"-iH't/h1n,a) - s-il'P L+.o, (l \
T t/nt ,rui"(n)t)lg,nl. (c.8)

The probability for the atom to be in its ground state, but with the field in any state is
given by

A-lA
un,nft + ui"(n).

C.l Quantum collapses and revivals

l(els-iu 
\ 1nkdf : s-i;t,,t' T # "io, (f,ui"t')r)

(c.5)

(c.6)

(c.11)

(c.e)

The evolution of the excited state can be calculated in a similar fashion, such that the
corresponding probability for the atom to be in its excited state, but with the field in any

state, is given by

(c.10)

The inversion is the population difference between the excited and ground states and for

a system described by a wavefunction l,/(t)), is given by

w -- (,h(t)lo'14(r)) : l(ell(r))1, - lklr/(r))1"

upon which the results in (C.9) and (C.10) can be used and

w : -e-+t"t' E 
lol:". 

"o, 
(tri"fu)t) . (c.12)
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The characteristic feature of this inversion is that the Rabi nutation at the frequency
pi"(n) experiences collapses and revivals. This is due to the fact that the Rabi frequency is
n-dependent and that a spread of different n-states go to make up the coherent state field.
The collapses a,re due to destructive interference between the various cosine terms. After
some time the oscillating terms are again in phase with each other, and there is a revival
in the Rabi nutation. This rephasing is not perfect, as the frequencies are irrational and
thus incommensurate.

The existence of these periodic revivals is due to the discreteness of the sum over
number states, and maY, therefore, be considered to be a pure quantum effect resulting
from the discreteness of the energy spectrum of the field on quantisation.
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Appendix D

Equations of motion in rnatrix form

The equation of motion for the probability amplitudes in (9.29) can be solved by rewriting
in matrix form. We define the vector y by

Uzn : 9o

Uzn+r : en (D.1)

where n : 0. . . oo and obtain the matrix equation

j, - -iAy (D.2)

where

Azm,zn : u!r6^n

A2^+r,zn+, : u76^n

A2^,zn+r : ulnn

AZ^+t,Zn : Itrmn.

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system satisfy the equation

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)D e^"e*) - ;(r)E(*)

and the eigenvectors can also be chosen to satisfy orthogonality and completeness condi-
tions

T {f' (fl*'';. 
: 6**'

f eft (ef';' : 6*n' (D.6)
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A general solution can be written in the form

Appenilfu D. Equations of motion in matrix for*

where ca is a constant to be determined from the initial conditions. If y,n(0) are the initial
conditions then the solution becomes

y^(t) - ! c*6(&)r-;rrtrt
&

y*(t) :p 
[P 

y-(0) 1e*,).] 6(&)"-uG),.

(D.7)

(D.8)
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